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lntroduction

Almost everyone in the United States is familiar with the broad out-

line of the Mormon role in settling the western United States. The

drama associated with Brigham Young and the epic journey of the

Mormons to the Rocky Mountains has inspired numerous articles and

books. The trying years of struggle as the Saints persevered in their at-

tempts to transform the desert has provided material for novelists,

movie makers, and scholars. It might seem presumptuous, therefore, to

offer yet another work dealing with the Mormons and the West. In re-

cent years, however, there has been a renewed interest as scholars have

attempted to recreate and reassess the Mormon settlement in the West

and the subsequent development of a unique people in a unique place.

The papers in this volume represent original studies which address a

number of central questions concerning the Mormon role in occupa-

tion of the land. Central to the papers included in this volume is aR

attempt to probe into the actual occurrences and to avoid cornmon

stereotypes regardirg the Mormon role in the settlement of the West.

Taken as a whclle, the articles provide a stimulating insight into the

\{ormon experience which should leave the reader with an entirely

:]ew viewpoint and encourage further research to answer the unan-

stvered questions.

The journey to Salt Lake by converts to Mormonism is explored by

fuchard Jackson. Central to any celebration of the entry of Brigham
young into the Salt Lake Valley on July 24, LB47 ) are orations on the

iremendous suffering of the Mormon pioneers who crossed the plains

between 1847 and 1869. Listeners are informed that the Saints faced
.rntold perils in crossing great deserts to {Jtah. Dn. Jackson examines

vlt



the pioneer journey through analysis of the diaries of those who partic-

ipated in it and suggests that for the typical migrant the journey may

not have been as arduous as popularly conceived.

The high degree of Mormon organi zation coupled with experienced

leaders minimized hardships on the overland trip in all but a few

years. Although still subject to illness and accident, traveling across the

plains was little different from other travel in the pre-railroad era-
slow, uncomfortable, and tedious. Since they approached the trip
across the plains with familiarity with walking or wagon travel, the

migrants accepted it as a natural part of travel.

Few diarists complained about the difficulty of the trip, and to most

the one-way journey to their new home was a highlight of their lives.

Diarists responded like typical tourists, commenting on scenic views,

curiosities, and acquaintances in the camp. Even after a twenty-five-

mile hike during the dry, entire camps were willing to walk additional
miles to see some landmark along the trail.

The journey of some 60,000 people across the plains under Mormon
supervision was a great achievement, but that achievement, according

to Jackson, centered on its accomplishment by average individuals.

The mere fact that thousands of people of all ages were willing to

make the journey for their faith is a miracle in itself. The Mormon set-

tlers of the Americ?n West were not supermen, only ordinary individ-
uals who accomplished the seemingly impossible because of their faith

and persistence. Viewed in this light, Jackson suggests, the trip across

the plains was more important as a unifier of the Saints than as a trial
by hardship.

The exploration of their new home by the Saints has never been ad-

equately documented because exploration was only incidental to settle-

ment and records of most explorations were never published. Melvin
Smith discusses the Mormon experience in exploring one portion of the

Colorado River area incidental to Mormon attempts to develop navi-

gation on the river. Although the focus of the paper is a limited area

along the lower Colorado River, the events affecting Mormon explor-

ation are related to broader events and policies affecting the Mormon
leaders and their decisions.

Mormon efforts to settle in the arid region of southwestern Utah

and Nevada along tributaries to the Colorado River were heroic. Since

the area was only marginally habitable at best, supreme effort was re-
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quired to enable the settlers to create a viable community. Central to

successful settlement was accessibility, and the Colorado seemed to Pro-
vide an alternative to the tortuous and tedious overland journey. Dr.

Smith ana\yzes the explorers of the lower Colorado, includitg both

Mormon and non-Mormon explorirg parties. Early Mormon explor-

ations of the area were by missionaries to the Indians, but the coming

of the 1860's and the Civil War fostered greater interest in the Colo-

rado's possibilities. Establishment of the Deseret Mercantile Association

in 1864 culminated in the construction of Call's Landing on the Colo-

rado in 1865. The fascinating story of the abandonment of the ware-

house by the Mormons is examined by Smith, who hypothesizes on the

underlying premise of the Mormon exploration in the lower Colorado

and colonization attempts in general. The lower Colorado exploration

becomes a microcosm in which Mormon colonization efforts in the

rvest are attalyzed,. Dr. Smith's study suggests that in the exploration of
the lower Colorado and elsewhere the Mormon leaders suffered not

only from incomplete information, but also from information colored

by the wishful thinkirg of Mormon missionaries, explorers, the settlers,

and the leaders themselves.

Lynn Rosenvall examines an aspect of Mormon colonization of the

\Vest rarely discussed and provides an analysis of which communities

failed and why th"y did so. Given the harsh environmental setting of

rhe West, it was inevitable that some settlements would not be success-

ful. This factor was compounded by the prevailing antagonistic atti-

tudes the Mormons encountered in their settlement efforts in the mid-

rvest and west. In combination, the physical environment and events in

the broader American society caused the failure of less than 15 percent

of settlements established by the Saints. The success ratio of over 80

percent is a testimonial to the perseverance of the settlers as they re-

fused to abandon marginal locations.
Abandonment of Mormon settlements came in response to a variety

of factors. Indian conflicts, revolutions as in Mexico, border changes as

in the Muddy settlements of Nev ada, anci public sentiment against po-

lvgamy all forced settlers to temporarily or permanently abandon their

homes. Ironically, Dr. Rosenvall points or.rt that the drought associated

,,r,ith the West and semiarid West did not cause the demise of many

communities, but abandonment came rather because of flooding which

destroyed dams and precious farm land. A host of other environmental



factors caused community abandonment, but abandonment came only
after prolonged struggle to overcome the problems of the area. Once
committed to a location, the Mormons were extremely reluctant to
abandon it; and as Professor Rosenvall points out, those which were
abandoned represented the most marginal locations. Dr. Rosenvall's
concise analysis of a topic rarely studied will no doubt become the ref-
erence standard for study of abandoned Mormon communities.

Alan Grey uses comparative analysis to illustrate that much of the
claim of uniqueness commonly made for the Mormon experience rep-
resents more a lack of analysis of broader events contemporary with
the Mormons. [Jsing the example of the settlement of Christchurch,
New Zealand, Dr. Grey discusses the similarities and differences be-
tween it and the Mormon settlements and concludes that while widely
separated in space, they are quite close in character.

The milieu in which both developed had its origin in the expansion
of western Europe in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Thus, al-
though the Mormons represented the egalitarian utopias developed in
early nineteenth century America and the New Zealand settlement en-
visioned not the establishment of a new order but reestablishment of a
perceived older class-oriented society, both followed similar processes.

In the case of the Mormons, they established communities to ensure
provision of education and other amenities for the Saints. In the case

of Christchurch, the developers also established communities with the
goal of providing amenities, includirg religion. From this similarity of
purpose Dr. Grey proceeds to exarnine other aspects of the two settle-
ments to illustrate his thesis. The fact that the Mormon experience in
settlement was less unique than often believed should come as no sur-
prise. The forces and events which affected the Mormons and facil-
itated their successful col onization fostered similar activity among other
groups of west European background. Although Dr. Grey examines
only one example, others could be cited to further indicate the general
conformity of the Mormon settlement activity to the events transpiring
elsewhere.

The settlements established by the Mormons created a unique land-
scape in western America. Charles Peterson, in a provocative paper,
analyzes the development of the agricultural systems associated with
Mormon settlement and details the development of the Mormon land-
scape. Central to this landscsp€, of course, was the village with its
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Iarge lots devoted to mini-farrns. Surraunding the village were larger

fields to which the settlers cCImrmuted, but initially there were f'ew ran-

ches or independent farmsteads occupied by their owners. As a result,

the villages emerged as the dominant feature of the landscape and re-

ceived the attention of numerous descriptive narratives of the era even

though the Mormon irnpact on the landscape extended beyond the

confines of the community.
This impact can be seen even today in the relatively fragmented na-

rure of the land around the Mormon village caused by fencing. These

fences represent the original subdivision of the farrning lands which en-

sured that all settlers had access to the agricultural resCIurce base of the

area. Beyond the cultivated lands, the Mormon impact remains in the

torm of the overgr aztng associated with the Mormon development of
sheep and cattle production using the nonarable lands in the Inore

rugged mountains and plateaus surrounding their settlernents. Erosion

associated with this overgr azing sculpted the landscape permanently.

Since initially the Mormons had not owned property, the extension

of the Homestead Act to Utah resulted in a sr.lperimposition of quanter

,ections and isolated farmsteads over the existing viltrage morphology.

\\'ith the passage of time and the growth of population in Utah, large-

scale reclamation projects were developed and additional lands were

opened to irrigation and settlement, often in the form of dispersed

iarmsteads or string villages rather than nucleated Mornnon villages.

Beyond the irrigated lands in the marginal areas of {.Jta}r, settlement

:ccurred at a later date and under different eeonomic conditions in-

lnoducirg other variants into the Mormon landscape. The development

:f dry farrning, which affected large areas of fJtah, created a land-

scape of isolated farmsteads; and development of ranching land led to

:he development of small towns to service them" The coming of the

:ailroad added another element in the form of railroad towns such as

lorinne" Alt of these elements-villege, homestead, and dispersed farm-

ilead-represented the attempts of the Mcrmon settlers to occupy the

iand of their new Zion in the West. In more recent years these ele-

:rents have faced extinction as the result of pre$sures causing urban-

.zation of Arnerica, but relics remain of each to create a distinctive

\formon landscape.
Wayne Wahlquist examines the population of Utah in an insightful

,:ticle that examines official census statistics and compares thern with



the population figures estimated by Utah officials, Mormon and non-

Mormon. Great disparities exist in all of the accounts, and Dr.

Wahlquist arrives at an independent figure based on conventional sta-

tistical analysis of migration and birth and dbath rates among the

population. His conclusions about the actual population of Utah Terri-

Lry between 1850 and 1870 provide a base line against which future

analysis of migration and population growth in Utah will be mea-

sured.
Not content with providirg the gross population figures for the en-

tire territory, Wahlquist provides the reader data on the population

characteristics of individual communities. The uniformity of age and

sex characteristics in the Mormon communities could be anticipated

from the Mormon colonization program. More surprisittg is the ex-

tremely high proportion of children found in the Mormon towns. With

nearly 50 percent of each Mormon town composed of children, it is

little wonder that the communities grew rapidly.
Migrants were an important part of Utah's growth; but unlike other

areas of the United States, in Utah the migrants (primarily Mormons)

tended to be diffused rather evenly throughout the communities, with

, concentration of people of similar nationalities the exception rather

than the rule. The process by which new migrants arrived and they

and their children became assimilated into a unique Mormon culture

is an important feature of the colonization of the West by the Mor-

mons.
The expansion of the Mormon people beyond the settlements of the

Wasatch Front can be viewed as a final, and ongoing, chapter of the

Mormon role in settling the West. Using a series of maps, Lowell Ben-

nion and Dean I-ouder examine the diffusion of Mormons across

America through time, and they suggest a region of Mormon domin-

ance. They begin their analysis of Mormon distribution in 1860 by

showing those counties with LDS wards at that time, and then maP

the expansion of wards to other counties for succeeding decades. The

distribution of Mormon congregations by counties illustrates the ex-

pansion of the Church during the period of colonization. By 1890 the

colonizirg period was nearly at an end and the growth of the Church

came from intensification of the number of wards within the existing

areas of settlement. This trend continued until the end of World War

I, when new expansion occurred as Mormons from the agrarian settle-
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ments of the Intermountain West began migratitg to California. This

migration to the West Coast was slow prior to World War II, but

wards and stakes were organi zed in the West Coast states as well as in

the Chicago, Milwaukee, and New York areas by 1940'

The p"riod followirg World War II was one of rapid growth in the

non-Utah regions of the U.S., and by 1975 wards had been established

in nearly every state in the union. Nevertheless, Utah continues to

have the greatest Church membership found in any individual state.

Because of the continued concentration of membership in Utah and

the West, it is possible to define an area of Mormon dominancq a

Mormon cultural region. Bennion and Louder conclude that in terms

of membership distribution the Mormons remain a western, and pre-

dominantly intermountain, ctiurch. Although members of the Church

are diffused worldwide, the areas of Mormon dominance reflect the

original settlement pattern of the Saints.
Richard H. Jackson



The Overland Journey to Zlon
Richard 11. Jackson

The Ferilous Journey

The overland journey to Utah by Mormon migrants in the Pre-
railroad years is an important part of the Mormon experience in settling

the 'West. The perils of the journey have been recounted in statements

by Mormon leaders, i* published and unpublished histories, and in
folklore. The typical account of the trip across the plains suggests that
it was a journey of extreme hardships and suffering. "Our toilsorne

journey . . . over a desert for upwards of a thousand miles" involved

difficulties o'such as are unparalleled in the history of mankind,o' ac-

cording to George A. Srnith in 1860.r With the lassage of time the

"unparalleled" journey of the migrants expanded to an even greater

difficulty as the "desert" grew ever more forbidditg. "It was the faith

and hope that induced the pioneers . . . to face savages and to pene-

trate through a trackless, howling desert."2 The "trackless, howling

desert" described in the 1870s account presented such hardships to the

rnigrants that the accornplishment of the Mormons in getting safely to

Utah was described as "one of the greatest miracles since Moses passed

:r'er the Red Sea."3

Just as the plains crossed by the Morrnons had been transformed

,nto deserts through tirne, so "th* rnagnitude of the accomplishment in
:rossing them grew cornmensurately. The words of one Mormon lead-

rr, "I do not believe that the history of the world records as great &

miracle,"a state succinctly the extent of this achievement. When com-

pared to the Mormon migration, that of Moses and the Israelites

raied. The Mormon journey "was one of the greatest achievernents

:r\-er natural obstacles ever accomplished upon earth. . . . It is of such a
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character that the leading of Israel through the wilderness bears no

comparison."5
Certainly some of the handcart companies suffered drastically, and

in some years cholera epidemics caused high death rates among the

migrants; but these were the exception rather than the rule. The suf-

ferLg of the handcart pioneers was the result of a combination of poor

judgment by Franklin D. Richards and an early winter, and the

thoi.ru epidemics struck throughout the United States in 1849 and

1866. For the typical Mormon migrant, however, the journey seems to

have been rather routine.

The Pleasure TriP

After the initial groups of 1847, the migrant companies had as lead-

ers men who had crossed the plains at least once, and in many cases

several times. Each year men and wagons were sent out to meet the

migrants at Winter Quarters. These guides had made the west-east

journey only weeks prior to their east-west trip, and were knowl-

Ldgeable concerning conditions along the trail. Moreover, traveling by

foot or by animal-drawn vehicle was the norm at the time. Only the

length of the journey through uninhabited areas was unique. The high

d"gr.. of org inization among the Mormons and relative ease of travel

caused diarists to describe their journey not as a trip across a "track-

less, howling desert," but as a rather enjoyable event. "The journey

across the piains is a very slow process of traveling, but with our order

it is rendered as easy as possible," reported a young male migrant of

1854.6 The description of a fernale migrant of 1862 summarizes the

typical reaction to the trip to Utah:
r'r" 

I neuer enjoyed better health in m)) life than while crossing the plains and up to

the present time: not the least cause for complaint. We arriued in G.S.L. City on

September 23rd, hauing teft FtnrenceT on June 23rd, being exactlt two months, by

th) da1, of the month, in crossing the plains, the quickest trip euer knoutn to haae

been made with ox-teams. We had a good captain in Captain Homer Duncan,

whose train I came in; good teamsters and a good time of it altogether; no acci-

dents of anlt account; no wagguns upset, and the best of time with the cattle. I en-

jolted myself aeryt much while trauelling, each do! bringing its own trials, its

pleasures and excitements. The journelt to rne was a sntffce of much enjoyment and

pleasure.s
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Within a few years after the founding of Salt Lake City, even non-
Mormon accounts were describirg the ease and efficiency of the Mor-
mon trip across the plains. In 1855 the New York Tribune pointed out
the safety of the trip under Mormon guidance.

In eaerl seaport of arry cnnsequence in this country and in Europq gmigration

agents are located to giue information to the inquiring, and to aid those who desire

to go to Utah, and arrange for their safe and speed1 transportation to that distant

:ountry. All along the line of trauel, tao, other agents are waiting with the neces-

sar) supplies for the journey, and under tlte auspices of Mormonism the great land

-iourne] acrlss the plains is nlw almost a,s safe as a journey fram New York to

.l lbany.

Organization for the Journey

The relative ease of the Mormon emigrants' journey was the result

'rf the strict degree of organization followed by each company. On

January 14, 1847, Brigham Young announced the pattern which was

io be followed by all emigrant companies:

Let all the people of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, and those
'"t- ho journey with them, be organized into companies, with a czaenant and promise

;r keep all the commandments and statutes of the Lard our God"

Let the Companies be organized with captains of hundreds, captains of fifties,
:nd captains of tens

Let each company prouide themselues u;ith all the tearns, waglns, prouisions,

"'"'ithing and other nccessaries for the journe).'o

A typical group of ten heads of families and their possessions is giv-
:3 by group captain Norton Jacob. His group of ten familes consisted

-i 13 men,9 women, and 37 children. Their possessions consisted of 16
",", agons, 36 yoke of oxen, 29 mules, 10 horses, 214 bushels of flour, 22A

:,:shels of cornmeal, 10 bushels of corn, 50 pounds of meat, 25 dollars
;r cash, and miscellaneous items such as a chest of joiner's tools, 33

:lorvs, axes, and saws.tt (See Table 1 for exannples of the constituents
- i five companies of hundreds.)

Cnce the journey commenced, emigrants were expected to adhere to
::e rules of their company. The followitg is the instruction of Brigham
: lung to the pioneer company in regard to the order of the camp.

-;'Ler companies had rules which differed only slightly from these"
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At 5:00 in the morning the bugle ei to be sounded as a signal "fo, 
eaer! man to

arise and attend prayers itlort he leaaes his wagnn. Then cooking, eating, feeding

teAms, etc., titt seaen o'click, at whiih time the camp is to mxae at the sound af

the bugte. Each teamster to keep beside his team, with his loaded gun in his

hands 0r in his wagon where he can get it in a, moment. The extra men, each to

walk opposite his wagvn tuith his loaded gun 0n his shoulder, and no m&n to be

permitted to leaue his wagon unless he obtains permission from his fficen In case

of an attack _fro* Indians 0r hostile appearances, the wagons to trauel in double

fik. The order of encampment to be a- iircte with the mouth of the wagnn to the

autside, and the horses and stock tied inside the circle. At B:30 p'm' the bugle ta

be saunded again at which time att to haae pralters in their waguns and to retire

to rest by nine o'clock.tz

The leaders pointed out that these rules apptied to all, and "if there

was any along who did not like to obey the necessary rules of the

camp without murmering, to turn back now."r3

The daily activities associated with camp organi zation were de-

scribed by most diarists. Typical is the following account of Ellen Hal-

lett in a letter to her parents in England in 1862.

we enjoyed tke journey much. we used to get up in the morning, ofttn when

thc rn00n and stars *uri shining, and get nur breakfasfi take down Tur tents and

g0 up to the front of camp ta prajers, and then ,ff on the road. we stopped for

dinner sometimes vne, sometirnes two hours, a,nd then off again, stopping to camp

st sun-down, perhaps a tittle sunner ar a, Iittle later; this depending 0n \ur being

ne(w to water. we had ptentlt of goad fodder att the way and pleng of wood,

wittt the exception ,f oi, part of the wa) where we gathered 'bffilo chips''

When night came we w€re-generally tired bwt nst too much r0 to enjolt the dance

and song.'n

An Overview of the JourneY

The journey ro salt Lake city was mentally divided by the Mormon

travelers into two parts. The finst part of some five hundred miles to

Fort Laramie was vi.ewed as "plains.'o "The first 500 miles of the

journey is called the plains, *ttd truly so called. we traveled about

that distance, in ,r.arty a straight line, by one river, the Platte."rs The

remainder of the journey *", through country viewed as hilly and

mountainous. ,,\rVe arrived at Fort John [Laramie] on lst June, and
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broo families.

then commenced our journey over hills'and mountains. No person can

h"tp noticing the suddbn transition from level and sandy roads to the

mountain roads."r6
The trip, while somewhat long and monotonous, was invariably

viewed in favorable terms. One emigrant wrote to her parents in
L,reds, England, that the journey to her "was a source of much enjoy-

ment and pleasure. The varied scenery, the aspect of the country, so

new to me and different from anything I had ever seen, . . . combined
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to make the time pass swiftly along."t? others pointed out, however,

that in traveling by ox team there was "less or more of monotony'ttr8

Nevertheless, such monotony was somewhat relieved by "the htPPy'

cheerful spirit which prevailed in our midst'"tn

Even the seemingly endless miles the emigrants walked were found

to be acceptable. orr. emigrant, reporting that the company walked

ten to fifteen miles a day it the start and twenty to twenty-five daily

TABLE 2

A RECORD OF DAILY DISTANCES TRAVELED 1851'

Jtlv August September

A= S= A = A 
=A=A=
16

13

20

5

15

L4

13

t4
7

16

l4
r2
15

16

5

11

r121715
2151815
3121918
4122012
5172t16
61022t2
715238
8152418
97252
10 15 26 15

11 10 27 12

t2 15 28 20

1302910
148300
15 20 31 12

16 10

11816
21517
31218
41619
51820
6102r
7022
81623
91024
10 15 25

11 7 26

12 14 27

13 13 28

14929
15 9 30

October 1

Total miles 1239 [sic]

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

B

9

10

11

t2
13

L4

15

16

15t70
20 18 11

0 19 l8f.
20 20 13

27 21 16

32218
22230
20240
18 25 27

11 26 20

15 27 16

19 28 12

t4 29 16

20 30 12

18 31 L7

16

L-_

T. D. T. McAgister Journar (MS, utah state Historical society), october 1851 , P' 43'
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after they were conditioned, stated that his readers might "be surprised
at this, and especially when I say that Lizzie walked almost the entire
way."'o The spirit of the "gathering" seemed to make the walking easy.

"The truth is you somehow get the spirit of walking, and traveling is

not half so bad as it is to sit and think of it."2' Table 2 indicates the
daily mileage and shows the gradual increase in distance traveled as

the emigrants became conditioned. With the passage of time, the trail
became better and the daily journeys longer. By 1862, some companies
were able to make the trip in only two months.22

Walking was a part of the daily routine, and emigrants universally
commented on it in diaries and letters. Other aspects of the trip re-

ceived unequal comment. Those aspects of the trip that affected the
travelers most received greatest coverage, as would be expected. When
people live and travel for extended periods of time without adequate
protection from the elements of the environment, the daily weather is

of critical interest. Rain, heat, cold, or wind all affected them immedi-
ately by renderirg more difficult their daily routine of traveling. As

would be expected, reports on the daily weather conditions are found
in all of the journals.

When the daily weather presented nothing untoward, the followitg
was a normal entry: "The weather is pleasant while it frosted a little
at nigh1.'rzr When the nights were cold enough to cause discomfort, the
emigrants included more information. One diarist compared the cold
nights to the fall of the yearJa The cool nights in the mountains sur-

prised the emigrants and prompted comment: "On these high moun-
tains the nights were, even in the heat of summer, very cold, and wa-
ter left exposed at night was in the morning found a solid lump of
ice. "25

The warmth encountered in the long days of traveling was com-

mented upon less than the cold. This is undoubtedly because the emi-

grants, traveling in summer, expected it to be warffi, while the coolness

was unexpected and hence more noteworthy. With one exception, ref-

erences to the heat of the duy are confined to statements such as

"warm duy r" or to records of the temperature. The exception is the de-

scription given by an English woman writing an account of her journey
for publication in an English newpaper: "The days were as warm as

the nights were cold, and we had to travel with as little covering as
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possible. Some of us kept our umbrellas up, but we soon found that

,t. strength of the sun burned them to tinder'"26

occasions on which it rained received extensive comment from the

emigrants. The discomfort caused by rain-soaked clothing, bedding,

and fuel was not easily aleviated. Each rainstorm was noted, and the

extent of the journal entries reflect the severity of the storm' A typical

reaction to a thunderstorm was that "it rained all night, with thunder

and lightning the wind blew a perfect hurricane."2, More severe storms

had an even greater impact, causing the emigrants to break uP their

camps. one diarist records that "in the afternoon a storm arose emit-

ting very violent wind, thunder, lightning, rain and hail" Many tents

blew over."28

Experiences with rainstorms, with their accompanying discomforts,

were primarily limited to the eastern part of the journey. winds, with

dust clouds, however, were encountered throughout the trip' In the

grassy prairies near the start of the journey, the winds prompted com-

ment primarily because of their desiccating nature. william clayton

noted that ,,the wagons and everything else is shrinkittg uP, for the

wind is perfectly dry and parching; there is no moisture in it. Even my

writing desk is splitting with the drough t."2s Even with the grassy

prairies surrounding them, the wind stirred "p 
the dust of the trail'

The following dry, clayton remarked that the wind was "blowing

from the north tremendously strong, and clouds of dust arose from un-

der the wagon wheels.,,3' The trail became ever wider as the Mormon

migration i.cr"rr"d" within a few years, dust was a constant comPan-

ion of the travelers, and any wind made it almost unbearable' Three

years after the passage of the {irst pioneer company, an emigrant on a

windy duy reported 
-,,the road very dusty, a cold high wind makes it

very unPleasant travelittg'"ut

Another diarist reported "a good days travel of 17 miles but most

unpleasant on account of a *orrg head wind and the dust flying

thicker than ever before."3, It is evident that the wind was important

only because of the dust and other discomforts which accompanied it'

No diarist reported that the wind depressed them or otherwise affected

anything but their physicat comfort- The impact of the wind and its

accompanying dust was summed up by one diarist who stated with

disgust that ,,it has blown dust urro,rgh to choke us all to death'"33
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In all of their comments concerning the weather, it was the unfavor-
able aspects upon which the emigrants dwelt longest. When the daily
weather was neither unusual nor a source of discomfort, comments
were restricted to ttpleasanttt or ttvery fine.t' The normal drew little
comment; the exceptional a great deal.

Vegetation

Grass
Vegetation or its absence drew almost daily comment by diarists.

The travelers were most concerned about grass. The first group of pio-
neers in 1847, leaving very early in the spring, were faced with the
problem of Indians burning the previous year's grass while the north-
ward-migrating buffalo were grazing off and trampling down all the
new grass. On Mry 3, 1847, for example, "the Indians had set fire to
the old grass which was among the new and all was burned togeth-
er."34 After traveling over the burnt prairie for several days, one emi-
grant stated: "The prairie is all burned bare and the black ashes fly
bad, making the brethren look more like Indians than white folks.""

The impact of the buffalo on the grass was also noted. "In many
places the grass is fed down by the Buffelows so that.it has the appear-
ance of an olde pasture onley the fence is missing."uu A week and some

sixty-four miles later,37 they reported that the buffalo were still keeping
the grass grazed of'f. Clayton reports that "the prairie is here bare as a
poor English pasture, the grass being eaten off by uncountable herds

of buffalo."38 To another emigrant it seemed they were crossing an
"immense buffalo pasture" and that "the whole face of the earth is eat

up here by the thousands upon thousands of buffalo."3e
Subsequent emigrant companies left later in the spring and had no

buffalo and fires to contend with, but they still commented on the
dearth of grass. "We have traveled this forenoon nine miles over bar-
ren, sandy land being no grass."n0 The difference between the amount
of grass they found and what they thought they would find also drew
comment. At the crossing of the Green River, for example, they report-
ed that "the grass grows good and plentiful but not so much as has

been represented.ttar

On occasion atr emigrant was sufficiently impressed by the grass to
rake time to describe it. One said of buffalo grass: "It resembles blue
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grass it is fine and for common not more than from 4 to 6 inches

high.,,n, While in the prairie, :f eastern Nebraska, another exclaimed

that ,,there is nothing to see but one boundless sea of grass' waving

like the waves of the sea, and now and then a tree."*3 But these grass-

lands evoked a more favorable response from most travelers, of whom

Norton Jacob may be considered representative: "This is a most de-

lightful country of undulating prairie- and the slopes crowned with the

richest kind of grass'"n*

Trees
since most of the emigrants came from lands where woods and for-

ests were commor, the experience of traveling on the treeless prairies

was a novel one. The appearance of a,,y timber was dutifully noted'

The pioneer company reported of the randscape west of omaha, Ne-

braska, that the river bottoms were very broad, but "destitute of tim-

ber.,,a5 They ,,had come up the platt and Loup fork about 130 miles

through as fine a contrey as I ev.er-'u1..lot farming or grazing' The

great difficulty was the lack of timber."a6 Near present-day ogallala

the soil was rich, but there was "no timber."a7 The aPPearance of some

trees near Scotts Bluff had become noteworthy: "Today we c,ofd see a

fue trees on the outher side of the River which was a new thing to us

for we had not seen such a sight for a long timJ'"nt

After passing Fort Laramie and entering the mountains then called

,,The Black Flills,,, the pioneers remarked on the covering of pine for-

ests whose dark green coror, when viewed from a distance, gave the

hills their name.*n The srveetwater River area had "no timber but

dwarf willows throughout its entire length,"s' and the surrounding

country was ,,entirely" destitute of timber, not a tree to be seen, nor a

shrub larger than the wild sage."sr At the Green River crossing, they

found cottonwood trees growing, but none "large enough to make a

canoe'"tt 
- ^c ^"'ht the 'f some emigrants'

other types of vegetation caught the attentton o

Clayton typifies this grouP' He leported

passed, while other "*igrants 
did not mention them unless they were

quite obvious. At Ash Hollow, a landmark on the trail, one emigrant

remarked on a change in the Prairie:

we passed Ash Hollow last wednesday which presented quite a change af scen-

I

L
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tr), the shrubberlt presenting the greatest uarietL imaginable on u.tild soil. Sn-
eral kinds of flowers as delicate and interesting looking as if they u)ere raised in
well cultiuated gardens of the East . . . also appeared.s3

In the same vicinity, Clayton remarked that he had "noticed a great
variety of shrubs, plants and flowers all new" to him.sa

Other diarists commented on useful plants, or upon flowers whose
attractive colors presented a pleasant view. Remarking on the contrast
between snowdrifts in the sheltered ravines and the flowers on the ex-

posed slopes, one ernigrant pointed out the beauty of the "dandelians
in full bloom Strawburys and Goosbrys also were in bloom near by."ss

The wild flax growing along Black's Fork River was also viewed favor-
ably because it was "in sufficient quantity that one could make a

hand [ofl gatheri.g it""'u

Climate

From their observations upon weather and vegetation, the emigrants
arrived at conclusions regardirg the climate in various localities along
the trail. From the decreasing height of grass in western Nebraska,
they surmised that the "country here is evidently getting drier."57 Near
present-day Evanston, Wyomi.g, they remarked that the "country evi-

dently lacks rain, even the grass appears parched."'8 The snow on the
mountains was viewed as the cause of a ttcold" climate.se The sage-

brush plains of Wyoming were viewed as a sign of "barren" and "ster-
ile" land. "We could look 'til eyes were tired & scarce any end to the
dreary wasted of the everlasting Sage Plains."60 At South Pass another
emigrant remarked that they "traveled 24V+ miles over a level but bar-
ren country.o'61 The monotony of the sage plains was described as:

"The most barren, desolate country, nothitg to relieve the eye."62.

The barren nature of the sage plains did not cause the majority of
the emigrants to view them as & desert, however. Of 135 diaries exam-
ined, only seven contain the word desert in referring to any part of the
journey (see Table 3). Of these seven, four use the term desert to refer
only to a particular day's journey.

A typical entry states that they "traveled & bout 15 and a half rniles

and a bout 6 miles was over a Dessert place."63 trn this context, the au*

thors are speaking of places where even the sage did not grow due to
alkali or extremely sandy soil or other localized conditions. The same
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TABLE 3

YEARS IN WHICH THE TERM "DESERT''
APPEARED IN DIARIES

References
to Desert

Male Female

r847

1B4B

1850

185 1

1861

0

0

1

1

0

oJ

1

0

0

1

Totals

diarist reported a few days later that "the country is in Different

places Dersert and barren except what they caH Devils toungs [cactus]

which grows on a Dersert."64 Atry place without either grass or sage

growing on it is a desert according to this diarist. on another occasion,

he stated that they traveled "over a Ders ert 4 miles and came to where

there were grass.t'ut

Even in 
-the 

prairies of eastern Nebraska, places which had little

grass were viewed as desert places. "Before we reached the Platte bot-

toms the ground became so saney [sandy] that it looked like a barren

desert.,,66 One diarist reacted strongly to a particularly trying day's

journey: ,,we roll over a bad road in a desolate country that would re-

mind any-one of the Deserts in Arabia (*" read about)."67

viewing this segment of the journey in retrospect, one diarist com-

pared the welcome sight of trees along the Green River to the "long

stretch of desert oour.1ry, through which we have been travellitg for

the last four weeks."u8 she also ,rie*.d the sage plains as a desert while

they were journeying through them. "we are among the Rocky rnoun-

tains. The country i, a desert except here and there a patch of grass

by the side of the small strearns'"u'
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The Mormons were either unfamiliar with the term C,reat American

Desert or failed to appty it to the country they traveled, for no diarists

used the term in connection with their journey.'o

The vast majority of the Mormons were utilitarian in their view of
the sage plains, and all etrements of the environment. Grass was suf-

ficient for their oxen, water was available several times each duy, at
least, and the land was essentially covered by sufficient vegetation that
it did not warrant the name desert. Only in describi*g scenic views did
the Morrnons allow themselves poetic license, and even then they ten-

ded to be restrained.
Realistic appraisal is never more evident than in their assessments of

the suitabitity for settlernent and agriculture of the lands they passed

on their journey. The section of the journey from Winter Quarters to

Fort Lararnie was replete wih suitable settlement sites. The first 100

miles of their journey was through "as fine a contrey as ever I saw for
farming or grazingr" wrote Jackm an.7 t Of the same region Clayton
noted that the "soil looks black and no doubt would yield a good croP

of corn.tt7'
By contrast there were sonne places too poor for agriculture. "I have

no idea that corn would grow here for the land is very dty and loose

and sandy and appears poor," remarked Clayton of one location.Ts

Such infertiie sites were outnumbered, however, by the rnany choice

agricultural sites found in the prairies of Nebraska. Along the I*tP
Fork River, the land was level and "beautiful for a farnn."7a T'he suit-

ability of the land for settlement was sumnned up by one emigrant
w.ho pointed out that those who viewed the prairies of eastern Nebras-

ka as sterile anC forbiddi*g were misinformed:

This er a most deligtetfu!, country af undulating prairie and tke slopes crowned

u,ith tke richest kind af grass This country is so beautifwt{2 adapted to culti-

: ation that tkere is driuen from tlae rrcind all idea of its being a wild waste in the

t,ilderness. Tlze fietds in the woods and the ltabitatisns of men nne ts continually

:'ooking out for.1s

The erninently suitable land in eastern Nebraska was in sharp con-

:rast to that found in the portion of the trip through Wyorning. There,

rrost of the land was unsteited to the type of agriculture the Mormons
rad experienced. k{ost of it was characterized as "sterile" and "bar-
:en." Howevex', srraall valleys which offered an opportunlty f,sr agricul-
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ture did receive favorable comment: "The land here on the bottom is

rich and would doubtless yield good crops of grain and potatoes,

etc.tt?6

It is of interest that the appraisal of the various lands with regard to

their agricultural potential was restricted to the pioneer company of

1847. Subsequent emigrants, aware that the Church did not intend to

settle those regions through which they passed, paid little attention to

their suitablity for settlement. Many of the travelers, however, respond-

ed to the landmarks and curiosities along the trail, as Table 4 in-

dicates. While many diaries are so terse that references to any natural

features are excluded, the comments of the more articulate diarists

point out that all the emigrants visited the important landmarks.TT

Landmarks

At an early date, certain landscape features became landmarks to

the Mormon pioneers. These were formalized partially by William

Clayton in a Mormon guidebook which the emigrants studied,Ts and

prrii"lly by other travelers to Oregon and California. These landmarks

became both mileposts by which 'progress on the journey was mea-

sured, and curiosities that the emigrants visited. oVisits to these land-

marks helped alleviate the monotony of the daily journeyitg, and the

desire to ,ririt them was such that even after traveling all d.y, they

were willing to walk farther to visit them. "After we camped by the

Sweet Water [River] I took a tramp of lyz miles to see the Devil's gate

which we passed but could not see to advantage at that time," noted

the articulate Martha Heywood.Te

Geological Formations

,.our The early part of the trip lacked conspicuous landscape elements.

But when the pioneers arrived at Ash Hollow, they entered an area

noted for high, scenic bluffs along the North Platte River. Some par-

ticular isolated geological formations received special attention because

they had distinctive appearances or had acquired names. The first en-

countered was Courthouse Rock, then Chimney Rock, Scotts Bluff'

and Independence Rock.
At one point, the Sweetwater

it rushed swiftly. This chasrn,

River formed a chasm through which

known as Devil's Gate, was another
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TABLE 4

RESPONSES TO LANDMARI$ ON THE MORMON TRAIL

(+{

9.h
#HI
=dzE

*

E 9, E H H fr?

E€ 
s g, ! f is 3I:;Eg fi-flg

15 t2 lB
637
3, I 3

434
313
357
324
433
313
324
435
323
323
324
2t2
111
101
000
323
223

Landmark

t7 15

56
33
33
33
55
43
32
32
33
55
32
32
43
t2
11
r2
00
32
32

rwz (22)"
1B4B (13)
1B4e (6)
1850 (6)
rB51 (e)
lB52 (14)

1853 (7

185,1 (6
1855 (5
1856 (7

lB57 (B

l85B (5
1859 (4
1860 (7
1861 (5
1862 (2)
1863 (2)

1864 (0)

1865 (4)

1866 (3)

17

5

3

4
3

6

3

4
I

3

4

3

I
4

2

1

0
0

2

2

B

3

2

4

2

1

0

2

I
2

3

I
I
2

I
0

0

0
2

2

IB
6

3

2

3

6

3

4

2

4]
4

3

3

4

I
I
1-

0

"4
,

l4
5

3

3

3

4
3

3

2

2

4

2
,
3

1

1

2

0

3

2

16 t7 18

356
232
444
322
445
233
334
232
233
454
233
332
244
112
111
222
000
244
133

Total 135 69 37 69 48 81 73 65 74 62 59 73 74

"Each number in parentheses indicates the total number of diaries examined for the

)€ar. Many (56) of the diaries made no comment about anything but events within the
camp, or only made a few random entries concerning the trip.
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landmark on the journey. As with the other landmarks, the Mornnons
felt compelled to visit it. To the emigrants, "it was a curiosity."ao

Fort Laramie

Fort Larannie was a landmark since it was the first contact with a
settlement since the departure of the emigrants from Winter Quarters.
Aside from its importance as a supply center and diversion from the

trail, Fort Laramie was important because near it the mountains first
appeared on the horizon.

The Rocky Mountains

The first view of the mountains was an emotional event; in addition
to their stark grandeur, the Rockies heralded the change f'rorn the

plains segment to the mountain segment of the journey. The first ap-
pearance of the mountains was also an indication that the SvIormons

were nearing their new home. The diarists noted their first view of the
nnountains, and the followi*g is a representative reaction to this first
view: "I have seen the Rocky mountains for the first time today. They
look stupendous in the dirn opaque of the horizon and but a faint line
rnarking their existence and altitude" The highest one is called 'La-
rar:rie peak.t "8r

Travelers commented about the snow on the nnountains because it
was somethi^g they had not seen previously during the surnrner

rnonths. A typical entry states that the rnountains covered with snow

'*look &" little cdd at this season of the year."82 As the emigrants trav-
eled farther west and came closer to the roountains, they described

them in poetic fashion i 
i

Tke xwewd riaer ckairc af the roekSt mourctains u:hicft was discauered pesterday, bat

the sfeader{ sidc towards ws, shane dirnfT, buf now stands fartfe irc atl t&te r&00n d*t
britliancp *f & surnrner's sun and rohed ira f*lt usinter castunae, Fre-
sents & s{tpr{ majestic grand and imposing. the eternal sr&aws lffied up an tksse

araguf,ar peaks tCIwayds heaaen Gn ffiring fro* eartle ts heauen's K'ing: &.r thowgle

ske wsow{d fain enjap his purit?.ru

Others were overwhelmed by the shaer size <lf the mtountains, and

their views refiect the nnental dichotomy between being exhi"lanated by
the beauty and b:*ing humbled by the massiveness"su
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heightened sense of anticipation of the welcome end to travelins, and

this favorably affected their initial impressions of their new home in
the Salt Lake Valley. The scenic panorama which met their gaze when

they finally emerged from the Wasatch Mountains, while only one of
many scenic views the emigrants had observed, was the most impor-
tant because it signaled the end of their journey-it was the Zion they

had long anticipated.

Scenic Views on the Trip across

the Plains

The most significant factor of the Mormon experience in crossing

the plains is that all of the emigrants who made statements about the

physical environment along the route reacted favorably to the sights

they viewed. Scarcely a duy passed withor,rt the emigrants' finding
somethirg that was t'magnificent,tt ttsublime," or ttbeautiful." This re-

flects the manner in which they rpptotched the trip. To the travelers,

it was a new and unique experience, and each new scenic view called

forth effusive praise. Such a reaction is understandable, since any

break in the monotony of the dust and fatigue of the day's travel
which did not cause more discornfort would 

"&ttittty 
be a welcome oc-

currence. The discomforts of the mode of travel of the Mormon emi-

grants provided them with a contrast which made scenic views even

more attractive.

Panoramic Views
Statements by the more reticent travelers were confined to reports of

"beautiful scenery on both sides."se Others became more ecstatic over

the panoramas that unfolded before them. Comrnenting on the scenery

along the Platte River, one emigrant stated that "here we saw some of
the finest scenery we have seen on our journey. The Platt winding at
our feet the sun shining on it causing it to look like a ribbon of silver

surrounding hills and masses of rocks in all shapes like ancient ruins
form quite an interesting picture."no

Statements about the "rornantic" nature of the scenery were com-

mon. At the Loup Fork River crossing, one diarist stated: "There is

somethi*g romantic in the scenery around here, and the prospect can-

not well be exaggerated."er Other scenes evoked comparisons with the

former homes of the emigrants. "This place rerninds rne of England.
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The calm, stilt morning with the warbling of many birds, the rich
grass, good streams, and plenty of timber, make it pleasant."e2

Sunsets provided magnificent views to the travelers. The opportunity
to rest from their travels made them appear even more beautiful. The
Platte appeared as "a line of silver glistenit g in the setting sun

through the scattered timber."e3 The varied features created among the

clouds by the setting sun were most spectacular: "When the sun was

setting the sky presented the most Noble Grand & glorious appearance
we ever beheld . at one tirne it appeared as if there were splendid Pal-

aces Castles and Land Scenery."nn

- -r rnountains offered views that were "wild and picturesque."es

::-*' romantic scenery all duy....The country for the last three days

;,, r,eer beyond description for wilderness and beauty."e6 All of the
, ,;,-':rs responded positively both to the views of the mountains and
'; :,rriw of the atmosphere in the high altitudes. The emigrants also
'*:* 1:i;ed on the difficulties of judging distances accurately both in the

-:- iain country and in the plains. "The air is so clear that Objects a
-- : ::f only appear to be a {bw yards""w The difficulty of judging

-; -.: e rvas especially noted by those who were assigned to act as

, - "::"s for the emigrant parties. "Objects are seen at double the dis-

.: iliat they can 
-be 

in the Mississippi Valley. f&* are very liable to
,',. ::1:rir-ed as to distances."es The distance rnisconception was noted
,-,; S"e it was a new experience, as were many sights along the trail.

-.i*!(:rsifies
,:-'" r:hing out'of the ordinary was of interest to the emigrants, and
' '- i * provided a distraction from the tnail it was viewed favor-1""" ,; - )-(l I L

' S:me idea of the interest with which these curiosities were ap-
" : ::i'd is indicated by the followitg wry statement by William Clay-
- , i:e r tasting the water of a rnineral spring: "After tnaveling three

--.:ain a little to the left of the road. The water is very clear but
. :li ,,-rT. strong of copperas and alum and has a somewhat singular
:"r 't,l the mouth."ee Other curiosities included "saleratus ponds"

^ :: : :hrey gathered "saleratlls" to use in making bread,tOO an ice

r ^ * r ','-here good-tasting ice was found under sulphur-impregnated
- 
":: ihe first experience with alkali-covered land, and a tar spring.
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Even an invasion of grasshoppers offered a "wonderful sight":
"About 7 we had another heavy swarm of grasshoppers at this time
everythi.g is covered and millions in the air we never saw such a won-
derful sight before."ror As previously indicated, the Saints found arry
diversion welcome if it did not contribute to the unpleasant aspects of
the journeying. Thus even the grasshoppers-which later became a

scourge to those who settled these lands-were viewed favorably.

Conclusion

The accounts of the Mormon migrants who made the overland
journey to Utah are much different from the later descriptions of
the journey. With the exception of the handcart companies, ifr* Mor-
mon travelers reported only the discomfort and inconvenience caused
by rain or dust. The journey itself was described in positive terms,
with each new scenic panoraffi&, each farnous landmark, and each un-
usual feature along the trail described favorably. The emigrants did
not say that the environment through which they passed was a
"desert," although occasional stretches of the trail without grass were
viewed as desertlike. So long as there was vegetation covering the soil,
and water for drinking at reasonable intervals, the land uras described
as ttptrairies" or ttplains.t' "

The journey itself was described as an enjoyable experience, one
which gained symbolic importance in providirg the converts, with
their Civergent backgrounds, a. comrnon experience. All were forced to
meet the challenge of the tedious days of travel, and the experience
gained in the comrnunal effort aided them in their transition from the
individualistic societies they had left to the cooperative systern of the
Mormon village. Additionally, it allowed an assessrnent of the charac-
ter of the rnigrants. "I can assure you that 'Mormon' traveling is to a
great extent good, in letting you see people in their true colours,"
noted one migrant.l02 As an event, the overland journey marked &

triatus in the normal day-to-day activities of making a livelihood. For
most of the migrantso the journey was a one-way, one-time event. On
the whole, the accounts of those who recorded their experiences points
out that the overland .iourney was nnore a "pleasuring excursion" than
a trip through a "howling, trackless desert."

The irnportant question is why the enjoyrnent and the favorable re-
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e:"::ons of the typical Mormon nnigrant to the overland journey are not
nflected in the official accounts, which detail the great difficulty of
:": tring a "desert" area. The primary causes seem to involve the nor-
:ai tendency to nnagnify events as they are recollected later, connbined
"rv' -i3 rhetoric of leaders describi^g an event which was rnanifestly de-
,rr--i:rg of accolade. The Mormon achievement in moving some 60,000
n: ul"s across the plains in the two decades from lB47 to the coming of
-:r railroad in 1869 is of heroic rnagnitude. When described lateru the
*:portance of the symbolic nature of the overland trip led tcl the mag-
:*jjcation of its difficulty. The orations of July 24 celebrarions would
:q rather mundane if they emphasized the relative ease of the overland
-r: ;:ney.

The tendency for hyperbole to surround a heroic event when it is
:';bnicly recounted was accented by the disaster which did strike sorne
: i ihe handcart companies. The difficulties of the Martin and Willie
::-:npsnies of the handcart pioneers seem to have been adopted as the
rrl rrrr rather than the exception. The tragedy of the handcart pioneers
:", :r:hadows the journey of the other tens of thousands of Mcrmon
::pants. But the achievement of those thousands of' rnigrants who did
irl I die, who walked over a thousand rniles through dust, rai:r, cold,
a:j sun, is no less heroic. For the converts fnonn field-and factcry to
; jertake such a .journey, bringing wives, children, aged, and infirrn
*pr: Ir.s. is a miraele of itself. It would be unfortunate if the hyperbole
:*'j the fact that these were ordinary xrlen, worrlen, and children; for it
'* :"treir humanness which rnade the overland .journey rniraculous. Their
i*:::,l,IrlPlishment was epic enough: it need not be embroidered with
:",rlne deserts.
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Morrnon Exploration in the Lower
Colorado River Area

MelYin T. $mith

The lower Colorado River region is desert, devoid of water except

for infrequent springs and the rivers which pass thror.rgh it. Its ridges

and valleys are lava-strewn, sharply eroded, and sandblown. The flora

and fauna are limited. The limited arable lands have long been

claimed by the native American residents.

The area is less than one hundred rniles square, bounded on the east

by the Grand Canyon, on the north by the Virgin and Muddy rivers,

on the west by Las Vegas Wash, and on the south by the Needles. The

Colorado River flows west across several ranges Sttd valleys before

turning south at the Great Bend, approxirnately whbre Hoover Dam is
now located. Frorn there it pursues its course southward some four

hundred miles to the Gulf of California (see Figure 1).

For the Mormons and others, this region generally held interest for

several reasons: the potential navigation of the Coloradoo the mild cli-

mate and irrigable lands, the minerals ranging in value from silver to

salt, and its proximity to a year-round route between California and

Utah. Mormons looked to this region for a seaport, as a freight and

emigrant route, and for missions and settlements al part of their quest

for political self-determination, isolation and protection, and economic

independence and survival.
The Mormons' interest in the Colorado River had existed as early as

1846,r and soon after settlement began in the Salt Lake Valley, the

Mormons moved south to freight and to explore.2 By 1849 the Mor-

mon-California Trail3 had been established, and the settlement at Pro-

vo that same year caused Brigham Young to speculate on "a seaport

in California 0r at the head of the Gulf of California" (namely the

29
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Colorado River).n Simultaneously, Mormon leaders were seeking to es-

tablish their State of Deseret with boundaries allowing such seaports;

but Congress in 1850 proved to be much less generous, with the estab-

lishment of the territory of Utah.
By 1850, Parley P. Pratt's party had explored to the Virgin River.s

Parowan was settled within a year and San Bernardino, California, the

summer followirg ( 185 1). Travelers between the two regions passed

within twenty-five miles of the Colorado's Great Bend near Las Vegas.

That overland trek was tedious, the freightitg difficult, and water and

forage scarce. It is no surprise that Mormons remained interested in

the Colorado River during the next few years.

One of the first United States government surveys on the river was

conducted by Lt. George Derby during the winter of 1850-51.6 Upon

hearing of the expedition, Brigham Young wrote to Apostles Rich and

Lymal ip San Bernardino to "be on the alert" as to the river's naviga-

Uitity and the settlement potential along its banks.T President Young

also postulated use of the California route for Mormon emigration-8

For some reason the expeditions of Major Samuel P. Heintzelman

(1850) and of Lt. Lorenzo Sitgreaves (1851) failed to attract Mormon

reaction, although Sitgreaves believed the river navigable at least to

the Needles, only seventy-five miles below the Cr,reat Bend.' Perhaps

the Mormons were simply too preoccupied with other concerns.

During these years Brigham Young organi zed the Southern Indian

Mission. It was the missionaries to the Indians who first explored the

area defined in this paper and who established contacts with the In-

dians. The Southern Indian Mission also moved the Mormons onto the

Virgin River. In 1852 John D. Lee moved south to Fort Harmony.

Ja"oU Hamblin and colleagues were on the Santa CLara by the spring

of 1854. These rnoves were significant to later Mormon involvement

with the Colorado River.
In 1853, as a part of the nation's drive for a transcontinental rail-

road, Lt. A. M. Whipple explored westward along the 35th parallel

through northern Arizona. His route crossed the Colorado River above

the Needles, where he became very much aware of the Mormon Pres-

ence in the Southwest,l' and they of him. The Deseret News (Mty 1 1,

1854) summarized his report. That fall, Elder D. M. Thomas reported

to the lr.lews that California Senator Williarn H. Gwin was promisitg

to construct a railroad to the Colorado River at Yuma. Thomas fur-
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ther suggested that goods could be shipped to Salt Lake City via rhe
Colorado to the mouth of the Virgin River, "to which navigation is
said to be good."tt

By April conference, 1855, President Young had decided to expand
the Southern Indian lvfission. William Bringhurst and party were
called to establish a post at Vegas Springs. They were to convert the
trndians and then baptize thern, or vice versa. In addition, they were to
explore for land, water, and mineral resources.l2 lWore particularly,
missionaries under Rufus C. Allen, Southern Indian Mission president,
were to explore the Colorado River to determine its navigability. Allen
and Bringhurst arrived at Las Vegas together in mid-June. The explor-
ers proceeded southeast to the Great Bend, then south fifteen miles
along the Colorado's west bank into the rugged lava ridges that
formed tslack Canyon, before turning back to Las Vegas.

Allen speculated that the river was navigable to that point. Still, he
had little specific information to report to Brigham Young.r3 Even so
the Las Vegas missionaries continued optimistic. George W. Bean re-
ported in October 1855 that "we will take sail down the Colorado and
visit our friends at Fort Umah [sic] or go visit the Indians along rhe
shore."tn As late as December of that year Goveynor Young reported
f,avorably on the project to the territorial legislature.rs Bringhurst be-
gan 1856 with another exploration of the river,r6 but learned little.
Within a year, the Las Vegas Mission itself was practically defunct.t7
The optimisrn and initiative of 1855 were frustrated by the harsh reali-
ties of the region. Mormon expectations based on rurnors and specula-
tion did not put stearnboats at their doorsteps, nor Mormon souls into
the lowly Lamanites.

Mormon impact on the area's exploration was greater indirectly
than it had been through their own expeditions. For example, Lt. Syl-
vester Mowry travelod from Salt Lake City to Las Vegas in June 1855,
where he learned of river exploration plans. Upon reaching Fort Tejon,
California, Mowry reponted to his superiors on Mormon activity in the
area and sought funds for a survey of the river to be conducted by
himself.t8 While this request was not granted, Captain T. J. Cram,
{J.S. Army Department of the Pacific, asked for $10,000 for a survey
of the Colorado River, followed by Captain Rufus Ingall's recomrnen-
dation that the Colorado River be used to freight supplies into Salt
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Lake Cfty.t, In the summer of 1856 the army assigned such a survey to

Lt. Joseph C. Ives.
The events of 1857, particularly the coming of Johnston's Army and

the Mountain Meadows Massacre, forced a reshufflitg of Mormon pri-
orities. Southern Indian missionaries, under the new presidency of Ja-
cob Hamblin, were assigned to protect the wagon trains between

Southern Utah and California from further Indian harrassments. They

also helped California Saints returnirg along the route to gather into

the mountains.2o
When rumors of the proposed I-J.S. government expeditions reached

Hamblin, his rnissionaries then became scouts, spies, and Indian am-

bassadors. As such they formed new defensive alliances with the Indian

tribes in the region. This latter role generated two expeditions along

the Colorado River. First, Ira Hatch and Dudley Leavitt ventured as

far south as Cottonwood Island in late 1857 and nearly lost their lives

at the hands of the hostile Mojave Indians. Hatch and Leavitt gave

few details about the river, since their interest had been in the.Indians

themselves."
In March of 1858, Jacob Hamblin led a party of three men (Sam

Knight, Thales Haskell, and Dudley Leavitt) south to the river, where

they intercepted Lt. Joseph Ives on his steamer Explorer.2z Hamblin's

primary objective was spying, which he accornplished with little suc-

cess. Lt. Ives discovered the Mormons before they did him, and he

clearly saw through Haskell's claims of disaffection from the Mormons.

In addition, Hamblin misinterpreted Ives's mission, although Ives pro-

claimed it clearly, and Hamblin misread lves's signals and the Indians'

rumors to believe that lve's packtrain was indeed an army corning up-

river to invade Zion.23 Overreaction is not uncommon in wartime, and

Hamblin's party was successful in creating suspicion and hostility

among the Mojave Indians toward the Ives expedition.
As for Lt. Ives, his party succeeded in reaching lower Black Canyon.

They rowed a skiff up to Vegas Wash and declared the Colorado navi-

gable to that point. In spite of mistakirg Vegas Wash for the Virgin
River, Ives's expedition submitted excellent reports on the river, the

land, and the Indians, a tribute to professionals with resources.

The rumors rampant with the Mormon War produced one final ex-

pedition in April 1858. Apostle Amasa Lyman believed that a major

invasion up the Colorado River was likely. After reporting this -in-
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telligence to Brigham Young in February, Lyman rushed south to Ce-
dar City and organi zed a' party of twenty capable men who, with lra
Hatch as guide, reached Las Vegas on April 15, lB5B. Lyman,s party
proceeded south, located a defensive site in Pyramid Canyon (should it
be needed), and noted good agriculture lands in the Cottonwood and
Mojave valleys. Lyman also confirmed that no invading army was on
the river. His expedition, while prompted by a false assumption, was
successful and carefully recorded.2a Yet it was fves's report, not Ly-
man's, that was published in the Deseret News later that summer.zs
Hamblin recalled his remainitg two missionaries from Las Vegas in
the spring of l858;to and by June the Mormon War was over. That
same season' a cotton experiment farm was operated at Heber (now
Bloomington)zi on the Virgin River. Lltah's Dixie had become a fact
of Mormon life.

In summary, Mormon explorations into this region during the I B50s
were conducted almost exclusively by the Southern Indian mis-
sionaries; and with the exception of Rufus Allen's 1855 expedition, ex-
ploration was undertaken as a second ary function to the other more
pressing issues of secure freight lines, Indian conversions and alliances,
defenses for the Saints, and settlements.

The missionaries proved to be brave, dedicated men who knew the
Indians- Ffowever, careful and competent .*t'lor"r, they were not.
Even Amasa Lyman's April I B5B expedition, though superior to the
others, in no way approached the standards of the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers. But then Lyman had neither the time nor the resources to
field such competence. In each of these situations, Mormons explored
in reaction to rumored other forces-prospective navigation of thl Col-
orado River and threats of an invading army. Further, the Las Vegas
Mission's hoped-for success in 1855 looked to navigation of the Colo-
rado as an important element in that success. That that prospect was
not realized explains in part the mission's short life. By t gO0, it was
obvious that the Southern Indian Mission was giving way to the Cot-
ton Mission as the primary force focusing Mormon aitention on the re-
gion under discussion.

As an extension of a policy of economic independence and self-suffi-
ciency, Utah's Dixie offered particular attractions for raising cotton.
But there were several major problems. First of all, cotton had to be
produced in some quantity to have utility for the Saints. Hence, if the
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leaders continued a policy of cotton growing, additional people and
land in that area would be needed; and that meant expansion west
and south along the Virgin River. Secondly, cotton was a cash crop,
not a subsistence one, which meant that its utility depended upon oth-
er markets either within Zion or without; and markets depended to a
great degree upon competitive freight routes, which the region under
discussion did not come by naturally. Further, commercial agriculture
depended on irrigation from the Virgin River, whose summer ramp-
ages not only washed out dams in the river but also filled ditches and
laterals with sand. With no irrigation, crops soon withered and died.
For the cotton missionaries, no crop often meant no food, since they
had to sell cotton to brry what they needed. The struggle would re-
main in balance for years, often tipping toward the "undammed Vir-
gin." When settlers finally began to raise lucerne (alfalfa), they had
feed to sustain their stock, since this crop could survive a few weeks of
drought subsequent to a broken dam. Settlers also ate the young lu-
cerne as greens early in the spring. Its strong physic action was appro-
priately termed "lucerne hell."28

The decade of the 1860s also brought the Civil War. Many Mor-
mons, includitg leaders, viewed the holocaust as a kind of divine judg-
ment on the wicked.2e It also seemed to confifm the Mormon need for
economic independence. So in October 1861, Brigham Young called
several hundred families to be cotton missionaries to Ljtah's Dixie.3o
However, this injection of people brought only tempo rary relief. The
next three years proved difficult in the extreme.

This paper is particularly concerned with decisions and actions of
1864 and 1865. Changes at the national level continued to have an
impact on the Mormons. The Civil War and a series of Indian up-
risings threatened the eastern freight and migration routes to Utah in
both 1863 and 1864. Many emigrants were routed through Canada to
avoid troubles.3t The multimillion-dollar freight business had Utah's
entrepreneurs equally concerned. As a consequence, freighti.g from
California increased and new considerations were given to that route
for possible Mormon emigration.32

Very much a part of the milieu of 1864, for the Mormon leaders,
\t'as the discovery of gold and silver on their southern borders. General
Patrick Edward Connor had been outspoken about his interest in
Utah's mineral wealth and sought openly to promote its development.
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Gold discoveries in this region of the Colorado had not only brought

miners into the area) but had also expanded steam navigation on the

river. George A. Johnson's steamers regularly visited Mojave Valley.

By 1864, Samuel Adams began promoting another steam navigation

company to be supported by Califoria merchants.33

Thus a number of factors came to focus on the region in the fall of
1864. tsrigham Young had visited the cotton mission that summer. He

knew firsthand that the southern Saints must be helped. General Con-

nor had sent Lt. George F. Price to survey a new road between Camp

Douglas and Fort Mojave on the Colorado River. Price reported back

in July somewhat optimistically that a good route had been found via

Clover and Meadow valleys in southeastern Nevada, areas which later

proved rich in minerals.'n

In August 1864, the Daifu Telegraph reported that a James Ferry had

located a landing in Circle Valley on the Colorado between Boulder

Canyon on the east and Vegas Wash to the west. Ferry believed the

river navigable to that point; but equally importartt, his route from

Circle Valley avoided the terrible Virgin Hill between the Virgin Riv-

er and Mormon Mesa.3t

At the October conference, Apostle Erastus Snow's plea for the Cot-

ton Mission came in this context. The assembled Saints voted to help

in response to the request of Heber C. Kimball. In support of the ac-

tion, 
-Brigham 

Young offered to go himself if the conference wanted

him to; and should he go, "he would soon have steamboats passing up

the Colorado River."36

He also alluded to the new route for emigrating Saints into Zion be-

cause problems in "our once htppy nation" would require it.37

But instead of President Young going south, " 100 men of wealth"

were selected either to go themselves or finance substitutes who would

go for them. White few of these "men of wealth" actually went south,

ih"y, includirg President Young, Heber C. Kimball, William Jennings,
William C,odby, Hiram Clawson (merchants) and others, met on Octo-

ber 31 to organize the Deseret lvlercantile Association.3s Its purposes

were threefold: to promote steam navigation of the Colorado River for

freight and emigrantsl to build a Morrnon warehouse at its high point

of navigation; and to establish interval settlements along the lower

Virgin River between St. George and the landing. Consideration was

atso given to the potential for shipping sugar from Mormon plan-
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tations in the Sandwich Islands to Zion by wa y of ttre river"3e
Needless to saY, when news of the new venture reached St. George,

the Saints there speculated on what migration through their commu-
nity would mean. One true believer built a hotel to receive the trav-
elers when they came.aO Other Saints placed orders for goods with Wil-
liam Hardy's agents for delivery at Hardyville.

Meanwhile in Salt Lake City, the Deseret Mercantile Association se-
lected Anson Call to choose a site and build a warehouse, to superin-
tend a road to it, and to select at least two sites capable of supporting
between fifty and two hundred families.a' Call seemed to sense the
need for immediate action, especially if they were to be ready for
freight orders by early spring. Leavi^g Salt Lake City on November
15, 1864, he reached St. George nine days later, where he recruited the
services of Jacob Hamblin and four others.

The small party left with pack animals for the lower Virgin, where
Call selected the first settlement site at Beaver Dam (Millerrt.rrg, now
Littlefield, Arizon a).n' The expedition continued west to the confluence
of the Muddy, where a second larger settlement site was chosen. Their
route turned down the Virgin to Echo Wash, up its course, across the
divide into the upper drainage of Callville Wash, and south to the
Colorado River, where Call selected a landing site for & warehouse
one-quarter mile below the wash on the river's north bank. Call noted
the bareness of the area they had passed through, especially the last
rwenty miles between the Virgin and Colorado rivers; however, he
speculated that water for irrigatitg some 200 acres could be taken out
upriver about one mile above the warehouse.a3

It should be noted at this point that Call's route to the river was the
same as that proposed by James Ferry earlier that summer. It seems
that Call and Hamblin knew exactly where they were going, and no
river reconnaissance was undertaken.

After selecting the site, the party continued west to the Great Bend,
detouritg up Vegas Wash to mail a report to President Horace El-
dredge of the Deseret Mercantile Association. Call then continued
south along the west bank of the river to Mo.iave Valley and Har-
dwille. Here he placed an order for supplies needed to build the ware-
house. They were to be delivered at the site early in January 1865.nn

The explorers returned to the site where Lyman Harnblin and James
David were left to begin "digging the foundations for the warehouse.o'
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Call's return route provided new exploration up the Colorado River
around Boulder Canyon, up a wash north into the drainage of Echo
Wash, and onto the Virgin River below the Salt Mountain.

From the settlement site (St. Thomas), the party explored eastward,
through St. Thomas Gup, south of the Virgin Mountains into Grand
Wash, up the Grand Wash Fault onto the Colorado Plateau and the

"high mountains south of St. George," and then on into the city. For
pack animals the route in late December was no challenge. Flowever,
Call's claim that the route could be put in good condition for $6,000
was quite unrealistic.as There is not yet a road in good condition
through the area.

Once in St. George, Anson Call immediately set about to organize

"laborers, mechanics, supplies and everythi^g necessary to facilitate the
erection of a warehouse without delay," which he expected to cost be-

tween twenty and thirty thousand dollars.aG Supporters in Salt Lake
City also seemed to sense an urgency. Stonemasons left for St. George

by December 14. Settlers were organized under the leadership of
Thomas Smith and Henry \,V. Miller and assigned to settle at St.

Thomas and Millersburg respectively.

On December 28, settlers and workers joined folces enroute from St.

George to the lower Virgin. Some road building was required for the

wagons, so Call pushed ahead to begin work imrnediately. His two

young foundation diggers, having run short of food, were met coming
back. Call reached the landing early in January. The stonemasons ar-
rived on January 13. William Hardy reached the site with his river
barge a duy later. He spoke optimistically about steamers and freight-
i.g possibilities for the landing, believing it to be accessible at least

eight months of the year.aT Hardy also filed on one of the lots in the
Callville townsite.

The workmen proceeded with dispatch. Within twenty-seven days

the large structurp was nearly ready for a roof. Call asked the Indians
to be on the alert for the steamer expected any duy with roofing mate-
rials. They reported excitedly one duy that they had discovered a

"steamer track," which under closer scrutiny proved to have been

made by one of Lt. Edward F. Beale's camels loose in the area. When
Call and most of the crew left the landing on February 18, all hands

were generally optimistic. A steamer was expected soon,a8 and they had
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built well. The warehouse still stood in 1934 when the waters of Lake
Mead .orr.r"d it.

Utah leaders were providirg other support. On December 23, 1864,
Brigham Young had written to Territorial Delegate J. F. Kinney ask-
ing that Congress "grant us about two degrees on one side or the other
side of the river, to the Gulf of California, or to the bound ary of the
United States in that direction. This addition to our territory would
give us an outlet on the western ocean as we need."*s Suffice it to say
Judge Kinney did not succeed with Congress. Even Territorial Gover-
nor James D. Doty asked for a memorial to Congress to add that area
along the Virgin and Muddy rivers to Utah.to His and Brigham
Young's proposals would come back to haunt them, for it was Utah
that later lost lands to neighboring states.

While initially Brigham Young's and other Mormon merchants' sup-
port for the project had been strong, that situation changed dramati-
cally in March of 1865. What happened? We know that Brigham
Young had planned a trip as far south as the Colorado landing as late
as January 31, 1865,s' since letters to William Dame and Erastus Snow
asked for teams and supplies for the trip. However, a second letter
dated March 2 cancelled the trip. Why? If Call left the landing on
February 18, he could have been in Salt Lake Citt by March 1. By
that date it was becomitg obvious that the national crisis was coming
to an end, and that the freightitg season from the east would likely be
successful. It is believed that Anson Call must have said somethirg to
Brigham Young that changed his mind. In his March 2 letters to
Dame and Snow, Young alluded to the late storms as a flactor in can-
celing the trip.52

During January and February, Samuel Adams and Captain James
Trueworthy were attempting to steam the Esmeralda upriver to the new
landing. They reached the upper portions of Black Canyon above
Roaring Rapids in late February, where they were only about twenty-
eight miles from the new warehouse. However, at this point, accordirg
to Adams' they met persons from Callville who claimed that the Mor-
rnons had abandoned the landing. While Anson Call and crews had
departed on the eighteenth, three men were left to receive the goods.
As a result of this report, Trueworthy turned back to Eldorado Land-
itg.t' Again, what happened? Adams, who, with Captain Trueworthy,
nrade his way overland to Salt Lake City, later reported that a letter
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from "interested parties" on the river had caused Call to "abandon the
landing."t* To date those details have not come to light, nor have the
identities of the persons from Callville who reported that the Mormons
had abandoned it.

Once in Salt Lake City, Adams and Trueworthy tried to drum up
support for their steamer freight line on the Colorado River. Mormons
expressed interest but gave no financial support. Judge Elias Smith
noted at their April 13 meeting that "the 'Iron Horse' would soon be

moving across the plains," anyway.ss His comments reflected the
changed attitude. The Civil War was over and the end of the nation
not yet. Whether or not Call actually talked with Adams and True-
worthy has not been determined. At least neither party mentioned
such an exchange, even though Call was in Davis County for several

weeks while they were in Salt Lake City.
As one assigned to develop the route, Call's behavior is baf-

fling. Apparently, while north (March to April) he generated several

orders for goods, hoping thereby to test the route that season (1865).so

As a result, he and his wife Mary Bowen returned south, reaching the
landing on Muy 9. Call hoped the steamer Cocopah would soon arrive
with roofing materials and with merchandise for William Jennings.tt
When Call learned that the Cocopah had stopped at Hardyville, he

went himself to Eldorado Canyon. From what he heard, Call believed
Hardy was sabotaging the new landing, desiring that all upriver
freight come through his own place in Mojave Valley.s' At this same

time, Anson Call filed on 160 acres of land upriver from the landing
about one mile, apparently the area he had earlier suggested could be

irrigated from the Colorado River.se He then returned to the ware-
house where he and Mary remained until mid-June, before abandon-
ing the site.

The Morrnon freight experiment had failed. Later uses of the land-
ing did involve a few Mormons, but Gentile initiative and resources

were the moving forces primarily. No doubt Call was very dis-

appointed and frustrated. He never returned to Call's Landing. Appar-
ently it was his son, Anson B. Call, whorn Murl Emery boated to the
spot in 1934 as the waters of Lake Mead were just reaching to the
foundations of the warehouse.Go

Before analyzirg the significance of Call's effort, another important
account of Mormon exploration and Call's Landing should be re-
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viewed. One of the urgent needs anticipated by Mormon leaders in
October 1864 was another route for emigrant Saints into Zion. To de-
termine whether Colorado River emigration was feasible, George \,V.
Brimhall was asked to take his wife and young family and try the
route in reverse, that it, to make the trip from Utah Valley to Call's
landing.

Responding to George A. Smith's request, Brimhall loaded his wife
and six children (the oldest, George FI., being but twelve at the time)
into a covered wagon and joined other missionaries enroute to the
Muddy River. Spring snows and rains hampered their progress as far
south as Cedar City, but two weeks later they were sweating it out
along the Virgin River. By the time they reached the Muddy and the
St. Thomas settlement in late Mry of 1865, Brimhall's family was
weary and he was worried. With only a few days' rest, Brimhall's fam-
ily continued downriver.or

Writing in 1889, twenty-four years later, Brimhall related the events.
First of all, he feared he would lose his family in that "burnt" country.
When they reached "Poison Springs" in Echo Wash (probably Bitter
Springs), they camped for the night. About dusk, Anson Call's party
came in from the landing and camped below them a short distance.
Apparently there was little exchange that evening. The next morning
Brimhall found his oxen were too sick to move. When he contacted
Call he discovered that three of Call's horses had died during the
night and Call could not help him. Brimhall related that he blessed
his oxen' and when they were able to travel he began his return to St.
Thomas. George H. ran ahead to get water for the family, and they
survived the very hazardous trip back.62

Still, Brimhall felt he must get to the landing in order to fulfill his
mission call. So he, Elijah Elmore, and his thirteen-year-old son set out
again with a team of young horses and a brggy. After a very difficult
climb, they descended Callville Wash to the warehouse. Brimhall could
see absolutely no redeerning features in the area or the landing.

While there, he and Elmore met three gentiles-O. D. Gass, James
Ferry and William Cowan. These men convinced Brimhall that they,
not the Mormons, owned the land and the minerals at the landing. A
search of Mojave County records revealed that William Cowan had
filed on 160 acres at the landing on Muy 5, 1865, some eleven days
before Call flled on his land.u3 Brirnhall and Elmore returned to St.
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Thomas, hrppy to be rid of the river. In time Brimhall returned to
Spanish Fork, reported to George A. Smith on his findings, and asked

to be released from his mission to the Muddy.un His is a dramatic story
but his impact somewhat anticlimactic, since the Mormons had in the
main already abandoned the warehoue and landing.

Mormon mission emphasis soon shifted to possession of the land, to
keeping out the gentiles, and to raisirg cotton, which appeared to have

some promise.
Locally, Mormons did renew their interest in the river with the ar-

rival of the steamer Esmeralda at Callville in October 1866. In 1867,

Erastus Snow and other St. George leaders speculated on a better,

shorter route to the Colorado River via Grand Wash. As a result, Jesse
W. Crosby, Henry \,V. Miller, and Jacob Hamblin rowed a skiff down-

stream from the Grand Canyon to Callville.ut While theirs was not the

first exploration of that portion of the Colorado (James Ferry, O. D.

Gass, and others had been through it in 1864), theirs was the best ac-

count of it until John Wesley Powell covered it in 1869, after explor-
irg the canyons of the Colorado.

In spite of many setbacks, the cotton missionaries tried to remain on

the Muddy. Flowever, Indian raids, political uncertainty, and double

taxation became too heavy a pioneering burden even for these Mor-
mons. Brigham Young finally made his promised trip to the Colorado
River in March of 1870.66 In anticipation of his arrival, Bishop James
Leithead and other men had built a barge to ferry President Young's

wagon across the river so that he could explore further south. But
when Young saw the Colorado River area) he had seen enough. He

announced shortly afterwards that if the Muddy Mission Saints want-
ed to leave they could as long as they all went.67 That vote came in
December of 1870, and with it the Mormon tenure ended. A few years

later, polygamous and United Order Mormons would claim the area)

and survive
What can one say about the Mormon venture onto the Colorado

River in 1864-65? There are a number of valid observations to be

noted. First of all, -Mormon leaders obviously were influenced in their
decisions.by a variety of current circumstances and factors as they saw

them. Almost coincidentally they had moved into LJtah's Dixie and

found there a mild climate which suggested that their plan for eco-

nomic self-sufficiency could flourish. Their expectations for cotton
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growing, however, were unrealistic since they misinterpreted the CivilWar and miscalculated its impact on them. Namely, the war was over
before significant amounts of cotton were produced; hence, Utah pro-
ducers again had to compete with the national market. The trans-
continental railroad soon made Salt Lake City more accessible to
Southern cotton growers than to the Virgin River producers. Even thecotton factory at Washington, Utah, was a post-Civil War product,
and was always a far from lucrative venture for Dixie Mormors.

The Colorado River was at best only margin ally navigable. Both
Mormons and gentiles erred here in their speculations. But Mormon
leaders again miscalculated when in 1865 they assumed that immi-
grants, and freight, would have to come via other than the eastern
routes' No evidence of prescience of foreknowledg. appears in their be-
havior as it related to the Colorado River venture in 1864-65.

The MormoRS did move expeditiously on the warehouse and the
landing. Anson Call wasted no time in launchirg his project, and hebuilt well enough. However, the f,acts indicate that he (perhaps more
correctly, the Mormons) failed to develop a landing at the frigh point
of navigation on the Colorado River. N; steamer reached Callville un-
der Mormon domain. Nor for that matter was Callville the high pointof river navigation, since steamers two decades later pushed up
through Boulder Canyon to Bonelli's Ferry at the mouth of the Virgin
River' However, Callls biggest fiasco seems to have been his building
of a warehouse on property claimed legally by William Cowan.

Lest this summary seern too hard on Call, it is apparent that the
project's failure was assured without this last fiasco. Mor*ons simply
rvent there with too few means and for the wrong reasons in 1864-65.

But then Mormons are not the only ones who have failed or who
have miscalculated. And they do have many successes to proclaim
proudly' Yet there are aspects of this experience that ought to te given
some pause' In their efforts to settle the west the Mormon leadership
often ignored the sufferings of the colonists sent out. Brimhall statest}at he nearly lost his family, though he did not. However, other cot-
ton missionaries did lose children and loved ones. Yet within six years
after President Young finally visited the area), the mission was aban-

doned' One can understand a former settler summarizing his years on
rrhe Muddy by sayirg, "well, I guess we got experience.,,6s

These Colorado River ventures suggest that there were for Mormon
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leaders in Utah between 1850 and 1870 several premises which they
used in making decisions. We have noted the current issues. But in ad-
dition, Morrnons and their leaders seemed to presume that God ruled
in the universe, that life and history were, in effect, an unfoldirg of his

will, his divine plan. Consequently, what was happening could be in-
terpreted as God's will. The Civil War was in fact the judgment of
God on a wicked nation that had persecuted his Saints. It was this
frame of reference that caused several major miscalculations in the
Mormon move to Callville.

There is another significant facet to this view. For the faithful, not
only was history an unfoldirg of God's will, but Church leaders were

viewed as the ones who understood these things best. Leaders were be-

lieved to be inspired, so that what they asked the Saints to do was

seen as God's will for the members. One consequence for many cotton
missionaries was extreme sacrifice, both econemically and in loss of
loved ones.

And how were they to judge the situation? Anson Call was certainly
faithful to the end of his mission, maintaining as late as 1867 that the
landing was a viable route for freight into Utah.6e Another faithful
stalwart was Bishop James Leithead who held out until 1871 only to
settle in Long Valiey above Kanab-in another iemote and generally
forbiddirg region. He finally moved to the Big Horn Basin in Wyom-
i.g early in the 1900s and died there about a decade later. On the
other hand, George W. Brimhall, while faithful in performitg a dan-
gerous mission to explore the route for family migration, refused to re-

main on the Muddy River, which he hated. Rather, he returned to
Utah Valley and its superior options for him and his family. His son,

George H. Brimhall, in time became president of Brigham Young Uni-
versity.

For some of these Mormons, the issue was not one of options, but
whether or not one would be faithful. In a man like Jacob Hamblin,
the faith rationale is carried to its logical extension. On several occa-

sions Hamblin saw and reported what he believed was supposed to be

there, not what in fact was. Ivlany of his observations about Lt. Ives's

Explorer in 1858 were neither astute nor accurate. In 1876, Brigham
Young assigned him to explore a route for the Mormon settlers on the

Little Colorado River from St. George south and west across the Colo-

rado River below the Grand Canyon and then southeast to the settle-
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ment sites. He reported back to the St. George conf,erence that the
route was one t'sea of grasstt all the way.to Travelers that next season
did not agree at all. Another event in 1864 seems to explain Hamblin's
attitudes even better. With the announcement that Morrnons planned
to establish a warehouse at the high point of navigation of the Colo-
rado River, Hamblin, with others, appears to have projected that since
the Virgin River at their doorstep near St. George emptied into the
Colorado, it also should be navigable. As a result, Hamblin and crew
launched their skiff Vwgin Aduenturer south of town to try the river.
\\'ith dedication they eventually maneuvered to the narrows (through
ivhich the new I- 15 now passes), but when the water disappeared un-
Cerground, Hamblin's party gave up and returned to St. George over-
land.t'

These exploration experiences also reveal situations that affect the
Church leader in his roles. If he sees his work as God's will and his de-
cisions as "inspired," then it is difficult for him to argue about their
outcome, whether it is the institutional impact or its meaning to the
individuals involved. Regarding the latter aspect, it would appear that
ieaders were often calloused or imrnune to the trials and hardships of
specific people, especially those who had no voice in the councils. But
rhen perhaps that condition is more an authoritative rather than a re-
liqious quality in the situation of leadership"

Therefore, it is necessary that historians look at the actions of reli-
sious leaders and Ineasure them as one would any othe leader. While
rhe historian as historian may not deterrnine whether or not God in-
spired Mormron leaders in their ventures onto the lower Colelrado Riv-
rr, he can look at their actions and judge thern for what they lvere-
lailure, success, judicious, prescient, or otherwise. trt is obvious that the
Cecisions of Brigham Young and his associates relative to this area
evolved accorditg to available data" Some of it was accurate, some of
It erroneous, and rnuch of it pure pioneer-frontier speculation. Their
decisions and the consequences of them reflect that rnixture.
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Defunct Mormon Settlements:
1 830-1 930

Lynn A. Rosenvall

During the latter half of the nineteenth century, members of The
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints established nearly 500 set-

:iements in the West, in an area covering seven states and stretchi.g
-rcm Mexico to Canada. This colonizitg project has been extolled as

:crng unusually successful; thus, one could easily gain the impression
:;:rat all these settlements are still in existence. Moreover, almost all
:,,rloks and articles that describe western ghost towns fail to list any of
::e Mormon communities that have been deserted. These publications
:riqht note ghost towns within the Mormon regign, but invariably
-:ese towns are defunct Utah mining centers, such as Frisco, Silver
F.eef. and Mercur.t But then, since extinct settlements often fail to
.r.a\"e any evidence of their existence, it is not surprisittg that rnany

l,rrsons are unaware of this facet of Mormon history.
In this article, defunct Mormon settlements are enumerated and

::en classified accordirg to "reason for failure"" Lastly, these "reasons"
i:r analyzed. The yea;r 1900 has been recognized as a practical termi-
*aX date for Mormon colonization, and in this study only those settle-

:rents that were founded prior to 1900 are included.' The year 1930,

: : \r-ever, was selected as the closing date for defunct settlements" Thus,

::.lr- those settlernents that faited before 1930 are enumerated and ana'
...-zed. The reasons for selecting this year are threefold: ( 1) all of the

:- -rre important defunct settlerrients failed prior to 1930, (2) the period

: i rhirty years frorn 1900 to 1930 provides a potential "failure zone"

:: r :ettlements that were founded toward the end of the nineteenth
:::rrury, and (3) rnany small rural settlements in the United States

:i':td.us from rural to urban centers. Thus, the use of 1930 as the tetrmi-
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nal date helped eliminate from consideration the Mormon settlements
that suffered this form of demise and which could contaminate an
analysis of settlernent failures unique to Mormon col onization.3

Research on all Mormon settlements indicates that 69 have ceased
to exist out of the 497 communities (13.9 percent) that were founded
in the United States during the period of IB47 to 1900.4 When rhe
communities that were founded in the Midwest, Canada, and Mexico
ate included, the failure rate jumps to 16.4 percent or BB settlements
out of the total of 537 settlements.

These failure rates may appear to be high in light of the careful at-
tention the Mormons gave to locating their settlernents. But, on the
other hand, when one considers the uninviting environment of many
of these settlements and the debilitating external factors that their in-
habitants faced, one can begin to understand why the failure percent-
ages are so high"

Classifications

The BB defunct Mormon settlements can be readily divided into two
major classes: (1) settlements that failed because of pressures from out-
side forces over which the Monmons had little or no control, and
(2) settlements that ceased to exist of their o*rrtvolition a{rd not gnder
pressure from external forces. The first class has been entitled "Exter-
nal Factors" and has been separated into several subclasses, corrlprising
such factors as Indian conflicts, the coming of Johnston's army ("Utah
War"), religious conflicts, and the Mexican Revolution. The second
major class or group of settlements was abandoned, in general, because
of factors that can be linked to the environment. This class has been
labeled "Environmental Factors" and divided into subclasses represent-
itg such factons as floods, inadequate water supply, and poor location.

The followitg is an analysis of the cornrnunities within each of the
two classes-when they were founded, where they were located, and
why they ceased to exist. Other information, where applicable, is in-
cluded to help with the analysis. Some settlements failed for nnore than
CIne reason. The reason given in ttris analysis is the one that appears to
be the prime cause of failure. Some settlennents ceased to exist rnerely
because their inhabitants moved awey CIne by one for various reasons
until the community was completely abandoned.
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External Factors

This class of defunct settlements is, by far, the srnaller of the two
ctrasses-26 failures out af 497 settlements or 5.2 percent. If the defunct
:ettlements frorn the Midwest, Canada, and Mexico that belong in the
same class are included, the failure rate increases from 5.2 percent to
;.8 percent (42 out of the new total of 537 settlements). All of the set-

Cements in the Midwest and most of those in Mexico were abandoned
tor reasons that are included under this class, hence the large increase
m the failure rate.

Indian Conflicts
Even though it was Mormon policy to "feed the Indians rather than

tight them,'o many communities still suffered appreciable losses at the
hrands of the Indians. Sorne 45 settlements were vacated for one year
,cr rnore because of Indian conflicts. Most of these comrnunities were
abandoned during the fatefun years of the Walker (1853-54) and Black
F{awk (1865-66) Indian wars.s The ma.jority of these settlements-3G

'rr-rt of 4S-were vacated for peniods of up to twelve years and then re-
,ettled after the Indian hostilities had subsided, but nine were never re-

'e 
ttled. (see Table tr ).u

These nine settlements were located in the are# of the present-day
srate of Utah, except for Fort {.imrhi in the Salmein R iver area of
nCaho, and Forest Dale and Tuba City in Arizona (see Fig. 1). With
&e exception of the Elk kfountain Indian rnission, all of the settle-
::iients in this category located in {Jtah were vacated during the Black
Flawk Indian War. Iv{any othen tJtah settlennents were abandoned &

,iecade earlier during the Walker {ndian \,Var, but altr of these cCIlr}rnu*

iiities were only ternponarily vacatecl and later resettled.

It should be noted that l{orthnop, Zion, and Dalton we! e a}l 1o-

cated in the Virgin Rivar area of southenn {-ItaFr and t}rat these cCIrm-

rnunities had experienced the vicissitudes of that riven. Poor loeation,
therefore, could also have heen & eontributing factor in the decision
n ct to reoccupy these particular settlements. Tuba City aneS Forest
Dale were vacated rnucla later than their tJtah counterparts ( 1903 and
i 882 respectively), but these settlements sdvere atrso fCIunded sevea-al

'.'ears later than the tltah eorylxlxwnities. In ae{dition, {ndiasa problerns
in Arizona continr"aed to oecur ssrule twc to three **ecades aflter scach

:cnilicts lrad ceased in Lltah.
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TABLE I

DEFUNCT MOR,MON SETTLEMENTS (EXTERNAL FACTORS)

Settlementa Stateb
Year Year

Founded Failed"

Fort Limhi
Elk Mountain
Mound City
Northrop
Zion
Dalton
Fort Sanford
Tuba City
Forest Dale

Mormon Station
San Bernardino
Fort Supply
Fort Bridger
Las Vegas
Frankton

Mill Point
Simonsville
Spring Valley

Junction City
West Point

Pleasanton
Wilford

Mountain Dell
Pipe Springs

Call's Landing
Knightsville

Kirtland

Indian Conflicts

Idaho
Utah
Utah
Utah
Utah
Utah
Utah
Arizona
Arizona

The "Utah War"

Nevada
California
Wyoming
Wyoming
Nevada
Nevada '

Neaada Tax Problems

Nevada
Nevada
Nevada
Nevada
Nevada

Religious Conflicts

New Mexico
Arizona

Miscellaneous

"Utah
Arizona
Nevada
Utah

R.eligious Conflicts in the Midwest

Ohio

l 855

1 855

1 859

r 862

t862
l864
I 866

1873

187B

I 849

1B5 r

I 853

I 855

I 855

1 856

I 865

I 865

I 865

1869

1869

I 882

I 883

1 B5B

1 863

1864

1897

183l

1B5B

I 855

l866
1865

l865
1866

1867

1903

1 BB2

1857

1857

1857

rB57

1857

1857

1871

187l
1871

1871

1871

1889

I 885

19 1B

1920

1869

1930

1B3B
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fa-r West
\cam-ondi-Ahman
Sauvoo
)' [,rrley's Settlement
S.arnus
r;rbrosia
Zarahemla

l,- uncil Bluffs
,larden Grove

l"I runt Pisgah
'-',-:-nter Quarters

l,':lonia Diaz
,laieana
,1,: lonia Morelos
l':,|onia San Jose

Missouri
Missouri
Illinois
Illinois
Illinois
Iowa
Iowa

Temporary Settlements in the Miduest

Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Nebraska

Mexican Reaolution

Chihuahua
Chihuahua
Sonora
Sonora

r836
1 B3B

I 839

1839

1840

1 840

1B4l

r846
1846

1846

1846

1BB5

l 895

1900

1905

1839

1839

1846

1846

1846

1846

1846

1 852

1852

r 852

1 863

t9t2
1912

1912

19t2

'The name given is the last name by which each settlment was known. Many of these

r:tlements were founded under other names that have changed through the years.

S,r,irle of these communities were reoccupied by non-Mormons and given different

-n:Ies.
'The state listed is the current state. Because of the several boundary changes that have

-aken place, many ciefunct settlements were once under the juritdiction of other states

-,F territories. For example, Mormon Station was originally in the Utah Territory, but

::er area is now part of Nevada. The trocation of each settlement is indicated in Fig-

-:es I and 2. For maps showing the exact location of each defunct settlement, see

".rln A. Rosenvall, "Mormon Settlement Fatterns: 1830-1900" (Ph.D" diss., University

:i California, Berkeley, 1972)"

'lare settlement ceased to exist. It is difficult to assign an exapt failure date to many of

-j:es€ settlements because they were vacated over a period of time. For solne settle-

:-r1rs the failure period could be before or after the date listed, or both. Some of these

si-.r:s. such as Elk Mountain, San Bernardino, Mormon Station, and Las Vegas, were

:r':,ccupied in later years by other groups of people.

Tbe "Utah War"
The coming of Johnston's army-an appellation given to the so-

:,*ijed Buchanan Expedition which was sent to Utah in 1857 by Presi-

rrnr James Buchanan-was a" flactor in the demise of several settle-

:.::1tS" 
j

{lne of Brigham Young's defensive strategies in preparation for the

:,- ming of the "expedition" was to vacate the outlying settlen:ersts and
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Io bring all persons from these communities back to the center of the
region (Salt Lake City and environs). As a further defensive rnaneuver,
*re Mormons vacated all their settlements located north of Salt Lake
City; the plan was to destroy all the improvements in these settlernents
rf the "expedition" became hostile.

In 1858, peace was again secured, and the northern settlernents were
subsequently resettled. The outlying settlements, however, were not
reestablished. The Nlormons feared that these remote cornmunities
,:ould not be adequately defended because they were located too far
irom the center of the region. Also, the San Bernardinos and Carson
\-aliey areas (Mormon Station and Frankton)n had experienced con-
:iicts with non-Mormons and discouragement even before they were
r-acated in 1857.'o It is highly probable that all of these outlying settle-
ments would shortly have been vacated even if the "Utah War" had
;lot occurred. Fort Supply and Fort Bridger were both burned to the
Eround by the Mormons, in the expectation that the destruction of
:hese supply forts would irnpede the progress <lf Johnston's arnly. Las
\-egas was almost abandoned prior to 1S57 because of the failure in
iead mining and problems with the Indians in the area.tt

Sevada Tax Problems
The valley of the Muddy River, a tributary of the Virgin River in

,niutheastern Nevada, was settleC by Morrnons in 1865. This area was

r.r that time part of the territory of Utah, and the Muddy River settle-

::lenrs were to be way stations for the movement of ennigrants and
:reight from California to Salt Lake City via the Colorado River.'2

The Mormons also anticipated that this area would produce citrus
:ruit and cotton because of its warm climate and long growing season.

But the Muddy Valley was not a desirable region to colonize. The
3.rea was somewhat removed from the closest settlements near St.

George, and the Muddy River was undependable as a water source be-

-,aLrse it flooded readily and also because it was completely dty for
rart of each year.t3 Also, tirnber was scarce in the area, and the nu-
:rierous tule swarnps were breeding grounds for malari a-carryitg Inos-

:'l;itoes.
Even with all these handicaps several settlements were established,

and the settlers were beginnirg to see the fruits of their labors. Then,
:he fatal blow came in 1S70 when a federal boundary survey revealed
:hat they were no longer located in the territory of Utah but in the
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state of Nev ad,a- Larson has explained the consequences of this situa-
tion as follows:

On February 15, 1869, the Utah Territorial Legislature created the Rio Vir-
gin CountL out of the western part of Washington Coungt. Preuious to this time
the Mudd2 settlers had paid their taxes, such as thelt u)ere, to Washington County
fsouthern Utahl. The tax was not high in the new coungt-at fust o;t) one-hailf
of one per cent and later three-fourths-and since it could be paid in kind it was
not at all burdensame. In 1866 the Congress of the lJnited States took one full
degree of territor! -fro* western Utah and Arizona and added it to Neuada. Thus
without their consent the towns on the Muddy and those west and northwest of St.
George (Panaca, Eagleuille, Cloaer Valle2, etc. ) u)ere placed in Neaada. This in
itself was not serious; but what made it so for the Saints was the Neaada tax,
which uas about fiue times as high as the amount charged in Utah. This, t1o,
could possibfu haue been met; but the hitch tras that Neuada demanded payment in
gold at the ra,te of three per cent plus a polt tax of $4 also pa1abte in gotd. The
people on the Mudd2 simply did not haue the gotd to FaI these taxes.t+

After considering all the alternatives, the Mormons elected to vacate
the Muddy River area. So, in February IBT l, all the settlements were
evacuated with most of the settlers moving to Long Valley in southern
Utah (Kane County), an area that had been abandoned in 1866 be-
cause of Indian troubles. In the 1800s, three of these communities on
the Muddy River were resettled by Mormons-Saint Thomas, Overton,
and Saint Joseph.ts

Spring Valley, a settlement north of the Muddy River, was also va-
cated in lBT l when the general exodus from Nevada took place. The
nearby settlements of Eagle Valley and Panaca were not completely
evacuated, some of the settlers choosing to remain and continue their
holdings.

Religious Conflicts

The Mormons experienced few religious conflicts in the West, al,
though some were heavily persecuted for practicirg polygamy. Only
two settlements, however, were abandoned because of these problems-
Wilford, Arizona, and Pleasanton, Ir{ew Mexico. Most of the in-
habitants in both of these settlements were polygamists, and when the
antipolygamy raids were instituted in the 1BB0s these persons rnoved to
lvlexico to escape arrest. Many other polygamist Mormons left for
klexico or Canada at this same time, but these two settlements appear
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ro be the only ones that were completely abandoned because of reli-
qious conflicts.

\Iiscellaneous Conflicts
The settlements listed under this heading were vacated for reasons

u'hich were not uncommon for many areas of the United States.

\fountain Dell, Utah (a few miles east of Salt Lake City), was vacated

because a reservoir was built on that site; Pipe Springs, Arizona, was

made part of a national monument in 1920; Call's Landing, Nevada,

a settlement intended to be a transshipment point for goods shipped
frorn southern California to Utah by way of the Colorado River, was

abandoned in the late 1860s before fulfilling its planned purpose; and
Knightsville, utah, was vacated in the 1920s when the local mines

itere closed.

Religious Conflicts in the Midwest
All of the settlements founded in the Midwest were eventually va-

,:ated as a result of religious problems and were left by the Mormons
io others. The settlements in Missouri were evacuated in 1839, whereas

rhose in the Nauvoo region of Illinois were not abandoned until 1846.

The latter expulsion forced the Mormons to seek refuge in the West.

Temporary Settlements in the Midwest c

To expedite the movement of thousands of Mormons from the Mid-
',r.e St to their new haven in the West, temporary settlements were

icunded in Iowa and Nebraska. Three of these settlements-Mount Pis-

3ah, Council Bluffs, and Garden Grove-were vacated in 1852 after
::rost of the Mormons had been safely moved to Utah. Winter Quar-
:ers. however, continued until 1863 as the chief - outfitting canter for
\formon emigrants preparirg for the last l.g of their journey across

:he plains.

\Iexican Revolution
From 1BB5 to 1905, several settlements were founded in the states of

)i,nora and Chihuahua in Mexico. This area was settled, vt first, as a
:rtuge for Mormon polygamists who had left the United States to es-

- rpe arrest.r6 In 1BB7 and 1892, two of these settlements were aban-
j:ined for environmental reasons. But in I9I2 the nine remainitg set-

:-rments suffered from the changing fortunes af a Mexican revolution.
\'11 these communities were completely vacated except for Colonia Jtt-
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tez) which was only partly abandoned. Beginning in lgl4, five of these
communities were eventually resettled, but the other four settlements
were never reoccupied.

Environmental Factors

Fully 43 Mormon settlements in the West ceased to exist because of
"environrnental factors" compared to the 26 failures listed under ,,ex-
ternal factors." These 43 defunct settlements represent 8.7 percent of
the 497 communities founded in the United States during itt" period
lB47 -1900. In contrast, only three of the settlements founded in the
Midwest, Canada, and Mexico fall into this class-one in Canada and
two in Mexico. Adding these three to the total number of settlements
does not appreciably affect the failure rate (46 out of 557 settlements
or 8.6 percent).

This class of defunct settlements is possibly the more important of
the two classes, because by analyzi"g these settlements one can begin
to judge the ability of the Mormons to locate permanent settlements
within some of the harsh environments of the arid West.

To most early observers the Mormons were foolhardy to attempt to
make any settlements in the Great Basin and vicinity, let alone nlarly
500 separate communities. But even before they arrived, the Mormons
knew that these new areas would be challenging environments in
which to settle; therefore, a great effort was made to gather all infor-
mation that earlier explorers had written about the region.rT When
they reached the Great Salt Lake Valley, exploratory expeditions were
sent out in several directions to get the "luy of the land." Moreover,
from lB47 to 1864 at least 12 major explorirg expeditions were made
by the Mormons.rs These explorations, coupled with numerous smaller
excursions, enabled them to ascertain the nature of the country they
were attempting to colonize. The plan of the Church was for settle-
ments to be founded in light of this information and not on the per-
sonal whim of any individual or group; but in some instances individ-
uals or groups did start their own settlements.rs

How well the Mormons' colonizirg efforts succeeded or did not suc-
ceed in the West is graphically illustrated in Figure 2'. For each decade
from lB47 to 1900, the number of settlements that were founded with-
in each ten-year period-and that eventually failed for environmental
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::asons-is connpared to the totatr nunnber of settlements founded dur-
-:-g the same Cecade. This ratio is expressed as a percentage and then

:-ctred on the graph accordingly.
One might expect that rnost of the Mormon failures would occur

:'-iring the first few years in the West, because they wotlld have to

-:arn about their new region by triatr and error. But, surprisingly, there

,,, rre no settlements foundeC during the first period ( t 847-49) that
irrled for reasons that could be tinked to environment. The period
",,,-irh the highest failure rate was the decade of 1870-?9, the time peri-

:,d l,hen areas of the Colorado Plateau, mainly Arizona, were first set-

:led. By 1870 the nnost desirable areas of the klormon region were oc-

- i:pied, and only rnarginal spots rernained to be colonized" Figure 3

,lso indicates that during the last decade of the nineteenth century the

farlure rate dropped to a low of 2.4 percent. It should be neited, how-

:,"'er, that during this decade only thnee settlements were founded in
:re area with the highest failure rate-the area sor.rth of the state of
l-"rah.

F loods

T'he Mormons were very careful to determine that each location

*:e\- settled had sufficient water all year long to supply the anticipated

;-:pulace. Still, one might suspect that the *ajot reasn for settlernent

iailure in the semiarid and arid West would be inadequate water sup-

; rr-. But, paradoxically, the largest number of settlernents failed be-

-,3.rse of an excess amount of water in ttre adjacent rivers during part

:: some years (see Table 2).

Flooding was not a major problem, in general, for the settlements

r iruated along the Wasatch Front. But when the Mormons pushed

l,':rh and atternpted to establish settlements on the Colorado Plateau
,., .' using irrigation water from the tributaries of the Colonado River,

::e\" then encountered the problem of rivers readily overflowing their
:,anks. As can be seen in Figure 3, all the setttrements which were va'
:a:ed because of floods were located along the tributary drainage of
:.:3 Colorado River-the Virgin River, Johnson Wash, the Paria River,

,nC the Fremont River in Utah; and the Little Colorado River in
i:zsterrr Arizona. The flow of these rivers and strearns can fluctuate

i:e arly from duy to duy and even from year to year) and this is what

: aused the problem.2o
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Nearly all of the many settlements founded in these areas
"struggled" at some time with these rivers. Dams built to impound
and divert water for irrigation were time and time again destroyed by
the sudden increases in the flow of water. Most of the settlements were
able to "hold on" and repair the flood damage, but 16 settlements
eventually were vacated because of the almost annual floods (see Table
2). The experiences of the communities along the Little Colorado Riv-
er in Arizona are typical:

Eaerl settlement along the Little Colorado Riuer has known repeated troubles in
maintaining its water supp[t . . . lThe riuerf is a treacheraus stream at best, with

TABLE 2

DEFUNCT MORMON SETTLEMENTS
(ENVTRONMENTAL FACTORS)

Settle-
a

me nt Stateb
Year

Founded
Year

Failed"

Price
Tonaquint
Adventure
Duncan's Retreat
Mountain Dell
Shonesburg
Paria

Scutumpah

Johnson
Adairville
Obed
Sunset

Taylor
Bloomington
Caine ville
Giles

Palmyra
Fort Saint Luke

Floods

Utah
Utah
Utah
Utah
Utah
Utah
Utah
Utah
Utah
Utah
Arizona
Arizona
Arizona
UtaK
Utah
Utah

Poor Location

Utah
Utah

t
1 B5B

I 859

1 860

1861

186l
1862

1 865

1870

1871

1873

1876

1876

isza
1879

1BB3

1BB3

tB52
1854

1 904

I 862

1860*

1891

1900a

1 B93a

1 930

1879

1901*

1B7B

IBTB

1 BBB

187B

1930*

1909

1910

1856

1855



\ieadows
!t[acDonald
[."a Plata
5e phi

'Clifton
G,eoEgetown

E"lephant
F"aqtdale

\f orristown
tsr'igham City
lcse pa

'Georgetown

,lave Valley

'Oolonia Oaxaca
C.aidr,r'ell

Arizona
Arizona
New Mexico
Arizona

Inadequate Water S"PPII

Utah
Utah
Utah
Colorado

Miscellaneous

Idaho
Arizona
Utah
Nevada

Canada and Mexico

Chihuahua
Sonora
Alberta

1879

1BB2

1 BB3

1BB7

l876
1 886

1BB7

1 BB9

1863

1876

1 BB9

1 B9B

1BB7

1892

1 B9B

63

I BB6b

I BB5a

1BB9*

1904*

1896b

I B94a

1930b

l 909

1B9l

lBB 1

1917

l 903

1900*

1911

191 I

"See footnote a, Table 1.

t 
See footnote b, Table 1.

'S€e footnote c, Table 1. The letter "a" following the date indiJates that the settlement

ceased to exist within a short period after the date listed; the letter "b" indicates that

ihe demise took place within a short period before the date listed; and the asterisk (*)

rndicates that the date in only approximate, and the failure period could be before or

after or both.

,r fuoad channel that wanders at witl through the alluuial cnuntryt that melts like

illsar or salt at the touch of water.

There are instances that stand nut in this struggle for water. The -firtt joint

,i6n 0f Allen's Camp llater known ar ,St. Joseph and Joseph Cityl and Obed clst

nlw settlers 85000. It is told that 960 day wnrk was done on the dam and 500

drys m4re 0n the Allen ditch. This dam went down at the -firtt flood, for it raised

iiw water about twelue -feet. Then, in the sprins of 1867, another dam was built,

r, mile and a hotf upstream, and this again washed awa!. In 1579 the St. Jo-
wph settlers s1ught a third damsite at LeRoux Wash, about two and a half miles

t est af the present Holbrook. In I BB I they spent much mlne! and tffort an the
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plan to make a high dam at the site of the rtr$ construction, but this again was
taken dswnstream b2 the riuer. In I BB2, a pilc dam was buitt acr1ss the riaer,
and it was spoiled by floods. This dam generally was in use until I Bg I, but had
to be repaired almost eaer] lear. . . . ,Sa ,Ias eryh, as earl2 as I Bg4, had completed
its eighth dam across the riaer.2l

1860 -'69 1870-',79 l8g0 -'gg r 890-1900

FIGURE 2

Total number of defunct Mormon settlements (Environmental Factors) compared to to-
tal number of settlements founded during the same decade. This ratio is e*pressed as a
percentage.

I850-'59
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DEFUNCT SETTLEMENTS
(Environmento I Foctors)

. F loods
* Poor locotion
o Attrition
+ lnodequote woter supply
o Miscelloneous
oor (elorodo River droinoge

MocDonold o

FIGURE 3

Defunct Mormon settlements (Environmental Factors)
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Another area that experienced great flood damage was the Virgin
River region of southern Utah. Larson has described some of their
problems as follows:

The dam in the lVirginf riuer u)as utashed out twice in both IB57 and IB5B.
In 1859 uthen Apostle Franklin D. Richards and Joseph A. Young uisited
Washington lsettlement four miles east of St. George) in midsummer, they found
the group of colonists about ready to giue up the struggle. Storms that season had
been frequent, and their dams had been carried awa) three times. It was not that
the floods were aer) large: a reasonabl2 gusu freshet could do the damage. The
troubles in rebuilding the structure ouertaxed the strength of the feu settlers utho
remained, and this with the malaria which most of these had to sffir just about
conuinced them that mrouing awa! uas the nnt! togicat solution. Time spent in
building dams in midsummer meant neglect af farm work, and work was necessar!
to get food to eat.

The )ear 1860 brought no change in the turbulence af the riuer. With each
succeeding flood the channels grew a bit deeper and wider and harder to control. It
took more brush, rocks, and trees to rebuild the dam, and with the exception of
rock these materials were getting harder and harder to obtain.22

It is noteworthy that most of these settlements were vacated only af-
ter they had struggled with the water problem for several decades. The
floods destroyed valuable farmland, and becau$ many of these settle-
ments were located in confined valleys or ravines the available land
was very limited. When the available land was destroyed the settle-
ments had to be abandoned.

Poor Location
Even with all the care and attention paid to the proper siting of set-

tlements there were still nine communities with locations that proved
to be undesirable. In most cases, it was not that the whole region or
valley was unfit for occuPancy, but rather that a settlement's paticular
site was Poor. The locations of these "poor" sites show no definite pat-
tern. They occur in many different areas and were often surrounded
by very successful communities. There were even four of these settle-
ments located along the Wasatch Front"

These sites were undesirable for several reasons. For example, the
residents of Meadowville in northern (Jtah, Palmyra in central Utah,
and Ephraim in the San Luis Valley of Colorado all found that their
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iocations were too low in relation to the surrounding terrain. When the
settlers attempted to irrigate, the land drainage *rJ inadequate and itbecam. ,tety swampy. The inhabitants of Meadowville moved to an-
other site a few miles away, but eventu ally both sites were abandoned.
The settlers at Palmyra solved their water problem by moving to
nearby Spanish Fork, and the inhabitants of Epfrraim transferred their
homes to Manas sa) a distance of only about five miles.

Limited or Poor soil for growing crops was also a common com-
plaint' And if the area of good soil was in short supply the settlements
could not increase in size. This was a problem especially when the
original settlers' children married and desired farms of their own. As
t*.as the case with the settlements noted above, most of these commu-
nities solved their soil problems by merely moving to a nearby settle-
ment which had proven to be better situated. The inhabitants at Har-
risburg moved to Leeds, and the settlers at Fort Saint Luke transferred
to Spanish Fork, and most persons at Juab made new homes at Levan.

Pinto and Hebron, both located on the southern fringe of the Esca-
lante Desert in southern Utah, were rather isolated with no other set-
tlements within many miles. These two communities started new settle-
rnents within 15 miles of their old sites, which had proven to be inpoor locations. The settlers at Pinto founded Neycastle and the in-
habitants of Hebron transferred to a site they called Enterprise. Manyof these poorly located communities toiled and struggled with their
iand for half a century or more before they "gave ";; and ,o.rghr- u
nery site.

.{nrition
Some ten settlements were vacated through the- process of attrition;

rhat is, over a period of several decades the popr-,lation of these com-
n'runities slowly decreased until the places ceased to exist as settlements.
\fost of these communities were located on the fringes of the Mormon
region, especially in Arizona, and several were very isolated. These set-
tlements had only small populations even at their peak; hence, it didnot take long for them to "disappear from the -.p." Some of these
'ettlements consisted of only a few families, and often their children
u-ould decide to seek homes in better locations. Within one generationit rvas possible for a community to be cornpletely deserted.

In some areas, livestock grazing was often the best rneans of ,,livirg
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off the land." The large acreage required for animal grazing impeded
the growth of these communities and often led to a decrease in popu-
lation. Wanderlust was also a factor in the vacating of a few commu-
nities, since some settlers developed a pattern of "moving on" every
few years as they sought for "greener pastures." For example, some in-
dividuals started at Salt Lake City and then moved to Iron County in
southern Utah; later they shifted to the St. George area) and frorn
there to Arizona or New Mexico. In later years their names can be
found among the lists of settlers in the Mexican colonies. Note that al-
most all of the settlements listed under this heading were founded after
1870; in other words, they were founded after the most desirable areas

in the Mormon region had already been colonized.

Inadequate Water Supply
Insufficient irrigation water, although it was not a major factor in

settlgment failure, forced four communities to be vacated. These settle-
ments were predominantly located in the most arid parts of southern
utah. All of them were founded near the end of the nineteenth cen-
tury after the better sites had been occupied and only marginal land
remained for colonization. The water flow in the adjacent rivers, espe-

cially the Paria and Fremont rivers, was extremely erratic and unde-
pendable, and it was not uncomrnon for these ,frr.r, to be completely
dry for part of each year.

Miscellaneous
Other settlements were vacated for environmental reasons that fall

under no specific heading. For example, Morristown in southeastern
Idaho failed because frost came too early each year and remained late
into the growing season. This led to much discouragement and the
eventual failure of the community. tsrigham City, Arizona, one of the
Mormon settlements founded under the communal system known as

the United O.rder, was abandoned in 1891 because of discouragement
and crop failure. Georgetown, Nevada, sold its water rights to a local
mining company and only existed for five years.

One of the most unusual Morrnon failures was Iosepa in Skull Val-
l.y, west of Salt Lake City. In 1889, a group of Hawaiian Mormons
immigrated to the "mainland" and settled in this desolate part of
IJtah. The inhabitants of Iosepa struggled for many years, somehow
managirg to survive the hardships of their new home. At its peak,
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over 200 persons lived in Iosepa, but the new environment proved fat-
al to many of the Hawaiians. Sickness was prevalent, even leprosy, and
the resulting deaths soon decimated the community. In l9I7 the survi-
vors vacated Iosepa and returned to their native Hawaii"23

Canada and Mexico
Caldwell, in southern Alberta, was the only settlement in Canada

that failed. This community slowly lost population as its inhabitants
sought better land elsewhere in Canada. The LDS Church had pur-
chased a ranch at Hillspritg, ten miles away, and this enterprise at-
tracted many persons from Caldwell.2a

Cave Valley in Chihuahua, Mexico, was abandoned because its in-
habitants gradually moved away; discouragement with communal liv-
ing was a factor in its demise. Colonia Oaxaca in Sonora was vacated
in 191 1 when destructive floods caused by the overflow of the Bavispe
River washed away rnost of the better soil from the farmland.

Conclusion

Fully 46 settlements faited because of "environmental factors," or 8.6
percent of the total of 537 settlements founded. But the population of
thme 46 defunct settlements, even at their zenith, was notably small;
therefore, their loss to Morrnon colonization #as far less than 8.6 per-
ccnt might indicate. For example, the average peak population of these
46 settlements was approximately 100 persons.2s In other words, fewer
than 5,000 persons were affected because of these settlement failures.
Some of these communities consisted of only three or four families at
rnost, and the largest ones contained no more than about 400 persons.
Palmyra, Utah, had a peak population of about 412, and Colonia
Oaxaca, Mexico, consisted of over 400 inhabitants before its demise.
Few of the other defunct settlements had a population of more than
200.

The subclasses with settlements that had the lowest peak population
ar€ "Floods" and "Attrition." Low population could have been a fac-
tor in the demise of some of these settlements. For example, large dams
were often required to control the overflow of rivers, and these im-
poundments could not be readily built by a comrnunity consistirg of
100 persons or fewer. The settlements listed under the heading of "At-
trition" also suffered from low population because it took the removal
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of only a few families before the community would cease to exist or
become undesirable to the remainirg inhabitants.

Most of the colonists did not "give up" readily. In fact, only three
communities were vacated within the first year of occupatrcy, and
some settlements lasted as long as 60 years or more before their de-
mise. The average lifetime of these 46 settlements was 22 years, but
this aroetige is only approxirn-ate because the exact terminal date of
many settlements is unknown. Nonetheless, these statistics attest to the
tenacity of the Mormon venture to colonize the West and to make the

"desert blossom as a rose." The significant aspect is not that 46 settle-

ments failed, but that the marginal nature bf the areas colonized by
the Mormons did not lead to a much higher failure rate.
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Notes

l. A notable exception is the recent work of Stephen L. Carr, The Historical Guide to [Jtah
Ghast Towns (Salt Lake City: Western Epics, L972).

l. See Leonard J. Arrington, Ctreat Basin Kingdom: An Economic History of the Latter-day
Saints, IB30-1900 (Lincoln: (Jniversity of Nebraska Press, tr958), pp. 383-84, for an ex-
planation of the use of 1900 as a terminal date for Mormon colonization.

i. There were a few settlements in 1930 such as Grafton and Hillsdale which consisted
:f only twenty to thirty persons or sometimes fewer. These marginal communities have
not been included in the list of defunct settlements.

+. lVith the exception of communities vacated because of the "utah War" or Indian
: onflicts, little has been written on defunct Mormon settlements. Most of the informa-
rion in this article was garnered from scattered references in Andrew Jenson's Encyclope-

:N.( History of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-da2 Saints (Salt Lake City: Deseret News
Fublishing Company, 1941) and also from various county histories, especially those com-
piled by the Daughters of Utah Pioneers organization. There is an article on ghost
ltrr!\'DS that lists some of the deserted Mormon settlements: "Ghost Towns of the West,"
i.n Kate B. Carter, ed., Heart Throbs of the West, 12 vols. (Salt Lake City: Daughters of
I--tah Pioneers, 1936-51), B:133-BB. The defunct settlements in southern Utah are men-
:rone d in Herbert E. Gregory, "Population of Southern lJtah," Economic Geagraphy

llt1945):29-57. Settlements in the Virgin River area are described in Andrew Karl Lar-

'on: I Was Called to Dixie*The Virgin Riaer Basin: Unique Expriences in Mormon Pioneering

Salt Lake City: Deseret News Publishing Company, 1961); and in Joseph Earle Spen-
:er. "The Middle Virgin River Valley, Utah: A Study in Cultural Growth and Change"
Ph.D. diss., University of California, Berkeley, 1937). Larson's work also has some mate-

:rai on the Muddy River area. The best source for defunct settlements in Arizona is
James H. McClintock, Mormon Settlement in Arizona (Phoenix: Manufacturing Stationers,
Lc,, 1921). This work also includes information on the Muddy River region. The out-
,-''"i-ng settlements that were vacated during the "IJtah War" or because of Indian prob-
rtrns are presented in some detail in Milton R. Hunter, Brigham Young thc Colonizer (Inde-
:endence, Mo.: Zion's Printing and Publ. Co., 1945).

r For an analysis of the effect of Indian conflicts on Mormon settlement, see Lynn A.
R"csenvall, "Mormon Fortifications in Western North Arnerica," Historical Archaeologlt in
.\it"4hwestern North America, ed. Ronald M. Getty and Knut R. Fladmark (Calgary, Al-
!€rt&: The Univerisity of Calgary Archaeological Association, 1973), pp. 195*212.

t Four of these nine settlements-Fort Limhi, Elk Mountain, Zion, and Tuba City-
'",,'€r€ eventually resettled after many years. Most of the new inhabitants were non-
\ { crrnons. They have been included in the list of defunct settlements because they
.: r. ase d to be "Mormon" settlements. Fort Limhi and Elk Mountain were both resettled
:ear the end of the nineteenth century and are now known as Lemhi and Moab. Both
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were established originally as missions to the Indians. Zion is now the site for the west

entrance to Zion National Park. Tuba City was subsequently occupied by Indians in the
area.

7 . The underlying reasons for the army coming to Utah have never been fully agreed

upon. S.e, for exarnple, Arrington, C,reat Basin Kingdam, Fp. t70-74; and Norman F. Fur-
niss, The Marman Confiict, IB50-1859 (New Haven: Yale University Press, tr960).

B. San Bernardino had a population of over 2,000 when it was vacated.

9. The site of Mormon Station is now known as Genoa.

10. These settlements were immediately occupied and controlled by non-Mormons who
were starting to settle in the two areas.

11. Las Vegas was resettled in about 1900 by non-Mormons. See G. S. Dumke, "Mission
to Mining Town: Early Las Vegas," Pacific Historical Reuiew 22(1953):257-70.

12. For an analysis of the effect of state boundary changes on Mormon settlement pat-
terns, see L. A. Rosenvall, ('Interstate Boundaries and Settlement Patterns: The Ex-

ample of Utah," B.C. Geographical Series, Number I7 (1973), pp. 35-53.

13. See reference 20 for data cn water flow extremes in the Muddy River.

14. Larson, Virgin Riaer Basin, p. 150.

15. Saint Joseph is now called Logandale. Saint Thomas
cause man-made Lake Mead had to occupy that site.

I

was subsequently vacated be-

16. Se Thomas C. Romney, The Mormon Colonies in Mexico (Salt Lake City: Deseret

News Press, 1938); and R. A. Schwartzlose, "The Cultural Geography of the Mormon
Settlements in Mexico" (Master's thesis, trJniversity of California, tserkeley, 1952).

17. Leland H. Creer has written concerning the great qare taken by the Mormons to
gather considerable information about the Far West in general and the Great Basin in
paticular before they left the Nauvoo region. See his The Founding of an Empire: The Ex-
ploration and Colonization of Utah, 1776-1856 (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1947), pp. 2tB-24.
2tB-24.

18. These exploratory expeditions are chronicled in Hunter, Brigham Young the Colonizer,

pp. 28-54.

19. An example is Morristown, Idaho, which was founded in 1863 by dissident Mor-
mons. The location of the settlement was poorly chosen, and they suffered many crop
f;ailures because of early and late frosts. Many of the smaller settlements-especially on
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rhe fringes of the region-were founded by Mormons but not under ecclesiastical direc-
dcn,

It"i. Many settlements along these rivers suffered their worst damage during the 1870s"

\o records were kept of the actual flow of these streams, but other sources indicate that
rhe period of time corresponding to approximately the 1870s was a period of above-
normal precipitation for the arid West. For example, the level of the Great Salt Lake,

'"-hich fluctuates in relationship to the precipitation pattern of the surrounding drainage
a-re.a. reached a high point in lB72 and 1873. Recent tree-ring research also indicates
r"hat this time period was characterized by above-normal precipitation in the Colorado
fuver basin. So, for example, E. Schulman, Dendroclimatic Changes in Semi-Arid America

Tucson: trJniveristy of Arizona Press, 1956). Stream flow records have been kept for
:nost of these rivers since about 1900. These records verify the fact that these rivers have

Seat extremes:
Little Colorado River at Holbrook, Arizona:

Average flow: 96.7 cfs (cubic feet per second)
Maximum flow: 60,000 cfs (est.), Sept. 19, 1923

Minimum flow: No flow at times in most years.

Fremont River near Bicknell:
Average flow: 90.3 cfs

Maximurn flow: 1,200 cfs, April 5, 1942 (5.8 feet above datum)
Minimum flow: 18 cfs, June 1912

Paria River near Cannonville:
Average flow: Approximately l0 cfs

Maximum flow:5,160 cfs, Aug. 16, 1955 (9.76 feet abo*e datum)
Minimum flow: No flow for many days each year"

\,'irgin River at Virgin, Utah:
Average flow: 207 cfs

Maximum flow: 13,500 cfs, March 10, 1938 (10.7 feet above datum)
Minimum flow: 22 cfs July 10, 1920

Muddy River near Overton:
Average flow: 6.08 cfs

Maximum flow: 6,500 cfs, Feb. 22, 1914 (B to 9 feet above datum)
Minimum flow: No flow at times in most years.

I i. McClintock, Mormon Settlement in Arizona, pp. l4l-42.

::. Larson, Virgin Riuer Basin, p. 74.

:3. The story of Iosepa is told in Edna Hope Gregory, "Iosepa, Kanaka Ranch," Utah

Hunwnities Reuiew 2(1 948) :3-9.

:+. See Lawrence B. Lee, "The Mormons Come to Canada, 1887-1902r" Pacific North-
.r. e st Qnrter[t 59( 1968): 1 1-12.

V.ry few population statistics are available for these defunct settlements; therefore,
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other means had to be used to estimate the average peak population. The type of eccle-

siastical organization in these communities was first determined, and then their popu-
lation was estimated from this information. One-half of the 46 settlernents had only a
"branch" organization, which, using examples from other settlements, meant that their
population would range from a few families (10 to 20 pesons) up to about 100 persons.

The other 23 communities had "ward" organizations, which on an average had no fewer

than about 100 persons, although very few were above 200. Using this method and the
resulting statistics, the average peak population for the 46 settlements computes to ap-

proximately 100 persons.



Mormon Settlement in lts
Global Gontext

Alan H. Grey

People can be so taken up with the presumed uniqueness of their ex-
perience that they fail to see its commonness. So it seems to be with
:Ire Latter-duy Saints when they look back at their actual or adopted
heritage. Because they do not make adequate external comparisons,
:hey- ascribe a unique status to their own customs, econoffiy, and settle-
:nents; therefore, the ways in which they were and are one with the
:r,'ents of the duy escape them almost entirely. Perhaps at the root of it
ai1 lies a misunderstanditg of Peter's description, as it appears in the
Kitg James translation of the Bible, of the early Christians as a "p.-
: uliar people," literally a people owned by Chrltt.' Modern readers,
-lmong them the Latter-duy Saints who in narne and doctrine identify
:hemselves as a renewal of early Christianity, usually and incorrectly
::rderstand the word peculiar to mean "different" or t'strange." Accord-
-nqly, difference has long been stressed among the Mormons and has
spilled far beyond doctrine into their evaluation of the material culture
:hev created in the American West, particularly its patterns of settle-
::'ent. Even without ignoring the unique locations, the imaginative use
:,1 technology, and the religious and social importance associated with
:nese patterns, it is apparent that they have remarkable analogues else-
',-,"here and that therefore a stress on their uniqueness gives a distorted
,'ierr-of their character. In order to appreciate the special and general
::ature of Mormon settlement, one must examine it in the wider con-
:rxt of an activity of which it was but a small part.

From the fifteenth century or, European people engaged in an eco-
:, ,xrlic, political, and personal diffusion ttrat has left an indelible mark
- n geographical patterns. This complex tide crested in the nineteenth
:L'n tury with the rnigration of large numbers of people of European

75
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origin into the remote middle latitude lands. As the nineteenth century
opened, North America's coastal settlements were looking westward,

European settlements were old in South Arnerica and southern Africa,
Australia had its small penal colony, and New Zealand was on the

economic periphery of the North Atlantic countries. The century thr.ls

began with precedents established to give direction to its migrations.
Political control of this movement was diverse. In the Americas, by

1800 colonial ties to Europe had been severed or were rapidly weak-

ening" In North America, and in the United States in particular, ex-

pansion into "empty" lands was largely governed and encouraged by
the existing cores of settlement. Nineteenth-century movelnent into
southern Africa, Australasia, and to & lesser extent Canada was gener-

ated by British interests made cautious both by recently suffered losses

in North America and by the pressure of evangelical Christians' con-

cern for indigenous populations.2 Despite this caution, the British E*p-
ire of settlement grew modestly in response to domestic social and eco-

nomic conditions. In the United States, where no such caution was

practiced, the extension of settlement into an internal empire was more

vigorous and unashamed"
In exarnini.g this Europeanizing of the remainitg middle latitude

lands, one can use a highly generalized modpl. trts principal com-

ponents are; a cultural heritage specifically manifested in a search for
power and economic advantage through geographical exploitation; an

enhanced awareness of vast, apparently empty lands ready for use; the

related complex of the improvement of the circulation of goods and

people at a global scale; and the rapid growth of populations that ac-

companied what at least some people saw as the disastrous change

from an agricultural-market town to an industrial-metropolitan way of
life in the North Atlantic rirnlands. In studying nineteenth-century set-

tlernent at the local scale, this general model is somewhat rnasked by
the variety and richness of the individual circumstances and decisions

that created local geographical patterns. Particularly, the inheritors of
these patterns, their perceptions reinforced by a close association with
detailed local lore, are unlikely to see what they have received in any

context wider than that of their national experience. Yet eveR when

examined at this scale, the conditions which the general model summa-

rizes have left a rnark of similarity in some very widely separated nine-
' teenth-century settlements.3
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In this sense' while the comparison would alrnost certainly surprise
rheir Anglican and Mormon founders and present inhabitants, it is in-
slructive to exarnine Christchurch, New Zealand, and Salt Lake City,
Utah' Both settlernents have a great deal in comrrlorl" They were essen-
rially contemporary in their founding (1851 and lg41) and had in
their raison d'htre an ideology of religious and social purpose. In situa-
tion both were' by desigt, at the remote margins of settle*ent for their
period and originating populations, later becomirg central places for
their respective geographical regions. Each city *"r originally carefully
iaid out in a rectangular, cardinally oriented grid focused upon a pro-
posed sacred building, later constructed; and in each, special provision
r-r-as made for social amenities, particularly education.

But this sirnilarity should not be surprisirg, for Christchurch (origi-
naliv the Canterbtry settlement) and Salt Lake City were part of a
I il'rrerlt of their times-the geographical expansion of vigoro,r, political
and economic centers. In the writings of Canterb,rryis leader, JohnRobert Godley, and in the associated founding propaganda of the
Canterbtry Association, the appropriateness of British 

-irnperial 
expan-

s:cn is both unquestioned and offered as a major reason for the pro-
posed settlement in New Zealand.a Godley hirnself earlier (lS4Z) had
'l'een in the United States. He was somewhat 

"ri?i"rl of Arnerican ways
anC politics and perceived a need for diverting the inevitable emigra-
tions from the British Isles away from America and into British colo-
nles where the old loyalties to Crown and Church could be fostered
r:nder irnproved circumstances.s But his Arererican experience left a
n:ark beyond increasi*g his enthusiasm for British colonization. He
I':resau' drnerica as & great power through its expansion and adrnired
: is Vigorous Episcopalian (Anglican) Church, attributing its vigon to its
"'jrtual autonomy.u The Morrnon leaders, Joseph Srnith and 

"Bnig.ham

\-cung, partook at least partially of the spirit of }yfanifest Destini that
seemeci so natural to Arnericans of their d*y, and the foundirrg ,"unes
rf the church they served were intimately tied into the prolo*ru of
"'^'-estern settlement from upstate New York to the Missouri, lilirrois,
and Rocky lvfountain frontiers. The Xeaders of both groups expressed
s:rong loyalty to the political ideals of their respective core areas,i and'''"hile they praltested when tkrey perceived their rights under these
i'ieals to have been abnidged, they worked for redress within the politi-
:al systenas they were attempting to transplant in what they beiieved
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to be a purer form. Economically, the Canterbury settlement harked

back unsuccessfully to the rural ideals of an earlier England, but its
connections with the mother country became essentially mercantilist,

although modified a little by Wakefieldian colonial theory.8 The Mor-
mon settlements in the Great Basin followed earlier American Prece-

dents and attempted to buitd a purified and independent economic

kingdom that in the end failed when the penetration of the railroad
made it tributary to nineteenth-century American capitalism. Through

ambitio1, subsistent necessity, or perhaps ignorance, both groups

tended to exploit rather than conserve their respective domains. Here

the Mormons followed the precepts of their culture rather than of their

religion.e
The leaders of the Canterbury and Great Basin settlements were

quite aware of the opportunities offered by the empty lands to which

they looked. The explorations of James Cook, fifty years of economic

contact, and a decade of British settlement had made New Zealand

reasonably familiar to arry Englishman who took the trouble to read

about it. Godley had first envisioned fostering further British settle-

ment in Canada but was persuaded by E. G. Wakefield to direct his

attention to Irdew Zealand. For some years before their forced move-

ment westward in 1846, the Mormon leaders had assiduously collected

information on the American West from the personal and published

accounts of explorers and trapperst0 and apparently had been ap-

praised of the proper strategy for correctitg the "barrenness" of the

Great Basin through irrigation.tl In both cases the founders considered

their respective choices well suited to their primary aims-the re-

creation of an idealized English community on the one hand and the

creation of a Zion in protective isolation on the other. But the neces-

sary remoteness was at least partly mitigated by the process of settle-

ment itself.
By the middle of the nineteenth century the globe was open to

large-scale economical, two-way rnovement. Exploration and technical

improvements had made long-distance sea and land transportation

commonplace, if still arduol.rs and risky. After just two years in Canter-

brry, J. R. Godley was back in England; and within months of reach-

irg the Salt Lake Valley in 184?, Brigham Young was again with the

main body of his people on the Nebraska bank of the Missouri River.

Even wagon trains were not as unidirectional and noneconornical as
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some have suggested.t2 Neither settlement lost its physical, cultural, and
political links with its originating core, but slow comrnunications made
lfe difficult. Godley in Canterb*ry cornplained of the remote control
r\rer very local matters exercised by the Canterbrry Association in
London.r3 The Utah War of 1857-58 was partly the result of rnisun-
Cerstanding fostered by slow communications with the nation al capital.
But imperfect as the connections were, in both cases the return journey
',\'as possible given the money and the desire.

In their religious and social origins these two settlernents were of
iheir age. As in earlier times, the main generator of migration was a
eelief in greater opportunities elsewhere" Ffowever, while perceptions
',\-ere rnost cornmonly of material advantages, a signiflcant number
",r'ere an expression of neligion, still a rnajor personal and social force in
:he nineteenth century. The economic and social turmoil accom-
:anying the major changes in life wrought by the trndustrial Revolu-
iion and the related population growth in the North Atlantic countries
generated religious and quasi-religious responses as varied as the back-
'^-ard look of the poet Blalee and the Anglican High Church move-
i:rent, the forward look of millennialist Christian sects, and the various
,ecular utopian views of which Fourierisrn and Marxism are among
:he better known. All represented sorne dissatisfaction with contempo-
rary conditions of the body and spirit which at least some proposed to
:emedy by nnigration to new lands where a better social order nnight
i:e constructed unmarred by local precedents" While not the most com-
n on motive for nineteenth-century rnigrationi religion and ideology
',{ere still part of the milieu.

As with the Salt Lake oasis, the Canterb*ry settlernent in New Zea-
land was founded upon explicit religious and social principles. The
.eader'u of the Canterb*ry Association's finst pilgrirns was John Robert
Godley, the solr of an trrish, T*ry, Angtrican squire. Godtey had been
tducated at F{arrow School and Christ Church, Oxford, and while at
.:e university had adhered to the new Anglo-Catholic or Tractarian
SIovement, wh'ich saw the need flcr a renewal of the English church by
::turnirag to a rnore autonornCIus prirnitive Catholicism" He cornbined
::iis religious enthusiasm with sme for colonization by British people
: \'erseas'picked up CIxt his, Aaneriean "lourney and' reinforced by leis per-
i,,rlra.l experiances in the Irish patato f'amines (1845-47)" joining with
Sodley igt initiating Caxetetrbr"ary wa$ H. G. Wakefield, the cslloniat rhe-
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orist. Something of a Benthamite, Wakefield saw in British coloniza-

tion overseas benefits that in the past had been dissipated by a lack of
system. With Godley, h" took as his ideal the ancient Greek practice of
sending out quite complete models of the originating polis for the lat-

ter's benefit"t5 Wakefield believed that recent British colonization had

attracted mostly the poorer orders of society, classes ill-fitted to govern

themselves. When land was made virtually f,ree to meet their wants,

the small colonial populations rapidly scattered over greater areas than
they could reasonably handle, creati.g shortages of labor on the land
itself and in the depleted prinicipal settlements. Lacking capital, and

with thii geographical scatterirg, it was almost impossible for colonies

to provide the amenities of civilization. Lacking local leadership, colo-
nies were controlled by the rernote and deadeni*g British Colonial Of-
fice. The better classes of people who could bring both capital and
leadership were not inclined to rnove to colonies where they would not
only be largely without educational and religious foundations but
where they would also lose most of the privileges of self-government
they enjoyed in Britain. Wakefield proposed to rnake cclonization
m.ore balanced and systematic by charging a price for land that only
the better classes of people could afford, a price just sufficient to pre-

vent the premature movernent of labor into thd countryside. With this

concentration, resr:.lting from the relatively high price of land, social

amenities such as churches, schools, and roads cor.eld be provided and

continr-ling imrnigration subsidized. A rnore balanced social structure
would exist from the very beginnitg, industrious laborers coutrd save

nnoney to pay for land, and the colonial leaders and well-to-do would
be assured of social position and adequate hired help as the colony ex-

panded. Wakefield partially employed these ideas elsewhere in South
Austratria and in Inlew Zealamd,'u but they f'ound thein fe.rllest expression

in the Canterbury settlement. Wakefield had long considered ttraat his

system could be improved by adding to it the eokresion imparted by
sectarian religion and'saw an instrument to suit his purposes in God-
l"y, who had cortre to public attention by a forceful advocacy of sys-

tamatic {rish emigration. At Wakefield's invitation, Godley rnet with
him isr November 1847, and frorn their discLrssion arose the Canten-

bury Association.'?
Im foundimg the association, Godley arnd Wakefield assembled &n im-

pressive list of $ponsors; high prelates, nob}*naen, politiciams, and hank-
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ers lent their prestige to an endeavor that airned at creating an exclu-
sively Anglican colony that would transplant a perfect model of British
scciety, with its classes and institutions, for the relief of the mother
'c.ountry.rs While all men could bene{it in such a colony, the endeavor
u'as meant to attract the dissatisfied squirearchy, "persons of refined
]'rabits and cultivated taste," rathen than the more usual yeomen, srnall
:apitalists, and enterprising traders.re

The circumstances were ripe for such a "valuable class of men [to1
be induced to join ira the foundation and settlement of colonies," and
many would do so if provision was r:nade for "the appliances of civ-
rlization and the ordinances of religion.',20

,i/ tr conce'iued bl tke promoters c . . that the present time es one peculiarty fitted
.'itr bringing tfte plan befaro the pwbtic. Extraordinary changes are taking plaae in
;he political and ssaial qtstern af Europe; tlee future is dark and traabled; o'ynen's

:ssrts are faifing them -fr, -ft*r;" *nd rneng persons who haae been deterred hith-
irto b7 dread af ckange from erctering ints the new carner ffirded kg co;orcizatian,
:t til nzw probably be irnpelled into it. . . . fu{ore particutarlS {.s)e a{tude ta
:iergtmen arad c*antry gentlernen who began Mfe, perhaps, witk what w{ES {kew $
::'rnpetenc3), bat zxsha n#w feaue to meet tke dcrrcands prodwced by large and graw-
ing families, wko forsee the necessiry of descending to (x {awer station in {tf€ than
:,I,ry' haae kitkerts oeeaxpied, arcd tCI wshose children the ttowd snd pressure absera-
:bie in €uer? walk ,f lufu s€€m to t{sse €u€r} r€a,sun&ble chance *f progress ar ensn

:thsistence .21

In colcnial ffife such pfrrsoms would be

liuing in comfort and p{erag {oakdrcg apon each additionat chitd as 6y& ad-
:rtional blessircgu instead rf, &s nows &y?, add{tional burden; enjrying & qwiet arcd
;^sbP) Itfe irz n fine c{im*te and * bemwtiful country, wshere usant is unknCIwft; and
"tstening -{ro* afar, witk iratarest ircdeed, but wi{feowt *nxie$, to tt'ee diye af war, $o

;Ie tumult rtf rew*{r,a$ioras, t* tfae elarnowr af pauperisrn, to {he struggle *f c{asses,
t hirh wsar oat b*dp srad s*uf 'in our crowded and feuerish Ewrap*.zz

Farticular emphasis w&s to be given to the facilities and organizations
i:'r '.vorship and education. Frovisi*n flcr these was tc be rnade by al-
-::trng a3ryaos{ a third $f t}ee purchasc pnice of land to t}re Anglieax:
L,hurch, which wnutrd set up a bishopric, churches, con?ErlCI11 schools,
ar:ci a. university coXlege.?5 T'he latter was seen as heing &n especia3ly
:ecessary attra*tion f*n the elass of people whe> eould he exp*cted tc
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invest their means and lives in the settlement. The stability of the new

settlement was to be assured by seeing to it that the original purchas-

ers of land were Anglicans2n of means who would "have the [privilege
of theJ selection of labourers to be recommended for passage; such

labourers to be also exclusively bona -frdt members of the English

Church."2u By this means the Church of England would be made more

vigorous by "sending forth a segment of her own body . . . which may

perpetuate the preservation of her doctrine and discipline among na-

tions yet unborn."26 The example had been given by the American

Episcopalians. The driving force in the Canterbury settlement was thus

a reaction to contemporary economic and social change through a re-

turn to the stability offered by a subsistent, agrarian social order and

an ancient religion. All in all the Canterbury plans, to a great extent,

partook of the character of the New England idea of a "city upon a
hill" which Page Smith2T claims was responsible for the nature of
much settlement in the American Middle West and which finds clear

and understandable echoes in Mormon settlements.

What the Mormons did was not only in an American tradition, but

was also part of a greater European restlessness which had such geo-

graphically diverse manifestations as the Canterbury and Adelaide set-

tlements of New Zealand and South Australia end the Boer republics

of South Africa. The times were changing and there was seen to be

space for settlement. People who were increasingly threatened by un-

ctmfortable changes were presumed to be amenable to going abroad

and creating their society anew. To implement these aims, the founders

of Canterbury and Salt Lake City needed a spiritually and physically

coherent settlement removed at least to some degree from the events

that generated it.
The Latter-duy Saints were also seeking to avoid difficult circum-

stances and to build communities where a way of life could be estab-

lished without interference. In their case, too, systematic settlement was

considered necessary. A balance of skills (rather than social classes) was

sought for each new settlement, whenever such a balance could be at-

tained. The foundation of their settlements was also agrarian, and

great attention was paid to the process of acquirittg land, as was the

case in Canterbory; but there were no gentlemen farmers, for land was

initially allocated accordirg to need rather than wealth. A sense of
comrnunity and the requirements of irrigation kept settlers together. In
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lalt Lake City and its settlements, as in Canterbury, the provision of
:r:-:ial amenities was a major concern, although the Mormons relied

-:,on sacrifice and cooperation rather than land sales to meet these

..:eds, and both groups depended upon concentrated rather than dif-
:":seC settlement to ensure the practicability of church, school, and so-

- ral activity. Finally, in both cases provision was made for assisted im-
::isration, although the revolvirg capital of the Perpetual Emigrating
: ;nd was quite different from the provision of assisted passages from
":.r proceeds of the sale of land at a high price. The desire to establish
-,: rnmunities rather than simply to occupy the land at a profit ac-
: : r-rnts for these similarities, the rather divergent physical environment
,:rC social character of the two settlements for the differences.

From the number, population, and constitution of their commu-
:ities, the Latter-d.y Saints rnust be considered the more successful in
:-eeting their ideals.28 Their reaction to the ills of the duy was more
":ieological and less socioeconomic than in Canterbury, and their reli-

l,{lus stimulus was more powerful and encompassing, it being the gen-
: r ? ior of the social structure as we ll as its support. The Millennium and
7 icn proved in the end to be a more powerful attractive force than a
:': ding social order interpreted through the eyes of its rna.jor benefi-
:,aries. British converts to Mormonism, mostly from the poorer classes

,^,'i1o were worst hit by the European economic and social changes, mi-
;rated by the thousands to the arduous endeavor of building a Zion,ze

: r-rr few English country gentry migrated to Canterbury and the life of
t sentleman farmer.30 Although essentially correct in their view of the
-. =ed for systernatic settlement, Godley and Wakefield misperceived the
i:r".rulus to move abroad and did not understand what Joseph Smith
.:id Brigham Young understood very well-that leadership was much
rr: rre a matter of spirit than of social class. In addition, the Mormon
..ade rs more correctly perceived that their settlernents would long be
r r cr; subsistent, and largely self-sufficient. Canterbury's founders do
r.,r'. appear to have desired or appreciated that. Once on the spot,
i-',:rdiey recognized that in the colonial context extensive pastoral activ-
.:,,' resulting in the export of wool was more profitable than the in-
::ilsive growing of crops for what was a very small local market.3r
', \'ithin the structure devised for Canterbury there was really little eco-

:.,,'mic support for a gentleman farrner" Canterbury also had such great
:: ificulty in attractirg eligible Anglicans that the religious exclusive-
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ness of the colony was never attained, even in the first group of set-

tlers. In 1864, 55 percent of the province was Anglican compared with
a New Zealand colonial average of 42.5 percent. Two other provinces

had higher percentages of their population confessing that faith.3'

Yet, as in Salt Lake City, the religious underpinnings of Canterbury
are visible in the large and costly sacred building at the focal point of
Christchurch. In Canterbury, the cathedral, bishop, and clergy were as

much a part of the iconography of settlement as the ternple and

prophet in Utah, and in both cases years and sacrifice were needed to

complete the planned urban pattern.3s

This brings up a final point. Both cities were planned and had a

gridiron layout. In this they were followitg separate precedents,3a but
there seerns to be no great significance to the gridiron apart from the

fact that it is an easy and inexpensive pattern to survey and a conven-

ient one when many people want land in haste in an orderly cornlrru-

nity. One can also find weak theological precedent in both cases if one

chooses. The gridiron city is an ancient affirmation of, man's desire to

be properly oriented in the cosmos3s and is not unique to the Latter-
d*y Saints by any means. Suff?cient evidence has already been present-

ed36 to show that this trayout as expressed in lJtah's towns has little but
its gecmetry to relate it to Joseph Smith's plat of the "City of Zian"
and thus has no more theological signific*rr". tt Salt Lake City than
in Christchurch.

So, in many elements, Salt Lake City and its associated settlernents

prove to be representative for the period of their founding. Certainly
they are nct as different in form or origin as some fondly suppose" But

this is not to say that Morrnon settlernents were simply products of
ttreir tirne" That is a post hoc fallacy. Rather, it rneans that geographi-

eally specif lc lvlormonism exists nolv hecause it was possible for its

gerrrl idea to grow in the milieu within which it arose. The revelation
cf a new course has little chance of influence if its necessity is unper-

ceived, and change was an important characteristic of the nineteenth-

century milieu. Without potritieal power or eeonornic lnfluence, the

l,atter-duy Saints had to move to & territory of their own otr very

likeiy suffer the fate of the Albigenses; and it helped that other mil-
lions were ttren daeng much the sarne thing. In & world with dirnen-

sions and properties but newiy comprehended, where it was now

knotvrn that there was space for new settlernents, where rnovement over
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great distances was increasingly possible, and where there were grave
rtirsatisfactions with existing social conditions, a religion based, among
other things, on a physical community and the establishment of a tan-
gibte Zion had at least a fighting chance of survival. But religious nov-
elty aside, settlements with a purpose and a plan were not unusual in
the midnineteenth century. Whatever it had that was peculiarly its
own, the geographical pattern of the Latter-dry Saint settlement was
created of the materials of its time. Attention to this idea aids both in
the understanding of the origins of Mormon settlements and in the
llentification of their true differences. Ultimately they Luere different
vrithin the context of nineteenth-century European expansion in the
persistence within them of an almost subsistent way of life-a per-
sistence founded in an extraordinary sense and reality of community
characterized by a great rneasure of willingness to sacrifice for noneco-
nomic ends of a public as well as a private kind. It is in this social
and economic condition, rather than in their morphology, that the
lv{ormon settlements showed their identity.
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Notes

l. See 1 Peter 2:9. The meaning of being the personal property of God is shown more
plainly in Titus 2:t4, Exodus 19:5, and Psalm 135:4 and is supported by the Oxford Eng-
lish Dictionary.

2. As an example, there is the statement by Dandeson Coates, Iay secretary of the
Church Missionary Society (Anglican); quoted in W. David Mclntyre and W. J. Gard-
ner, eds., Speeches and Documents on Ncw Zealand Histor2 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1971),

pp. 4-7. Coates opposes the New Zealand Company's settlernent program on the
grounds that it would compromise Maori sovereigttty already recognized by Britain.

3. Donald Meinig has already noted the parallel development of many cultural features
in parts of Australia and the United States. See D. W. Meinig, On the Margins of the Good

Earth: The South Australian Wheat Frontier, IB69-|BB4 (Chicago: Association of American
Geographers, 1962). A very recent recognition of parallel influences is found in Norman
Bartlett Australia and America through 200 Years: 1776-1976 (Sydney: S. U. Smith at the
Fine Arts Press, 1976).

4. Canterbury Papers, vol. l, Main Series (London: John W. Parker, 1850), p. 7. This set

of tracts, published the year befiore the actual settlement was established, is a good
documentary source for discerning the public intentions and philosophy of the founders
of Canterbury. /

5. John Robert Godley, Letters from Amcrica, vol. 1 (Londin: John Murray, 1844), pp.
36-38. In this work Godley mentioned the Mormons (then at Nauvoo); it was his feeling
that they would rapidly die away. Ibid., vol. 2, p. 151.

6. C. E. Carrington, John Robert Godlelt of Cantcrbury (Christchurch: Whitcombe and
Tombs Ltd., X950), p. 22.

7. The view of Joseph Smith, shared by Brigham Young, is found in Doctrine and Cov-
enants 101:77-80 and all of Section 134. Godley's views are stated in a letter to Glads-
tone (December L2, 1849) in James E. F'itzgerald, ed., A Sel"ectian fro* the Writings and

Speeches of John Robert Godley (Christchurch: The Press Office, 1863), pp. 38, 39.

B. J. Ftright, "Origin and Inception of the Canterbuny Settlement," Report of the Australian
and New Zealand Association _for thc Adaancement af Science 23{ 1937):161-71.

9. On this topic see Flugh Nibley, 'oBrigham Young on the Environment," in H. Nibley
et al., To thc Glory of God: Momton Essays on Ctreat Issues (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book
Cornpany, tgV4), pp. 3-29.

10. Richard Jackson, "lvfyth and Reality: Environmental Ferception of the ]v{orrnon
Fioneers," Racky Mounta'in Social Science Jaurnal 9(1972):35-38.
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: : Ibid.

:1. For example, James E. Vance, Jr., "The Oregon Trail and the Union Pacific Rail-
3i,ad: A Contrast in Purpose," Annals of the Association of American Geographers

: - , 1961 ):357 -79.

: J Fitzgerald, A Selection fro* the Writings and Speeches of John Rabert Godley, pp. 2L2-13
and 222-23.

:"*, XVho founded the settlement is a debatable issue. Godley, in his letters, considered

:;,rnself the prime mover. Se Fitzgerald, Writings and Speeches of John Robert Godlcy, p.

:46. On the other hand, E. J. Wakefield claims the credit for Edward Gibbon
\t-alefield. See E. J. Wakefield, ed., The Founders of Canterbury: Being Letters fro^ the Late

E,*tard Gibbon Wakefi.eld to the Late John Robert Godley and to Other Well-Known Helpers in the

Fw,mdation of the Settlement of Canterbury in Neus Zealand (Christchurch: Stevens & Co.,

: 368), pp. vi-vii. Godley was the physical leader while Wakefield was the theoretician,
a- J:ough not solely so.

: i This attitude was founded in the emphasis contemporary English education placed

through quite clearly in Canterbury Papers, vol. 1, pp. 5,classical learning and shows

- ! Adelaide, South .A.ustralia, and Wellington, New Plymouth, Wanganui, Nelson,

Dunedin, and Christchurch in New Zealand were Wakefield settlements. A discussion of
\t akefield's ideas can be found in John C. H. Hewlarld, "Early Canterbury as a

it-akefield Settlement" (Master's thesis, IJniversity of New Zealand,, 1932). Hight, "Ori-
f-n and Inception of the Canterbury Settlementr" also discusses Wakefield's ideas, and

irnost every page of the Canterbury Papers, vol. 1, shows Wakefield's "fine Italian hand."

- 
- Carrington, John Robert Godle2 af Christchurch, pp. 49-50. See also Wakefield, Founders

:.: Cantcrbury, pp. vi-vii, for a statement of E. G. Wakefield's interest in Godley as a
'*cnt." Wakefield had earlier been convicted of and served a prison sentence for ab-

:,,lcting an heiress and was unable to present or prornote his ideas in person in the po-

* ie society whose aid he needed.

- 1r Cantnbury Papers, vol. 1, pp. 5-8. The list of sponsors shows the Archbishop of Can-

::rbur" as president at the head of a group of bishops, dukes, and other notables (pp. 3,

+ Se Carrington, John Robert Godley af Christchurch, F. 480 fior a discussion of the associ-

*:rcn's aims.

- l Canterbury Papers, vol. 1, p" B.

-,-' Ibid., p. 6.

Ibid., pp. 7-8.
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22. Ibid., p. B.

?3. Hight, "Origin and Inception of the Canterbury Settlernent," summarizes the found-
ers' educational plans. Canterbury Papers, vol. 1, has similar material scattered in the first
eight pages.

24. Canterbury Papers, vol. tr, p. 57. This was a specific provision of the charter and was
reiterated often, as in the letter of H. F. Alston, secretary of the Canterbury Association,
to John Robert Godley, October 1, 1850. See Canterbury Papers, vol. 1, p. 236.
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cially pp. 499 and 500.
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t-iniversity of New V.ealand, tr951), p. 50. Godiey led the first settlers because no one of
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Christclturch, p. 122.
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lmprint of Agricultural Systems
on the Utah Landscape

Charles S. Peterson

,,Landscape," wrote Professor John B. Jackson in a recent article for

the National Issues Forum, "i, history made visible."t If landscaPe is

history-and I like to think it can be-we may well ask what it makes

visible about the Utah past. One of the observations that may be of-

fered in reply is a statement that nineteenth century Utah produced

three distinctive agricultural landscapes. Created first was the land-

scape of the Mormon .rillug.. Superimposed upon it but not displaci.g

it was what may be termed a homestead landscaP€, uPon which in

turn was superimposed the landscape of dry farming. Each expressed a

distinct stage in lfr" territory's social, politieal, and economic growth;

and remnants of each survive to enrich the history of the West.

The Mormon village landscape was introduced with the arrival of

the first Latter -duy Saints and was a projection of the needs and val-

ues of the Mormon people as they played upon and influenced the en-

vironment of the Great Basin. It began in Salt Lake City. The pattern

is well-known-wide streets, irrigation ditches, large blocks divided into

building lots which were in turn occupied by houses, flowers' trees,

garderrs, orchards, and barnyards. Adjacent was the "big field," sur-

,6y.d and distributed in five-, ten-, or twenty-acre plots.2 To one Brit-

ish traveler, the formula was simple and utilitarian:

Take half as much ground as !0u can irrigate, and plant it thickty with fruit-
trees. Then cut it up into blocks fui cutting roads through at right angles; sprinkle

mttages amyng the blocks, and plant shade-trees along both sides of the roads-

Then take th; otther hotf of ltour ground and spread it out in fields around lrur
scttlement, sowing to taste.s

In the decade after 1847, several forces combined to fix the village

91
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as the basic pattern on the early Mormon landscape. Contributing in
this process was a ritualization of Morrnon pioneering by which the
exodus and the arrival were not merely celebrated on the twenty-
fourth of July but weree in effect, relived as succeeding waves of Mor-
mons rnoved to distant locations, leaving the "City of the Saints,, not
as refugees driven by a nnob, it is true, but as children of God thrust
from Eden to the hard, cruel world and charged to rebuild the garden
in each desert outpost by the sweat of their brow.a The gold rush, too,
served to strengthen the village pattern, providing as it did Mammon,s
counterproposal to reclaimi*g the desert through a restless and godless
dispersion which was in every way the antithesis of the society the
Saints were undertaking to-establish. Indian wars also did much to fix
the village landscape upon the territory. This was especially true after
1853 when the Walker War gave evidence of just how vulnerable scat-
tered dwellings were. Even more fundamental was the fact that
Church leaders came increasingly to see the village as an element im-
portant to Morrnon worship. Indicative of their position on this point,
as well as a general statement in support of village life, is the followi.g
from an 1882 letter to Williarn B. preston in Logan:

In all cases in making new settlements the Saints should be aduised ta gather to-
getlter in uillages, &s has been our custom frorn the timt of our earliest settlernent
in these rnountain ualle\s. The adaantages of tleis plan, instead af carelessly scat-
tering out \uer & utide extent of country cr,r€, man) and obaious to att those who
haue a desire to serae the Lord. By this means the people can retain their eccle-
siastical organizat'ions, kaue regwlar meetings af the qunrums 0f the priesthood and
establish and maintain da\ and Sunday sclzools thelt can also co-operate for
the good of all in financial and secular matters, in making ditches, funring fields,
building bridges and other ne cessarj improuements. Further than this th, are a
mutual protection and snurce of strength against horse and cattle thieies, land
jumpers, etc., and against hostile Indians, should there be any.s

F{elping also to fix the village as a general element in the early
Utah landscape was the fact that it was the only systern of lvformon
expansion that reallv wonked. Efforts to develop heavy industry failed.
The State of Deseret was rejected by Congress, and in tirne even the
srnaller confines of the Utah Territory were reduced and then reduced
again. But the village succeeded, extendi^g the sphere of Mormon in-
fluence and establishing itself as the means of lVlcrmon growth. In this
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sense the vilage was fundamentally a way of building. It was the

Saints, said Daniel H. Wells, a counsellor in the First Presidencl, 'owho

are to be found in the nooks and'- corners-in all directions-wherever

there is a spring or a bit of land-buildiog up, making the earth bring

forth its pioducts, and strengthening and enlargitg the borders of

Ziart."6 Finally, the village proved its worth as a rneans of distributing

land and water. In return, the land and its appurtenant resources fixed

the village and its forms upon the landscape, providi*g patterns that

continue to reveal the ways of pioneer society.

Although these forces worked on Saints from the first, there is some

evidence that it took until about 1855 for the pattern to become thor-

oughly established and that some early settlement proceeded without

rh; strong control for town development that existed later" There is,

for .*r*pI", evidence of considerable looseness in the first beginnings

in Salt Lake Valley beyond the limits of the city itself. Indeed, the vil-

iage landscape never dominated Salt l-,ake Valley to the extent that it

did remote areas. In part this was due to the fact that Salt Lake City

became "a city of two peoples." Mormon and gentile, they did "not
mingle anymore than oil and water"; yet their dual presence brought

.harge in both the function and appearance that rnarked Salt Lake

City as atypical in the Mormon landscape.t Working to shape the face

of the larrir"ape in another way was the Mdrmon feeling that Salt

Lake Valley was Zion's center. In it, more than any other place' the

Saints were safe. In it, Brigham Young stood guard. In it, the tenden-

cv was to regard the cradling rarnparts of the Wasatch as the effective

fortification. Thus secured, the Vattey Saints lived on a sornewhat

more scattered landscape. Then too, economic activities diversified

more quickly there than elsewhere, and the natural environment al-

lowed greater laxitY.B

Ranches also were rare on the early Utah landscape. A number of

reasons may be found. In the first place, the years prior to 1B68 pre-

date America's ranching era" While trading posts and way stations

had much in common with the later ranch, the Texas longhorn, the

ryindrnill, and barbed wire had not yet wrought their changes upon

the landscape of the West. Furthermore, such isolated farmsteads as

\t'ere locateJ by Mormon settlers were quickly acted upon by Church

leaders so as to transform them into villages. Typicatr in this respect

r\:ere Lehi and American Fork, where isolated farms attracted the at'
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tention of Church leaders who within a year or two (about 1850) laid
out towns and brought communities into being.e The penchant for co-
operation also functioned against ranch-type settlement. Indicative of
the influence of cooperation was Mapleton in Utah Valley, where a
"IJnion" of beginni.g farmers frorn Springville joined to work one
large farm, giving the area the name of "the Union Bench" long be-
fore anyone thought of "Mapleton.',r0 

(

Totally excluded also during the first twenty years were other town
forms. Mining townfdid not exist, unless Patrick E. Connor's frail be-
ginnings at Bingham and Stockton might be so credited. Nowhere was
there a river town, although Callsville struggled briefly but died
aborning on a parched and distant flank of the Colorado River. And
nowhere was there a railroad town, although after 1869 Corinne and
other railroad towns came to constitute a landscape of their own.

The village landscape was the direct result of Church planning and
site selection. Particularly important in "viewing out" sites were Brig-
ham Young, apostles with colonizirg jurisdiction like Erastus Snow or
E. T. Benson, and, less frequently, stake presidents.rr Demands upon
locaters were various, includitg the need to consider a site's relation-
ship with other Mormon settlements. Brigham Young early established
an ideal when he reported that settlements were being located every
ten miles north and south from Salt Lake Ci&. In practice, the ten-
mile rule gave way; but it reflected ideas about the spacing of re-
sources and way stations in an articulated Mormon system that were
essentially sound and continued to influence site location. The com-
mittment to streets conforming with the cardinal directions together
with considerations of water, land tilt, degree of fall, and frost belts
functioned to give Mormon villages unity in their location and in their
physical relationship with the valley environment. Line of travel was
also an important consideration in site selection but usually played
only a second ary role in fixing thg exact location of villages. As a re-
sult, roads taking the easiest and closest way through Utah's valleys of-
ten made sharp turns as they entered towns to pick up the cardinal
line of main streets. Instances in which early road developments con-
tinue to influence the landscape in this particular are Fillmore, Heber,
and Logan. Accessibility of fuel, lumber, and grazing were likewise of
primary importance, as on occasion were insects. S,rggestive of the in-
fluence of the latter upon site location was a quip acknowledging that
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a new site chosen for Ogden by Brigham Young was "very productive

of grain" but lamenting that it would also yield "a hundred bushels of

crickets to the acre and fifty bushels of mosquitoes" as well.l2

The landscape that emerged from Mormon planning may be viewed

in terms of use. In general the impulse was inward, with functions of

greatest intensity focusing on the town lot with its home, garden, and

barns. The )brt was a place of defense and a preliminary settlement

phase from which in time houses were moved and around which mem-

ories and traditions functioned. The village itself was a sanctudU, a

place of worship and a place of self-policing control. In its broader di-

mensions the village frequently extended the grid pattern of its streets

and lots to become itself a larger four-square. Occasionally, however,

geographic conditions interfered with symmetty, and villages assumed

Lpria"a forms or, as in the case of Coalville and Centerville, strung

out on a river bottom or pressed in against a mountain flank. Symme-

tl-y was sometimes a matter of development, as suggested by William

Chandless's description of an elongated fort along the Weber River in

1855: ,,I reached the village a single street of cottages of some 300

yards in length, with their gardens behind, and the whole enclosed by

an earthen wall, with a gateway at each end of the oblong; the wall

gave rather a snug look to the place, and -against Indians may be ef-

tnt;ri 
u"""ss tay the fields, surveyed r"; assigned in the small plots

of Mormon agriculture. Under one fence to begin with' but later

fenced accordi"g to ownership and penetrated by landforms and irri-

gation ditches, the field represented one of a series of use patterns ex-

iending outward and was tied to the village by - tedious but familiar

coming and going that gave the entire experience somethittg of a

,,Grey Etegy" effect. tseyond the fields luy the huy commons butting

on the "ai*.nt 
village's survey in larger, well-watered areas like Cache

Valley ot playing out into natural barriers in smaller, drier locales.

Also nearby were the grazing commons, perhaps along river bottoms

or on bench land that would later be flourishing dry farms.tn At a

greater distance, but not yet having taken on the full attributes of the

open range, was the "big range" where dry stock, Church cattle, and

off-seaso1 oxen and co-op herds ran. Typical were "The Barrens" on

the windswept expanse of the Bear River bottoms in Cache Valley and

the ,,big ,arge" which extended from Kaysville toward Ogden, where
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overgrazing had become such a problem by 1869 that a newspaper re-
ported that grass had wilted and died as a result of the noxious breath
of sheep."

The village landscape began early to luy the mark of the Mormon
territoniality upon land far beyond the village confines. What may be
called a "squatter's mentality" prevailed, which acknowledged that the
Mormon landscape represented a valid clairn to land as did mining
camps or the secticn houses of hornestead farrns. If a man's home be
his castle, tkre village represented an almost irrefutable Morrnon claim.
Altleough not one acre of farnning ground was owned prior to I BOB,
the fields presented a claint only slightly less imposing than the village,
while the commons laid a still irnpressive but dinninished title upon the
land. That the territorial clainns of the village landseape were generally
acknowledged and constituted a fact to be dealt with was suggested by
the Utah Commission's report in 1888 that "those who hold the valleys
and appropriate the waters hold tltah, and natune has fortified
their position more strongly than it could be done by any Chinese
Wall or artificial defense."r6

Until 1854, Utahns pushed every effort to have the benefits of the
federal land system opened to them" Relations with Captain Howard
Stansbury and his surveyors were cordial and *hopeful. trn the early
1850s, the territorial legislature twice petitioned Tor congressional legis-
lation giving quarter-section bonuses for irnmigration, as had been
done in Oregon and New Mexieo. Mormons also worked f,or an ar-
rangement that would allow Mormon Battalion veterans to exercise
their military options.'i Then, as the land-clairning mechanisms of the
village system matured in the mid 1850s, this changed. No longer did
Mormons petition for federal land offices and surveys but actuaily lob-
bied to avoid their application.rs Land claims might have continued to
develop along the limited patterns of village extension; but in lgb4,
Colonel Edward Steptoe located a military grazing reserve in Rush
Valley west of Salt Lake City. While the county courts had earlier
been authorized to make adjacent herdground grants to various towns,
land that l^Y at a distance had been virtually ignored. Prodded by
Steptoe's action, the territorial legislature rernedied the situation, mak-
i*g dozens of herdground grants in remote quarters during 1854 and
1855 that immediately formalized claims and use patterns. Legally, the
territorial legislature was entirely without land jurisdiction; but when
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fortified by custom, its grants had sufficient validity to give Colonel

Albert Sidney JohnstoR's invading arlriry pause in l8s8-although after

a heated exchange Mormon claims to Rush Valley and neighboring

Skull and Cedar valleys were impaired to make room for rnilitary

stock.re Later, Governor Alfred Cummitg called for the abrogation of

ap territorial land grants as evidence that the legislature was willing to

restrict its jurisdiction to affairs legitimately within its Preserve" The

grants appear ultimately to have expired, but that this far reach of the

Mormon landscape was translated into patented land in some cases is

evidenced in Brigham Young's title to the Elkhorn Ranch in Cache

Valley and the continued ownership of the Kimball Junction Ranch

by the descendants of Heber C. Kimball'20

The village landscape also extended up the canyons of Utah's moun-

tains. Although no or" regarded the matter with the reverence felt by

Gifford pinchot when the multiple-use thrust of the conservation

movement became obvious to him, Mormon patterns penetrated the

higher elevations in forms closely paralleling the multiple-use now well

known as the basis of forest administration.2t Fuel, lumber, grazing,

watershed, building stone, and recreation each in its way laid an ex-

tension of the village landscape into the highlands. In the first years'

mountain patterns were of low intensity, leaving only a passing trace

upon the iurrdr.ape. In time, however, thSy scarred a network of bar-

ren slopes and *rsh"d gullies that accordi.g to later Forest Service re-

ports was fa,r more ,"rr"r" in Utah than in surrounding livestock

states.22

Like erosion, the village landscape left a lasting mark" For Mormon

Utah it was a three-dimensional mark of distinction and a bulwark

against time and intrusion. But, the landscape's utility as an insignia

of territoriality notwithstandirg, Mormon country was finally pene-

trated by competing systems which in time left their own imprint upon

the land. We turn now to the development of homestead and dry-farm

landscapes in successive periods'

The quarter sections, isolated farmsteads, section line roads, and

highline canals of Utah's homestead landscape were superimposed

,rpo, the earlier form in the years after 1868, giving evidence of na-

tional influences quite as certainly as did railroads and rnines. The fact

that the federal system did not obliterate the earlier form but rested

upon the land like an overlay map is suggestive of the interplay be-
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tween contin{ty 
- 
and discontinuity in utah's rural evolution. Impor-

tant among the forces that worked to retard and soften the transition
was the new landscape's dependence upon irrigation. Like the village,
it could extend its forms only as far and as rapidly as water could take
it. Also tending to mute the lines of change were the land tenure prac-
tices of the village system. Occupying land long held by evidence of
use and extralegal recorditg arrangements, villagers exercised preemp-
tion and other purchase options or turned to cooperative homestead
arrangements to get firm title as quickly as possible. The result was an
orderly transition which, considering the amount of land alienated by
the government, influenced landscapes only modestly to begin with.23
A case in point is Brigham City, where a recent study ,ho*, land
transactions working in the city's immediate environs through purchase
options during the first years and later extendirg to less valuable and
more distant irrigated lands through homesteading privileges.tn The
same trend is discernible in J. H. Martineau's excellent survey of
nineteenth-century Cache Valley farmlands, some of which illustrate
cooperative homesteading adjacent to towns and more conventional
homesteads farther out.

Simultaneously, other forces tended to accelerate change. The Cache
Valley experience would suggest that the new lalrdscape's impact was
quickened and emphasized by the proximity of the Idaho bound ary.
In addition, developing technology and growing capital permitted the
opening of highline canals, which in some areas doubled or tripled
land under irrigation in the years that coincided with the opening of
federal lands.

Another accelerating influence luy in the fact that the first gener-
ation of native Utahns was now of age and in need of new land. For
them the homestead represented opportunity. A common approach was
to work on grading crews or freight to Montana long enough to put
together an outfit as did the sons of Wellsville in northern Utah. Re-
turning, they took wives and homesteaded lands previously held in
common by Wellsville for gra zing and haying. Soon their two-story log
cabins and budding poplars reached out like fingers along the section
lines and roads to other towns. By the early l BB0s their impact upon
the landscape was very much apparent. The effect was enthusiastically
described by Philip S. Robinson, a British journalist who viewed
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Cache Valley from the rampart of the Logan Temple, which was un-
der construction:

The ualle4, reaching for twenty miles in une direction, and thirfit in the other,
uith an aaerage width of about ten miles, lies beneath -/0u, leuel in the centre, and
gradwlfu sloping on eaer! margin up to the mountains that bound it. Immediately
underneath yq Logan spreads out its breadth of -for*-land and orchard and mead-
nltr. To right and left and in front, delightful uillages att of them min-
iature Logans-break the broad reaches of crop-land, with their grnaes of fruit-
trees, and aaenues of willows and carob, box-elder, poplar, and maple, while each

of them seems to be stretching out an arm to the othero and all of them Wing to
join hands with Logan. For lines of homesteads straggling a,wa)) -fro* each

pretty uillage, and, dotting across the interuening meadouss of lucerne and fietds of
czrn, for* links between them all.2s

Elsewhere the new homesteads contributed to an already observable
tendency to line or string villages. This was particularly true in Davis
County, where Robinson passed "a perpetual succession of cottages
coming at intervals to a head in delightful farming hamlets of the true
Mormon typ"." String settlement also developed along the west slope
of the Wellsville range, where the early farm-village scape of Dew-
eyville and Honeyville was fleshed out by homesteads and other larger
farms after the Bear River Canal Company bnought water to thou-
sands of acres in Bear River Valley (about 1890).26

Homesteading influenced the landscape in other ways. In the heart
of the Sevier Valley, for example, the scatterirg influence of home-
steading was so noticeable that Robinson came upon what he took to
be a "deserted ranch-house" but which turned out to be the "meeting-
house of the scattered ranches round." Yet in - neighboring Sanpete
Valley and elsewhere throughout the south, the old calculus still ob-
tained, &s evidenced in Robinson's reports of the villages themselves
and references to abandoned "section housest' which stood as mute evi-
dence of homesteads futilely undertaken or falsely marke d.27 In Grand
and San Juan counties, homesteads and other federal entries showed
up in the late 1870s and early 1BB0s, contributing to a ranching land-
scape at La Sal, Indian Creek, and the Carlisle and L.C. ranches. In
Bluff and Moab, however, the village landscape persisted. The stock-
men of Bluff particularly rejected the scatterirg influences of livestock
raising; they maintained village-based operations until well after 1900
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before gradually succumbing to the scattered ranch impulse." Near

Cache Valley's Hyde Park, homesteading is said to have touched the

landscape in a way that could only have happened in Utah. At the

lines where the quarters intersected on a rocky section northeast of
town, a polygamist farmer is said to have built a four-room house with
one room on each quarter section, and then to have filed on the fult
section in the names of himself and his three wives. True or not, the

story suggests an interesting turn of land settlement.2e

In eastern Utah, the Desert Land and Timber Culture Acts, along

with various extensions of the Homestead Act, gave rise to an increas-

ing number of entries and to landcapes that reflected a much greater

response to the federal influence. Indeed, events even provoked a few

land rushes, such as the Unita Basin rush of 1905 when upwards of a
million acres formerly on the Ute reservation were opened to entry. In
San Jaun County, homesteading cornbined with dty farming to create

a boom in 1911, which culminated in a majon post-World War I rush

as veterans swelled an already considerable tide of Mormon emigr6s

expelled from the Mexican colonies and a growing number of people

of Spanish descent. At least three influences may be observed in this

landscape: the Morrnon village rnodified by dispersed locations at

Blanding and La Sal; Mexican hornestead ch.*ters in the Allen and

Cottonwood drainages of the Abajo Mountains; and a strong dry-farm
homestead pattern extendi*g through the Great Sage Plain to Dove

Creek and covering the Juniper slopes of the Abajo and La Sal moun-
tains. Section-line roads, ripgut fences, one-room school houses, and

isolated hornesteads covered the country, elaborating the earlier village
pattern.30

The dry-farrn boonn that swept the San Juan area in the decade af'
rer 1910 had its origins in northern Utah in the rnid tr BB0s. Dty farm-
i*g had not only become the great farming science of the dty, it also

represented the third great landscape forrn of rural Utah. Preoccupied

with irrigation and the village settlement which it complemented, Mor-
mons had ignored the more speculative dty farming. Nevertheless, folk-

lore credits Brigham Young with predictions of dry-farm development

at least as early as the 1860s.31 Inadvertent experiments at fuIalad, and

later at Levan Ridge in Juab County, led some to believe that dry-
farm development was possible. Others, however, rnet the accounts

with disbelief. David Broadhead, a central Utah farmer, is said to have
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been jailed for perjury when he filed a homestead claim on unwatered
Levan Ridge, swearing he had raised wheat withor.rt irrigation. trt
would aPpear that he regained his freedom, for he later "proved up"
on the place and fittingly named it Perjury Farm.

Investigations at LItah's Agricultural College in the late 1890s led to
ttre establishment of the science of arid farming there and to the crea-
ticn of six experimental farms spanning the length of the state by
1905. Under the leadership of John A. Widtsoe, the rnovement worked
out the techniques of dry farming, applied capital and technology, and
attracted thousands of homesteaders onto the benchlands of northern
Utah, the sand hills of Davis County, and the plateau country of cen-
tral and southern L]tah.32

One such homesteader was Will Brooks. Educated at the Agricul-
turatr College in the days of Widtsoe's greatest enthusiasm, Brooks
bossed a crew for the Utah Arid Farm Compeny, a commercial outfit
which took up 8,000 acres in Juab County. The followi*g year he
moved to San Juan County, momentarily an El Dorado of the new
life, where he homesteaded and took desert entry on several hundred
acres, managed the Agricultural College's experirnental farm there, got
into the livestock business, opened a store, and taught school, all with-
in a year or so of his arrival.33 .

Another was Pierce Hardman of Mendon in Cache Valley. Lookirg
far and wide on Cache Valley's west side, he for,rnd no likely home-
stead site and finally followed his brother to ldaho's Arbon Valley in
l9l4 where he entered a dry-farm homestead. Building a cabin with
dirt for floor and roof, he was well on his way toward proving up
when he was drafted for service in World War I. On his return he
purchased an additional 320 acres with a home, a windmill, and a
chicken coop. Still later he acquired more land until he had well over
a section. With neither tree, flower, nor garden to ease the starkness of
his wheatlands, he spent the years of his early and rnature manhood
working early and late, tending his horses summer and winter, playing
baseball summer Saturdays with the Arbon district team, entertaining
fretful children through long snowed-in winters, and contemplating
with pride that he had made it pay. When tractors liberated him from
the winter care of horses and his children required higher education,
he bought a winter home in Logan and commuted, first spring and
fall, then weekly, and finally, daily during the working season. fn his
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lifetime he had created a landscape of isolation, been part of it, and

left it to erode.3*

Taken together, the Will Brookses and the Pierce l{ardmans created

a new benchland and arid valley landscape after 1885. From it grew

communities which were towns in little more than name-otherwise

they were the scattered farmsteads of dry-land districts. Of such char-

acter were Petersboro, Alto, and Trenton in Cache Valley, and such

places as the Arbon and Pocatello Valley districts along the Utah-

Idaho border. A product too of the new landscape were railroad towns

like Cache Junction, established about the turn of the century on the

Oregon Short Line to handle the produce of Cache Valley's west side

wheatlands. It 
'was a new pattern superimposed uPon the earlier two,

extendirg beyond them and, mergi.g with farming landscapes else-

where in the West.

What then is the larger meaning of nineteenth-century lJtah's rural

landscapes? At the outset, the role of the Mormon village landscape

seems sirnple. It was the prclduct of 'an effort to control an area for a
singular way of life. Considering the powerful influence of "squatter's

rigtts," or the priority of appropriation, upon the Mormon and the

national mentality alike, it was an important factor in delineating the

extent of Mormon territory and holding *that territory against all

comers. But the function of the village was not limited to territoriality.

It was a sacrament upon the land-an edifice of worship. It also re-

sponded to both the resources and the contour of its environment with

extraordinary affinity. Both product and creator of a powerful sense of

community, its responses to economic impr-llses were only second ary, aI'

lowing it to enjoy a dimension for survival not often found in the ex-

ploitive landscapes of the West.

The homestead was a landscape of coming Ameri canization and

transition. It was initially much influenced by the village. Not only did

it occupy the tier of land next to the village, but it responded sirnilarly

to irrigation and other resources and was an element in what was still

largely a self-sufficient life style. As such, its products as well as its in-

fluence on the landscape were general rather than specialized.

However, as responsive to the older landscapes as it was' the home-

stead was a statement of the larger American society and, the lightness

of its touch notwithstandi*g, it significantly altered the direction of de-

velopment in the rural scene. In time, the functions of its landscaPe
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departed the old w?y, looking increasingly to speculation and to
mercial farmi.g, thus accentuating its potential for larger land ::T;
and merging more with ranching and dry farming in its influences. It
nevertheless refrrained an identifiable part of Utahls rural scene, recog-
nizable by its imprint upon the landscape, by its dependence upon
highline inigation, and by the intermediary place it occupies in the
overall landscape.

Along with later developments of the homestead, the dty farm may
be said to be the landscape of union. It is commercial, specialized,
truly agricultural, scientific in its origins, and an extension of land-
scaPe forms common to the wider West. As such, it bound Utah to the
larger community. Unlike the early homestead landscape, it was little
influenced by the village patterns. Community, whether in the narrow
context of the Mormon society or the larger American scene, was only
secondarily its goal. It was far-flung in patterns extendirg beyond the
intermediate tier of the homestead landscape to valley benchlands and
arid tracts scattered the length and breadth of the state. More than ei-
ther of the earlier landscapes, the dry farms became what may be
termed an expeditionary landscape as people first established their
lonely habitations across its broad forms and then withdrew to com-
mute. .

The village, the homestead, and the dry farm are landscapes of a
passing era. Sense of community, education, recreation, and economic
interest have each come to spell withdrawal to urban centers. Ironical-
ly, the march from LItah's rural landscapes has occurred in reverse or-
der to their development. The human element of the dry-farm land-
scape has almost disappeared, leaving dry farms a dehum anized but
still very discernible mark upon the landscape. The homesteading
landscape has been less fragile, but has still been subject to mecha-
nization and urban influences. The village landscape too is hard hit,
but echoes of its former community retard the exodus. Remnants of a
bygone era) (Jtah's early landscapes are still the insignia of cultural di-
versity and change. They are a point of reference and contribute to a
lingering sense of territoriality, but as distinguishing marks they give
impulses of diminishing strength as time and progress work upon
them.
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Population Growth Mormon
Core Area:

in the
1847-90

Wayne L. Wahlquist

Introduction

The western migration of Mormons to the Great Basin was part of
the mass migration of Americans to their western frontiers. An era of
'omanifest destiny" and pioneering in the American West had caught
the imagination of hundreds of thousands of people from Europe as

well as the eastern United States. Through the decades 1850 to 1890,

there was a virtual population explosion in every western territory.
Seen in its proper perspective, the emigration of Mormons from Eu-
rope and their trek to the Salt Lake Valley3wzS but a small segment of
the mass emigration of Europeans to the New World, and but a single
episode illustrating the lure of the frontier for hundreds of thousands
of them

Nevertheless, the growth of the Mormon population in the Salt Lake
Valley was phenomenal. With the exception of gold, nothing attracted
such an ethnic variety of peoples in such large numbers to the arid
\Vest as this new millennial religion, with its doctrine of "the gather-
irrg." Thousands of Mormon converts in the eastern states and Europe
anxiously awaited the opportunity to migrate to the new "Zion" in the
Rocky Mountains.

Greater insights into the settlement process and the contribution to
western settlement of these religious migrants can be gained by an
analysis of the nature of the population. One must first ask, how many
\'formons migrated to the Salt Lake Valley, and what was their rate
of natural increase? Secondly, what were the age and sex character-
istics of that population? And thirdly, what were their ethnic origins?

107
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Estimated Number of Immigrants to Salt Lake Valley

The actual number of Mormons migrati.g to the Salt Lake Valley
is unknown. The arrival of Church-organized emigration companies

was usually recorded by the Church historian and /or noted in the lo-

cal newspapetr. Some Mormons, however, came with independent com-

panies, with freight companies, or as part of a California- or Oregon-

bound wagon train. They were not recorded by the Church historian

nor noted in the newspaper. Andrew Jensen, Church historian at the

turn of the century, estimated that 80,000 pioneers crossed the plains

prior to the completion of the railroad in 1869. Of these, approx-
imately 6,000 died enroute.r Jensen's estimate has been quoted over

and over again until it is firmly rooted in Mormon folklore, but it is

unquestionably too high. The total population of the territory of Utah
in 1870 was only 86,786 accordi.g to the U.S. census, just slightly
rnore than the number of pioneers accorditg to the Jensen estimate.

Furthermore, the U.S. census included approximately 15,000 non-

Mormons as well as several thousand Latter-dty Saints who had ar'
rived via the railroad in 1869 and 1870.2 If 74,000 Morrnons arrived in
Utah prior to the completion of the railroad in 1869, sterility rnust

have been a major problem if the total population of the territory had

only increased to 86,000 by 1870. Deathr undmigration out of the ter-

ritory were not sufficient to account for such a slow rate of growth.

Difficulty of Obtainirg Accurate Population Estimates

Accurate estimates of early Mormon population are hard to find.

Mormons themselves expressed great optimism in their ability to at'
tract large numbers of converts to their new "Zion" and the ability of
the newly founded communities to assimilate and support them. The

"Fourth General Epistle" (Dec. 1 1, 1850) even stated that they ex-

pected to double their population annually:

The crops haue been abundant in all the settlements af Deseret, this seasnn; and

u)e haue made eaer! exertion to haue them secured for the benefit of all; and al-

though _fro* the best ffirmation obtained we haue reasnn to expect that our popu-

lation will be strengthencd nearly if not quite 15,0A0 this seasnn. Yet we ars can-

fident if all utilt be prudent there u.till be seed grain and bread sfficient to

sustain tlte whale until another haraest.

Yes, the estimated population of 15,000 inhabitants in Deseret the past year,
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nauing raised grain sfficient to sustain the 30,000 for the coming lear inspires

*J' confidently to belieue that the 30,A00 the caming lear can raise sfficient for
iC,000 tlte succeeding Sear and to this object and end our energies will be exerted

:, double our populatian annually b1t the assistance af the perpetual irnmigration

.t,rtor _fund and otherwise prouide far the sustenance of that population.s

The present author doubts that even Mormon leaders honestly ex-

:ected to achieve that kind of expansion, but it must *:ave sounded ex-
hilarati*g to lvXormons carnped along the Missouri River or waiting in
Europe for an opportunity to come. These statr:r:ients no doubt con-
rributed to inflated estimates of the numbers actually arriving.

Furthermore, Utah was anxious for statehocld in order to gain au-
ilnomy in state government. Mormons tended to exaggerate their
numbers in order to strengthen their case.

Governor Brigham Young included the followirg statement in his
address to the territorial legislature in December 1856:

In accordance with acts of the legislatiae assembly, {t Constitution''was formed
:nC odopted, the census taken, and delegates chosen to present nur application to

-'ingress for adrnission into the Union &s a sauereign and independent state. Recent

:,i;. ices rto* our delegates show that our application has nat been presented, owing

;.. intolerance eainced b7 the predominant parQ in the House af Representatiacs.

The enum€ril"tion of the inhabitants showed a populatihn af near 77,000 in this

:rriiorltt, and it er preswmed that the addition ta aur nambers, since that was

;r,i:tn, would arnount to about twenty thousand. Tkis giaes &n aggregate equal to
''r r,rceeding t/ee ratio of representation _for cnngressmen, remouing eaerj objectian, ,f
:.r;t were made, to owr admission, on tke scnre of insfficient popwlatiare.a

Critics accused them of counting livestock and unborn babies in
:nrir 1856 territonial census.s More likely, they were counting friends
,r:.d relatives in the eastern states and in Europe who were ptranning to
:riqrate in the near future. Whatever they were eounting, it was not
ircurate. The tee"ritorial census of 1856 (76,335) was highly inflated.

Cn the other hand, anti-Morrnon sentirnent was high arnong the
l.ntile residents of the territory, who were vehemently opposed to
,,:;:ehood and, therefore, wished to minirnize the number of people liy-
.:.g in the territory. Federal appointments were almost totally in the
:. :nds of the gentiles after 1 85 7, which nneant that those responsible
:: : the census may have been inclined to turn in low returns. The
:,r,:blem was surulrned *p well by Richard F. Burton:
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I found it impossible to arriue at a true estimate of the populati,on. . . . The
Mormons, desiring to shout the 100,000 persons which entitle them to claim ad-
mission (N a state into the Uniory are naturally disposed to exaggerate their nu,m-

bers. . . . On the other hand, the anti-Mormnns are as naturally inclined to under-

estimate: Moreoaer, a,s the "censu,s marshals" receiaed but three halfpence Per
head, thry are b1t no means disposed to pry a shilling for the trouble of ransacking

euer! ranch and canlon where the people repair for grazing and other pdrposes.

The nearest approach to the truth will probabl2 be met by assuming the tuo op-

posite extremes, and b2 "splitting the dffirence."
In 1849, Mr. Kelley estimated the Mormons to be "about 5,000 inhabitants in

the town and 7,000 mnre in the settlement." fn 1850 the seuenth fficial census

of the United States numbered the inltabitants of Utah Territory at I 1,354 .frtt
Pl^ 26 slaaes-l1,380 souls. In IB53 the Saints u)ere reckoned at 25,000 fui
the gentiles, and 30,000 to 35,000 b2 Mr. O. Pratt, in the "Seer." fn 1854,
Dr. ,S. W. Richards estimated the number at "probabU "fro* 40,00A tu 50,000"
in the United States, and in Crreat Britain at 29,797. In 1856, the Mormon cen-

s"us gaae 76,335 souls. . . . In 1858 the Peace Commissioners sent to Utah Tnri-
tory reported that the Saints did not exceed 40,000 to 50,000 souls, holf of them

foreigners. . . . In 1859 M. Remlt made the number of Saints in Utah Territar2,

not including Neaadq 80,000 souls, and the total in the world 186,000" The

last fficial cetwlts, in 1860, was taken under pecqliar disadaantages. General

Bun, of the firm of Hockaday and Burr, was appointed to that duty by Mr. Dot-
sory the anti-Mormon federal marshal. But as the choice excited loud mutmurq the

tnsk was committed to a clerk in the general's store, and deputies for the rest of
the Territory were similarly chosen. The consequence is that the gentile marshal's

census of 1860 ffirs a number of 40,266 frtt ?lus 29 slaaes-a total af 40,295
sauls; while the Mormons assert their Territory to contain fro* 90,000 to

100,000 and the warld to hold fro* 300,000 to 400,000 Saints.6

Estimates of population run consistently higher than the actual enu-
meration of people by both the federal census and the territorial cen-
sus, with the exception of the 1856 territorial census. Church records of
membership are even more consen/ative" Table 1 shows these enumera-
tions for the years that they are available. The returns of the territorial
census of 1851, which was taken in june before new immigrants began
arriving, rnust have missed a nurnber of families, since the totals were
lower than those of the federal census of 1850"

Evidently there were either a considerable number of Mormcns who
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did not have their names on the Church rolls in 1852 or 1853, or gen-
tiles made up a larger proportion of the population than is usually
thought. Figures from the Bishops Reports of 1852 and 1853 are defi-
nitely low. The total population could hardly have been less than
24,000 in 1853 and may have been as high a 35,000; yet the Bishops
Report shows only 18,200 Mormons. If that report was complete, a

quarter or more of the population was non-Mormon, which seems

most unlikely in 1853. Some non-Mormons had been present from the
time of the first settlement, and their numbers were augmented by
C-alifornia gold seekers who decided to stay in Utah. Accorditg to one

estimate, 3,000 stayed in Utah during the winter of 1849-50; but, no
doubt, most of them moved on to California the followitg summer.T

Thry probably constituted a small minority in 1853. However, their
nurnbers increased rapidly with the development of miniog in the '60s

and'70s. Gentiles were thought to number about 15,000 in 1870 and
nearly 37,000 by 1880, when they comprised aproximately one-third of
the population.s

Growth Rates
kfore proceeding to further analysis of population estimates, it

would be well to establish reasonable estimates of growth rates. .:..

In contrast to other frontier areas in the western United States, the
female population in Utah was approximately equal to and sometimes

exceeded the male population. The statistical atlas of the LJ. S. Bureau
of the Census for 1900 shows 3 counties in tltah, 1 in South Dakota, 1

r.n l(ansas, and 2 in Texas as the only counties west of the Mississippi
ro have more females than rnales. Mormonism encouraged large fami-
iies, which, combined with polygarnous marriages, resulted in a very
inigh birth rate. The actual birth rate is unknowr, but it must have
approached and perhaps exceeded 50 per 1,000. The 1BB0 U.S. Census
:,f Vital Statistics indicates that Utah had the second highest birth rate
:n the nation , &t 4\.2 per thousand population-exceeded only by Ar-
.Kansas with 42"7 per thousand. Utah had the highest rate of births per
:.000 women between 15 and 49 years of age-198.9. Arkansas was sec-

,:nd withr 190" These compare with New Harnpshire's 71.6 and New
l-ork's 93.9. For 1880 the Utah death rate was 15.09 per 1,000 conn-

:ared wih 12"77 in 1870 and \2.54 in 1860. Dr. John S. Bitrlings, IJ. S.

Army surgeon and author of the introduction to the Vital Statistics
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volume of 1880 U.S. Census, stated that the rising death rate repre-
sented & more accurate enumeration of deaths in 1880 rather than an
actual incnease in the death rates" Ffowever, by comparing the census

enumeration with the number of deaths recorded by physicians in two
states, Massachusetts and New Jersey, he found the census enumeration
still deficient. Projecting this deficiency to the national level, Dr. Bil-
lings believed that the actual death rate for the nation was about 18

per 1,000 population.e If the sarne ratio between actual and census

enurneration death rates held true for Utah, Utah's death rate was be-
tween 19 and 20 per 1,000.

TABLE I
CENSUS OF POPULATION IN T}IE

TBR.RITORY OF UTAH

Year

1B4B

1850

185 1 (June)
1852

1853

1856

1860

187S

1872

1880

1890

U.S. Federal
Census

1 1,380

40,786

86,786

143,963

2S7,9CI5

Utah
Territorial

Census

I 1,354b

76,335d

105,229"

Church
Membership

R.ecord

r,67l"

I 1,947"

18,206d

105,2zgf
141,602f

*"Journal History of Brigharn Young" 1848, p. 15, Salt Lake City, LDS Church An-
chives.

out*h, Census File, LDS Claurch Arctaives.

tAnnual Bishops Repcrt (available only for the year 1852 and 1853), "LDS journal FIis-
tory" Dec" 31, 185?, pp. 1-3; Salt Lake City, LDS Church Anchives, and.Daseret News,

Oet. tr5, 1853. The journal F{istory, Oct. 6, 1855, includes Bishops Reports for all Utah
settlements except Salt Lake City.

do'LDS 
Journal History," March L, X860, pp. 2*3; also Br-lrton, Ttee Citg af the S'earalso p.

?s4.
uUtah Census File, LnS Church Archives.

%.nmual Statisticai Report {begins in 1878), LDS Archives.
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At the same time, Dr. Billings thought that the number of births
cnr,umerated by the Tenth Census was also deficient by 15 percent, the
actual national birth rate being about 36 per 1,000.'0 If the same ratio
:f error held true for Utah, Utah's true birth rate in 1880 was approx-
-rnately 47 .4 per 1,000 rather than 4I.2 as recorded in the census. As
-ete as 1915, the Mormon birth rate was 40.2 per 1,000 and had only
jropped to 39.4 in 1954 and 27.2 in 1965 accordi*g ro Church re-
:rcrds.rr The birth rate of Mormons has always been high. The number
:rfl polygamous marriages reached its lowest ebb in 1880.t2 Thus the
:umber of polygamous marriages was lower at the time of the 1880
:",e nsus than it had been previously; consequently, the birth rate for
: EBO may not be representative of previous decades. The Mormon
: irth rate for the 1850- 1890 period pnohably fluctuated between 47
.nd 50 per 1,000 population. During the same period, the death rate
;nobably fluctuated between 17 and 2A per 1,000 even though the een-
lus figures for both rates are lower. This would result in an annual in-
rr'e:&se of births over deaths of 28 to 3CI per 1,000, or ?.9 to 3.0 per-
: en t-a gnowth rate which is comparable to that of rnany
-inderdeveloped countries today.

Population Estiumates for the Years 1847-1870 *ln the opinion of this author, the most accurate estimates of total
'-'ra.riy populati*n for the territory of Utah can he obtained by ealcu-
)ting population projections utilizimg the aforennentianed growth rates
*nd the reconded irnrnigration. Andrew Jensen compiled (prirnarily
::(rrn the Iv{illenniat Star) rnanuscnipt histories clf the incomi*g immigna-
:-:n companies that usually included the number, if not the narnes, of,

-:rcse persons arriving in each conmpany. Jensen's manllscript histories
: rovideci the basi.s flor a report prepaned by the Church F{istorian's Of-
:-.ie in 1971 which indicates each immigration company arriving in the
S alt Lake Valley prion to the corning of the railroad. It is the m*st ac-
:rlrate record yet compiled. As n'eentioned earlier, a numrber cf imrni-
i*rents. both N{ormon and gentile. arrived independently of these or-
;anizeci compenies" Tleene is no way to estimate accurately the
:ur-nbers arriving imdependently, but it ls the opinion cf the wri€er
:-nat that g?urulher was relatively small. Furthermore' not att Morrnsns
,rriving in LJtah remained there. Some were lured on to the goldfields
.: Caliiornia, ssrne beeame Cisillnxsi*ned and returned to the ,$tateso
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and some colonized areas outside of Utah; thus the number of those
uncounted immigrants arriving in the valley would be partially offset
by the number who were leaving. Qonsequently, a net increase of 10

percent was added to the number of recorded immigrants for each

year. Using that total and calculating an annual growth rate of 2.9

percent, Table 2 was prepared, indicatitg the total population each

::::":':n;:9,,:"",:T,l;;:'#:H:::::T[;:l',r"ii1,lT#.';
is .3 percent higher than the U.S. census, 15 percent higher in 1860,

and 12 percent higher in 1870.

Since census enumerations are traditionally lower than the actual
population and the calculated population consistently remains slightly
above the actual census count, Table 2 represents a fairly accurate
yearly enumeration of Utah's population.

It appears that the gentile estimates of the population-25,O00 in
1853, and 40,000 to 50,000 in l858-were fairly accurate, while the
Mormon estimates-30,000 to 35,000 in 1853, and 90,000 to 100,000 in
1860-were grossly exaggerated, particularly the latter. The U.S. census

of population in 1860, which indicated a population of 40,786, was in
reality fairly accurate, although it received rnuch criticism in Utah at
the time and was thought to be much too low.by Burton and later by
Bancroft.

Proportion of Fopulation Living in the Wasatch Front
Although col onization of outlying regions began soon after the arriv-

al in Salt Lake City, the majority of utah's population rernained in
the Wasatch Front area. The five counties along the Wasatch Front-
tltah, Salt Lakeo Davis, Weber, and Box Elder-accounted for 91.05

percent of the territorial population in 1850, 68.86 percent in 1860,

54.98 percent in 1870, 5 1 .64 percent in 1880, and 57 .7 4 percent in
1890.'3

The declining percentage of people along the Wasatch Front be-

tween 1850 and 1880 indicates that colonization beyond the Front was

heavy, since the actual population of Wasatch Front counties increased

from 10,316 to 74,344 during that same period. However, by 1890 ur-
banization had reversed that declining trend; consequently, the per-
centage of population along the Front cCImpared to the total popu-
lation of the territory began to increase as migration to the f,rqrntier
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TABLE 2

ESTIMATED POPULATION OF
UTAH TERRITORY, IB47 -IB7O

Year

L84-7

1B4B

1&*9

1 850

1851

I 852

1853

l 854

I 855

I 856

rB57

I B5B

1 859

1 860

1861

x 862

1863

1B&
r865
r866
x867

I 86B

I 869

l 870

Recorded'
Immigration

1,637

2,408
2,004
3,692
3,000

4,87 L

2,798
3,086

2,017

3,081

1,414
179

1,44L

2,087

3,Ml
5,031

3,625
2,47 4

300

3,t26
500

3,958

2,321"
910"

Recordedb
Immigration

Plus trO Percent

I,801

2,649
2,204
4,061

3,300

5,358

3,078

3,395

2,219
3,395

1,555

t97
1,585

2,296
4,005

5,534
3,987

2,721
330

3,439
550

4,354

2,V85

I,091

Total Populationb
At 4nd of Year

Based on 2.9

Percent Growth

I,853
4,633

7,035
I I ,418
15, 145

21,098

24,877

29,064
32, I 90

36,611

39,273
40,615

43,424
47,046

52,531

59,7 49

. 65,584

7A,286

72,664
78,310

Bl,l47
87,981

93,398

97 ,229

h'\fanuscript Histories of Pioneer Companies," vol. I, Introduction, LDS Church Ar-
::i.{rs. Salt Lake City.
t'l"aiculation by the author.

'\:*en the completion of the railroad, accurate records'were not kept. This figure repre-
$m.3 the total of European immigrants leaving Liverpool. They were thus increased by
3: percent.

r€ctr'ined and many people rnoved from the frontier to the more devel-
:Effid areas nearer to Salt Lake City to seek better employment (see
: -zure 1).
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Figure t

A COh{PARTSON OF'THE RATIO OF UTAH'S POPULATION LIVING IN THE
MOR.MOh4 CORE AR"EA WITFI ACT'{JAL GROWTH, 1850-1890

Characteristics of the Population

Ag* and Sex Structure
To gbtain an accurate analysis of population characteristics along

ttre Wasatch Front, twelve settlements (see Figure 2) were selected for

detailed study. They include several small villages as well as larger
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F'igure 2
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towns and were selected at frequent intervals along the Front in order
to represent the entire Core area" The published compendium volutnes
of the U.S. census do not give a breakdown of the ege, sex, occupa-

tion, and nativity of the population by town. Therefore, in order to
tabulate the above information by town, it was necessary to examine

carefully the rnanuscript pcpulation census schedules, which list each

resident of the territory by name along with his race) sex, age, occupa-

tion, and place of birth. The t 870 census year was chosen because it
marked the approximate midpoint between the first settlement in 1847

and statehood in 1896. In addition, 1870 marked the end of the pre-

railroad era. The railroad had been completed in 1869, but had not
had time to greatly effect the basic population structure of individual
settlernents except those towns or cities where railroad construction
workers comprised a significant proportion of the population. Ogden

and Willard had srnall rninorities of Chinese laborers employed by the

railroad cornpany, while Corinne, the epitome of a railroad town, had

only come into existence the year before and was completely depen-

dent upon the railroad. Most of the settlements alclng the Wasatch

Front had not experienced much impact from the railnoad by 1870 in-
sofar as their social structure was concerned. These settlements had

been in existence for nearly twenty years, arud their internal social and

economic structure had had sufficient tirne to solidify.

Table 3 provides a synopsis of the age and sex structure of these rel-

atively mature comrrrunities. Corinne in the north was the only new

conlrnunity as well as the only non-lvforrnon settlernent, since it was

founded with the completion of the railroad the previous year " With
the exception of Corinne, the most striking characteristic of the settle-

ments shown in Table 3 is their unifonmity. The variation in the sex

ratio was extremely slight except for Corinne. Willard had the highest

percentage of males with 53.4 percent (this included 31 Chinese rail-
road construction workers), and the lowest was Bountiful with 49.8

percent. T-he percentage of children under 15 years of age also varied

only stightly throughout the eleven h{ormon settlements" The highest

was American Feirk wih 52.3 percent and the lowest w&s Willard t44.7
percent), which was affected slightly by its small minority of single

railnoad workers. The uniformity in age ared sex structure throughout
the core settlements is indicative of tlee importance lvforrnons placed
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on family life and the stabilized social structure of the population in
each settlement in 1870.

TABLE 3

SUMMARY OF AGE, AND SBX CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE POPULATION OF SELECTED

SETTLEMENTS ALONG THE WASATCH FRONT
COMPILED FROM THE 1B7O MANLISCRIPT

[J.S. POPTJLATION CENSUS SCHEDULES

Tolvn Total Male Female

Under
15 yrs %

of age

,{pine City
-{rnerican Fork
Bountiful
Brigham City
Corinne
Farmington
Lehi
(Jgden

Far-son

Frovo City
Salt Lake City
l,t-illard

lr{ean 7o

107 51.4

556 9.9

755 49.8

656 50.0

5BB 65.4

459 5t.2
522 49.3

1,650 51 .6

721 50.2

t,2a7 50.6

6,950 50.3

295 53.4

51.9

101 48.6

559 50.1

761 50.2

656 50"0

269 34.6

437 4B.B

536 50"7

1,550 48.4

715 49.8

|,t7 7 49.4

6,860 49.7

257 46.6

48.r

106 51.0

583 s2.3

7 48 49.3

639 48.7

175 22.5

434 48.5

528 49.9

1,610 50"3

664 46.2

1,tr82 49.6

6,42A 46.5

247 44.7

46.6

208

1,1 15

I ,516
1,3t2

777

896

1,058

3,200

1,436

2,384
12,910

552

Ag. Structure
Not only was the percentage of children under 15 remarkably uni-

torm throughout the core, it was also surprisingly high. Two settle-

:rrents-Atpine City and American Fork-had slightly over half of their
ropulation in this age group, and the other settlements approached 50
p€rcent. The one major exception to the rule was the gentile city of
Corinne, where only 22"5 percent of the population fell into this cate-

gory. The predominance cf males and the low percentage of children
clearly distinguishes Corinne from the Mormon settlements. The mean

sercentage of persons under 15 years of age for all the settlements was

+8,1 percent-a higher ratio than that of most developing countries
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today.ra trn eartrier years the percentage of childnen w&s even higher.
The 1855 Eishops Report inctruded the number of children under I

years of age for 32 utah comnnunities (exctrudi*g Salt Lake City). -flhe

rnean ratio of chitrdren under I to the total population was 32 percent
and varied f-rom & high of 46 percent in Box Elder to a low of ZCI per-
cant ire ivfanti. Only 11 of the 32 settlements had less than 30 percent
of their population under I years of age.

The high percentage of children in these early lVformon communities
combined with a fairly high proportion of women naust have placed a

heavy bqtrden oxl the wonking population" Gf course, in & runal setting,
chrildren were counted as hands as well as mouths and no doubt con-
tributed a significant arnount of labor to the farnily livelihood. Vir-
tr"lally every farnily had a vegetable gardere that accounted for a sub-

stantial portion of its diet. Still, im many of these settlernents less than
half of thre working popr:lation was engaged in agricul.ture. For non-
agniculture fannilies, such & high prCIportion of chilCren must have
strained thein abitity to proviCe adequate food, clothing, and shelter.

The krigh proportion of children also rneant that a" high gx"owth rate
would be neaintained as these children reached the childbearing age"

T'hene would be & continual need for expandi*g exarployrnent opportu-
srities in the cities asrd / *y expandi*g irrigation {acilities tei brirag more
laaad under cultiva€icn in orden to accCIrnmodate the gnowirag number
of ycung native farnaers as well as tlae continual inf1ux of, imnnigrarets.

{t a}so mleant t&aat t}eene wa$ a gneat need for schools.

$xe onden to exaneine the raature of tlae poparlation in more detail,,
&ge-s*x pynaanids wertr corastrnacted for three comrxrrunities-Erighalrl
City in the north, Kaysviitre near the ceretero and Spningville ixe the
south ofl the Wasateh F.ront ar"ea. Coxnparable pyramids were cCIn-

strureted fl*r the years 1860 and i 8&* ixa order to identif,y changi*g
tnexads (see Figures 3, 4 ane{ 5}"

Tlae tru.e pyrarxlid slaape of, the age-sex Ciagranas with & staircase efl-

fect frone a hroaC base to a narrow top is inCieatrve of, a ysung popte-

iaticst. ffirigharn City an 186S had & particularlS' high propsrtron of
childrera" Tlae Bishops Repont of, 1S55 iaadicated that 46 percent cf the
population was under eigFrt yeer$ of age" The proportion of, chi3dren in
186ft was dectrireireg but nenaained taigh. Approxinruateiy oxle quanter of
the pepulation wa$ under f?ve and 4? pencent uxader tem years of age.

^&t the samte time only abotrt 7 percent of, the popr:lation was over for-
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KAYSVTLLE
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*Age 14 and above: Too old to have been Utah born

IMALES i FEMALES

FIGURE 5
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rv-five years of age. The high proportion of children becornes a little
more understandable when one examines the sex distribr-ltion at vari-
ous ages. Between fifteen and forty years of age (the major child-
bearing years) females comprised lB.3 percent of ihe population, while
males accounted for I2.B percent. The actual numbers were l1g males
and 17 7 females. By 1880 the proportion of children under ten had
dropped from 42 percent to 31.3 percent while the proportion of
people between the ages of fifteen and forty years of age increased
from 2B.l percent to 33.1 percent. Females still outnumbered males

' 
three to two) between twenty and forty-five years of age.

The basic age and sex structure of the populaion of Kaysville and
Springville was similar to that of Brigham City. The proportion of
Voung children was not quite as high and the population was a little
more evenly distributed between the sexes. But the youthful nature of
the population is immediately apparent. By 1BB0 the population was
maturing. The proportion of children under ten had dropped signifi-
cantly, while the other age groups had increased. The greater maturity
of the population was evidenced by the increase in the proportion of
people over forty-five years of age. It increased from 8.6 percent to
13.2 percent in Kaysville and from 1 0.7 percent to I Z.B percent in
Springville.

A summary table of age and sex data for twJrre selected towns and
cities along the Wasatch Front makes several gener alizations possible:

1. The ratio of males to females remained relatively stable through-
out the twenty year period, with the mean ratio varying only Z per-
centage points.

2. The average population for the twelve - communities nearly
doubled between 1860 and 1870 but increased only slightly during the
following decade. Salt Lake City, Ogden, and those communities in
between (Bountiful and Farrnington) grew more rapidly during the
decade of the '70s than did those communities in Utah Courrt!-no
doubt a reflection of the greater impact of the railroad on the north-
ern communities.

3. The percentage of the population
percent in 1860 to 44 percent in l Bg0.
can Fork and Payson-experienced an
children over two decades.

+, While the percentage of children

under fifteen declined from 52
Only two comrnunities-Ameri-
increase in the percentage of

under fifteen years of age was
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declining, the average age was increasirg. It rose from 19.37 years of
age in 1860 to n.A years of age in 1880. Only one community, Puy-
son, experienced a decline in the average age; this was due to its un-
usually high average age in 1860 (23.19). By tr880, Payson's average
age was not distinguishable from that of other settlements. Perhaps the
most significant fact about the average age is not that it was increas-
i*g throughout the years but that it remained as low as it did. When
the average age of a population remains under tewnty-five, one can
expect a continual population explosion, since the majority of popu-
lation is either in or approaching the childbearing age.

Ethnicity

A significant proportion of Utah immigrants came from foreign
countries, particularly Europe, where conversion to Mormonisnn was al-
neost tantamount to migration to the United States. The call for new
converts to move to America and a well-organized immigraticln system
anr,lst have added to the appeal of Mormonism; thousands of new con-
verts, especially frorer Great Britain and the Scandinavian countries,
migrated to lJtah. In the fall of 1859, under the direction of Brigham
Young, a revolvi*g fund, the Perpetual Ernigrating Fund (PEF), was
established to assist ernigration. Donations to thii fi-rnd were solicited
throughout the Church. T'he original purpeise was to help remaini*g
refugees scattered through fufissouri and lowa to rnake the journey to
Utah, br-rt it soon beeame the primary means of assisting immigrants
f,rona Europe to mignate to Utah as well. PEF agents were established
in most of the ntajor port cities of Europe to organize immigrating
cCImpanies and book passage to Arnenica for thern.

Some Eunopean imrnigramts who were xrot converts to lv{ormonism
took advantage of the lv{orrnon onganization and arnanged to migrate
LrmCer its an-aspices" TFrese gentile imrnigrants tend to inflate the figures
ofl N{orrtrCIri fr:reign immigration s}rowra in T'able 5, but they probably
retade xlp a very small rninority and xrley be included in the category
of '.fu{issionaries axad *then." Of, course it should not be assurned that
tlae number of Hnlropean fufornnon innmigrants arriving in the LJnited
States can be simply added to {Jtah's population figures. In 1883,
{.Jta}e had a" foreign popurlation of 54,6tr5, whic}r is considerably less

thsan the total of 78,?25 who migrated to America as iredicated in
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Table 5. New immigrants usually came into the IJnited States at New
Orleans and sailed up the Mississippi and Missouri rivers to Kanesville
(Council tsluffs), Iowa. Here they were outfitted with ox teams and
wagons or handcarts for their trek to the Great Basin. Some immi-
grants came via lr[ew York City and traveled by nail as far as Chicago,
completing their journey to Kanesville by wagon. Others stopped to
work for several rnonths or even years in eastern states before rnigra-
ting on to Utah. Williarn Richardson, a Mormon convert from a coal-
mining district of Northern England, serves as an example. He immi-
grated to the United States in 1857 but lacked suffrcient funds to com-
plete the trip to LJtah, and worked for several years in various coal
mines in Pennsylvania before continuing his journey. His diary ac-
count includes numerous references to other Mormon miners he met in
nearly every mine where he worked, rnen who likewise were waiting to
obtain sufficient funds to enable them to complete their migration to
utah.

TABLE 5

MORMON IMMIGRATION FROM ABROAD.

a
1848...... .754 1859-60 ...........2,433 1873 ..."........2,537
1849 ....2,A78 lB61 -62....... ..........5,556 1874... ..2,006

1850...... t,6t2 1863 ....3,646 1875 1,523
1851 ....1,370 1B&...... .........."2,697 1876...... ......1 ,tB4
1852 ......760 1865 .1,301 tS77 t,532
1853 ....2,626 1866...... ...".......3,335 1878...... ,1,8ffi
1854 ....3,167 1867 .......660 1879...... 1,5t4
1854V2 ....500 1868.... ..3,232 1879... .....1,780
1855 .......""4.294 1868...... ...........3,232 1880...... ..1,780
1856...... ...........3,583 1870. ......917 1BB2 t,775
1857 ....2,181 1971 1,500 1BB3 ........2,460
l85B ....none lB72 1,631

Total ."....72,551
Missionaries and Others........ ..........-5,674
Grand Total 18,225

aRobert W. Sloan, Utah Gazetteer €d Directory of Logan, Ogden, Proao and Salt Lakc Cities for
IBB4 (Salt Lake City: Herald Printing & Pub. Co., 1BB4).
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The bulk of these immigrants made their wray to Utah, where they

constituted a substantial portion of the adult population and added to

the complex processes of acculturation that were taking place as a dis-

tinctive Mormon culture emerged. The foreign-born constituted about

32 percent of the total population in 1860, 38 percent in 1870, 30 per-

cent in 1880, and 34 percent in 1890. These percentages hardly give

an accurate picture, however, since nearly half of the population was

under fifteen years of age and thus accounted for a substantial portion

of the native-born. The 1BB0 census breaks the nativity of the Popu-
Lation down into each age group. While the foreign-born comPrised

only 30 percent of the total population, they constituted 57 Percent of
those over twenty years of age and 68 percent of those over thirty
years of age

Nativity

Table 6 shows the place of birth for the residents of each of the

twelve settlements identified in Figure 2. There was considerablv more

variation between settlements with respect to the nativity of the popu-

lation than to the age and sex structure. The native-born comprised on

the average 63.6 percent of the total" population, but it varied from

37.Z percent in Alpine City to a high of 76.8 percent at Farmin$ton.

Nevertheless, the most striking feature about the ratio of foreign-

born to native-born was not variability among communities, but rather

the uniformity. The native-born comprised approximately two-thirds of
the population in nearly every community. Of these native-born, ap-

proxirnately two-thirds or more were born in Utalr, which meant that

rnost of them were under twenty-one years of age. The first settlers had

only been in the valley for twenty-three years at the time of the 1870

U.S. census, and the bulk of the population much less than that. Con-

sequently, a significant majority of the adult population in each com-

munity, except Corinne, consisted of foreign-born.
One might expect a rather uneven absorption of foreigt immigrants

among Utah settlements. There would be a natural tendency for new

arrivals to collect in those communities where they had relatives or

friends, or r where employment opportunities were greatest. Since it
would seem unlikely that these attractions would be equally distributed

through all communities, one would expect that this selective process
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would produce some communities comprised largely of American-born,
others of British-born, and still others of Scandinavian-born residents.
In the case of Corinne and Brigham city, such a natural selection
reems to have occurred, but in the other ten Wasatch Front settlements
the percentage of foreign-born and the nationality of the populace var-
ied only slightly from the norm.

Greater insight into the process of assimilation of the foreign-born
into the various Core settlements can be gained if one looks at the na-
tionalities of these immigrants. Three-fourths of them came from the
British Isles, which meant that there was no language barrier or other
serious cultural difference separating them from New England Mor-
mons. British immigrants probably constituted nearly half of the adult
population of LJtah. Thus there was no feeling of minority status, and
one might expect them to be found in large nurnbers in all cornmu-
nities. They comprised three-fourths or rnore of the foreign-born in
ni'ne of the twelve communities shown in Table 4. The exceptions were
Brigham City, where they constituted only 35.9 percent of the foreign-
bo*; Corinne, 37.0 percent; and Provo City, 69.4 percent. The highest
concentration was Bountiful with 90.8 percent.

Scandinavia was the other large contributor of Utah imrnigrants.
The mean perceritage of Scandinavians.fior all comnnunities listed in
Table 6 was l4.I percent of the foreign population, but it varied from
a high of 59.9 percent in Brigham City to a low of .4 percent in Will-
ard, about 12 miles to the south, which had only one Scandinavian.
Scandinavians" comprised a small but significant minority in all of the
other Wasatch Front communities. The greatest concentration in actual
numbers was in Salt Lake City, where approximately 890 Scandina-
vians resided, but they accounted for only l7 .! percent of the foreign-
born. It was Brigham City that emerged as a city of Scandinavians.
Here they accounted feir 59.9 percent of the foreign-born. Family and
friendship ties, combined with a common language, seem to have been
the prime factors attractitg Scandinavian immigrants to Brigham City.
On the other hand, the language barrier and minority status in other
settlements acted as a deterrent to their dispersal throughout lvlormon
communities.

Twenty-year Analysis of Nativity Trends
A comparison table (Table 7) of nativity characteristics of the popu-
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lation for the twelve selected Core communities was also constructed
for the two decades 1860- 1880. The results clearly indicate that the ra-
tio of the population born in Utah steadily increased, while the per-
centage of those born elsewhere in the United States steadily declined.
Certainly the irnmigration of U.S. citizens to Utah was not keeping up
with the rate of natural increase. The percentage of foreign-born, on
the other hand, remained relatively stable throughout the twenty -year
period, indicating that the high rate of natural increase was matched
by immigration from Europe. Scandinavians comprised an ever-
increasi.g percentage of the foreign-born, while the percentage of those
from the British Isles declined. Of the twelve communities ana\yzed,
eight had a larger percentage of Scandinavians in 1BB0 than in 1870,
and nine had a Xower percentage of those from the British Isles for the
same period. The British Isles still accounted for an average of 67 per-
cent of the foreign-born in I BB0 while Scandinavia accounted for 19
percent, making a total of BO percent, which represented a 6 percent
drop frorn 92 percent in 1860. hnmigrants from elsewhere in Europe
were increasitg, although they still accounted for a negligible propor-
tion of the total foreign-born.

Sumrnary

The Morrnon migration to Salt Lake Valley r,r&r a continual one as
missionaries continued their efforts to spread the message of the re-

-stored gospel to various nations of the earth. Nevertheless, it was the
displaced persons fnom Illinois and Missouri who forrned the nucleus
of the Utah settlements, and the heaviest irnmigration to Utah came
during the first decade of lB47 -1856. Substantial immigration ro Utah
continued throughout the decade of the '60s, although it fluctuated
from Year to year. By 1869, when the transcontinental railroad was
completed, Utah's population was approximately 93,000. After the
completion of the railroad there were no organi zed, wagon trains cross-
i.g the plains, and records of those arriving in the territory were not
maintained since each family arranged its own passage on the railroad.
The backlog of those waiting to corne had dissipated by this time, and
the focus of Church officials was on domestic affairs in Utah. This re-
sulted in a steady decline in Mormon immigration.

As with most migrations, it was largely young people, not bearded
patriarchs, who emigrated to utah. Consequently, a high percentage of
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the adult population was within childbearing ages. The large number
of young adults, combined with polygamous marriages and with the

stress Morrnonism placed on large families, produced an unusually
high birth rate and an age structure that was dominated by children.
The high proportion of children would assure a continual high growth
rate as these people reached the childbearing ages. It also meant that
the provision of adequate food, shelter, and clothing, as well as school-

ing, must have taxed the abilities of the small working population.
A large proportion of Mormon converts migrati*g to Utah were Eu-

ropeans from the United Kingdom of Great Britain and fronn Scandi-

navia. Immigrants fronn Great Britain, who made up the bulk of the

foreign-born, were widely distributed throughout Mormon Core com-
munities, generally comprising three-fourths or more of the foreign-

born. trn most Mormon communities those frorn the British Isles prob-
ably accounted,for more than half of the adult population. The major
exception to this rule was Brigharn City, where Scandinavians com-
prised nearly 60 percent of the foreign-born, compared wih 36 percent
from the British Isles. Apparently the early settlement in Brighann City
of a significant number of Scandinavians acted as a magnet to attract
other Scandinavian immigrants to the area. trn addition to the attrac-
tion of relatives or friends, there was the advantrye of a common lan-

guage and comrnon culture, whereas in other communities language

acted as a barrier to acculturation. The British Isles and Scandinavian

irnnnigrants accounted for approximately 88 percent of the foreign-

born in the Wasatch Front area; and while the Scandinavians were

concentrated in tsrigham City and Salt Lake City, sorne of them were

found in virtually every community.
Over the twenty-year period from 1860 to 1880, the rate of growth

by immigration almost kept pace with the high rate of natural in-
crease. The foreign-born corrlprised 32 percent of the population in
1860, 34 percent in 1870, and 29 percent in 1880, while the percentage

of the U"S. population born outside Utah dropped steadily f,rom 31

percent in 1860 to 15 pereent in 1880. Clearly the Utah irnmigrants
were coming primarily from Europe rather than the eastern United
States. During the sanne period the proportion of the foreign-born
coming from Scandinavia increased from 1 I percent in 1860 to 19 per-

cent in 1880, while the percentage from the British Isles declined fnom

8X percent to 67 percent"
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The oft-used argument that polygamy was necessary in Utah be-
cause of the surplus of women has little basis in fact. The ratio of
males to females was approxineately equal in rnost Utah communities,
alttrough some discrepancies in individual age cohorts existed. It is true
that the Proportion of women in lvlormon settlernents was high com-
pared with other western corrrmunities, br-lt it was lower than that of
r*any eastern states.

In 1860 the average (mean) IVlormon settler along the Wasatch
Front was Caucasian, not quite twenty years of age, with British-born
parents and several younger brothers and sisters. He would likely be
looking forward to the arrival of additional relatives from the old
country in one of the imrnigrant trains expected that year. Statistically,
slightly over half of his peers would be females, and a few of his
friends would be Scandinavians. Younger children would be much
more numerous than he, with the most common age cohort being be-
tween zera and {i.ve years of age.
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Mapping Mormons Across
the Modern West

Dean R. Louder and Lowell Bennion

Introduction

To judge from their recent mapping of religious denominations in
the United States, the National Council of Churches (NCC) strongly
suggests that Mormonism predominates only in LJtah. Their mapt col-
ors brown every county in the state, but none outside of it, to indicate
a Mormon majority among the Church-affiliated population. Com-
pared with earlier attempts to delimit a "Mormon culture region," this
map-if accepted at face value-would require the conclusion that the
area of Mormon dominance has shrunk significantly since 1940.

To judge from recent issues of the Chu?ch News, the LDS leadership
would strongly ,suggest that with Mormons now living in 78 different
countries, a parochial Utah church has transcended state and national
boundaries to become a world church. Given the hierarchy't constant
concern with growth, many members have become convinced that
Utah now has fewer Saints than California and will soon have fewer
than Mexico. They probably expressed little surprise at the First Presi-
dency's-recent decision to convert Utah itself into a mission field for
the first tirrie. But how would they react if they read official Church
reports which show that Utah still overshadows all other areas in
membership?

These conflicting views have increased ouf natural curiosity about
the actual, if always changirg, location of the Latter-d.y Saints. A few
vears z1o, questions arose as to what Church statistics-when mapped-
rvould reveal about the dynamic distribution of Mormons. The desired
data were found, but to make them mappable it was necessary to as-

sign the Church's ward and stake units, which gather the statistics, to
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state counties. Only for Utah, as the NCC discovered., could the
Chunch provide a breakdown of its membership by county" Eventualll'.
two sets of maps were generated to show the spnead of tlee Saints since
they first occupied the Salt Lake Valley. One set highlights tlae Ciffu-
sion of the LDS faith thror-rgh space and time as rneasureC by the ap-
pearance of ward uraits in counties across thie United States. T'he other
depicts the current distribution of Morrurons in the Arnericam lMest, in
both absolute and relative terrns. The analysis of both sets represents
the Xatest in & series of atternpts since 1940 to isolate and identify a
Mormon region within a national context.

The Diffusion of LDS Wards

The development of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-du)-
Saints, sinee its implantation in the Salt Lake Valley, can be classified
into four general periods. These eras are suggested not only by changes
in the Church's position within the Aneerican polity, but also by the
spread of Morrnonisnn within the country.2

1850-tr890: Th_t Struggle for Statehood and CIrgamized CoBomization

'nffifeaturedaprolongedstruggleforstatehocd,c1ear1r.| . .ffi 
1-! . l Tz t r .-*."dominated by tsrigham Young, who cla twice the

size of present-day Utah" He and his followers failed to occupy or hold
much of their desired Deseret, but the extent of colonization beyond
the Salt Lake Valley durring this formative period was stilt considerable
and long charactenized by an apparent southward bias.3

By 1860 (Figure X ), wards had been organi zed in twelve areas which
later becanne counties.a The spatial pattern is linear, stretchi*g f,rom
K;Ai""L;Hqd$ St. Gebrge,,"bnd is farniliar to all who have rravetred oid
U.Sr-F{fg6*"y 91 or trnterstate 15 across {.ltah. This axis manks the set-
tled part of the so-called lv{ormon Corridor to Southern Califorraia and
constittates what fufeinig has called the first tier of lvlormon coloniza-
tion.s

Ten years later (Figr-rre 2) the nurnber of counties encompassing
LDS wards had alrxrost doubled, as Saints rnoved Gver the borders into
the southeastern sections of Idaho and Nevada and, more irnportantlr'.
"behind" the Wasatch lv{ountains. There they traid out & second and
higher tier of settlements served today by {"J.S. F{ighway 89.

tsy 1880 (Figune 3), shortly after the death of Brighann Young, a fili-
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ing in of remaining Utah valleys and a northern extension focusing on
Pocatello and other parts of Idaho's Snake River Flain occurred. A
salient feature of this m"p, however, is the appearance of four promi-
nent "outliers" of settlement in the Little Colorado, Upper Gila, and

San Pedro regions of eastern Arizona and in the San Luis Valley south

of Alamosa, Colorado. Expansion into Wyomi.g for the first time be-

gan with the formation of a ward at Evanston.
During the next decade the S"nAke-RiXg* Plain remained a popular

area-. -f*o*r- J*S-S**-cnlonj,9rs, as evidenced by ffiI?ililTffiafAs-estublish€d
there (Figure 4). The "Four Corners" region shows Mormon colonies

for the first time in 1890. Wards were also created in two other new

and contrasting areas-in }[elsa#i*eq* d-9st.r:lqd-rc*hssam-9-*1 k.y
Mq_ryf_p_l,l*tn$m*in-&9**yglrtletll "ggljyry, arid in the fertil%Srax-Jld.ley
or@*i"s,Jhkh=-h#-"psi{}"t#qp"dl"trassesl!.gl3}*9il9:-glt9-l
to th:9:*g1g..9nt. Filutty-_?n g_""difgl:c,9=t!.9=g,r=.=_T_g::=:LJh::= polygrr=r:tJ=-i,ss-u€'

"fo_re_isn"*.e€l€ei€stt t-918**us&fusg*bgL_qLd Jb= ='g*al,ianal.b-oJ-d-q-l in both
Cu_qgd3-An**N[exiCo.

Ttre resolution of the polygamy question and the granting of state-

hood rnarked the close of an era and ushered in a new phase of LDS
settlement history. No longen was colonization centrally controlled and

expansive. The new phase, which Cowan has labeled "Reaction and

Controversy" because of the disputed seatinf of Utah Congressmen B.

H. Roberts and Reed Smoot, strikes us as a period of settlement stabi-

lization.

1890-19tr8: Stabilization of Settlement
In the absence of lands available for colonization and in view of

L-tah's more favorable status within the American union, the Saints fi-
nally settled down at the turn of the century. Their leaders seemed

content to consolidate the existing LDS communities, perhaps expect-

irg thern to conforrn, as it were, to their newfound respectability.

Compared to the settlement pattern of the preceditg period, the three

decades aften 1890 witnessed little expansion. Only in the Uinta Ba-

sin-earlier set aside for the Utes-and in the Big Horn Basin of
\\'yomi*g anound L900, the tslue Mountain country of eastern Oregon

before 19tr0, and the El Paso region prior to 1920, are exceptions

fbund to this new inwarC orientation (Figures 5-7).
The radius of the circle within which about 65 percent of all Latter-
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duy Saints in the United States resided increased almost ninefold from

2A to n3 miles between 1850 and 1890.6 But over the next three dec-

ades it increased only 16 miles. During this latter period, however, im-
portant policy changes were in the making which would alter the spa-

tial distribution of the Mormon membership even more dramatically

than the planned colonization of the nineteenth century.

The decisions to diminish the role of the Church in secular affairs

and to terminate the "gathering" had become gospel by the beginnittg

of the Heber J. Grant administration (1918-45). These decisions helped

set in motion the events that led to the redistribution patterns observed

in the third era) an epoch which Cowan has termed "Toward Accept-

ance," but which is designated in this paper as the period of West

Coast expansion.

t91B-1945: West Coast ExPansion
The traditional centripetal forces which had bound Latter-duy

Saints to the Great Basin apparently weakened after World War I. As

a result, many followed econornic or other opportunities outside of the

Mormon region, but largely to the burgeoning urban centers of west-

ern America. Evidently many Mormons still felt ill at ease in leaving

Zion and striking out on their ow$ in "Babylon." In 1921, for in-

stance, Saints in Santa Monica, California, asked President Heber J'
Grant "if living in Californiar" a land so roundly condernned by B;ig-

ham Yogng in the past, "was out of harmony with Church policy."
They received a reassurirg but cautious reply: "At the present time the

idea of a permanent settlement at Santa Monica is in full accordance

with Chunch policies""? Soon after, in L923, the Church reacted posi-

tively to the migration of nnembers to California by establishing the

first stalce outside of the "Great Basin Kingdom" in Los .A'ngeles. By

1930 (Figure 8), wards were visible not only in the Los Angeles area)

but in San Diego and the Buy Area as well.

Even with the founding of wards and stakes in California, relatively

few lvlorneons migrated to the Golden State prior to World War II- As

of nE40 (Figure 9), rhe Church counted fewer than 50,000 members in

the state. Even fewer lived in the other two Pacific Coast states, but

they were also nurrrerous enough there to justify the formation of

wards and stakes"

Ithe decade 1930-40 also witnessed the first full-fledged organization
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of the Church east of the Rockies-in the Chicago, Milwaukee, and
New York metropolitan areas. These new units heralded the accelera-
ted growth of the fourth era) when The Church of Jesus Christ of Lat-
ter-day Saints finally became, in the words of Cowan, a "Twentieth
Century Denomination"-with a more nearly national distribution.

1945- 1975: A National Denomination
The darkeni.g in of the United States map by dots represeell"S

Mormon wards neared completion in this era, with large voids remain-
i.g only in Kentu"ky, Tennessee, and the Dakotas (all filled since

: ::' I # :, :r Ti,3l',1'#' J# ;:#' *5 ffy ff:i'il' l, 
j rj,,;:

every state of the Union.
A regional upp.ttttion for the first decade of the present period (Fig-

ure 10) might be the "Rise of the South."8 Wards were organized most
conspicuously in the Washington, D.C., and Baltimore areas, through-
out the Carolinas, Georgia, and Florida, and in Texas. But they also
sprLlng up elsewhere, as in the Pacific Northwest's Inland Empire, cen-
tered on Spokane.

By 1960 (Figure 1 1), wards had appeared throughout the South and
had become ever more evident in the Midw8st, notably in Indiana and
Ohio. Expansion continued in Southern California, and for the first
time fiormal Church organization took place in Montana (Figure l2).

Clearly the rapid postwar spread of the LDS Church into virgin ter-

ritory cannot be explained solely in terms of declining secular influence
within Zion and the slowing down of the gatheritg. The great mis-

sionary thrust of the past generation has played a ma.jor role. For ex-

ample, approximately 42 percent of Church membership increase in
the West rnust be attributed to conversions. In the Midwest the figure
reaches 7 S percent, and in the Northeast and the South slightly high-
er.e

It must be reiterated that each dot on the map represents merely
one county containing at least one ward or independent branch. Thus
a single dot may represent as many as 500 wards, as in Salt Lake
County in 1970, or as few as one, as in the case of Cobb County,
Georgia. Moreover, despite the rapid recent spread of the Church
throughout the nation, ir 1970 some 65 percent of all American Mor-
mons continmed to reside within about 700 miles of Salt Lake City.
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With the automobile and the mass media, they have easier access to
Church headquarters than their parents or grandparents who lived
much closer had. The geographical center of the LDS population in
the United States only recently escaped LJtah, moving just across the
border into Colorado. Previously it had always lain within fifty miles
of Salt Lake City (Figure l3). More than twice as many Saints still re-

side in Utah as in California. In fact, Utah accounts for more than
one-third of the American rnernbers, and the national total (almost en-

tirely English-speaking) accounts for roughly 7 0 percent of the world
mernbership.

What in reality emerges at the national level is a gain in the relative
proportion of Church membership on the West Coast at the expense of
the Intermountain Region (Figure 14).Since 1920, all other regions
have rnaintained a relatively constant and low percentage of the na-
tional total, the eastern United States representing barely a tithe of the
total. Only in the Intermountain Region has the proportion declined,
and only on the West Coast has it increased significantly. Given this
strong western preponderance, with over 80 percent of all American
Mormons residing within the eleven conterminous western states, it
seems appropriate to examine their distribution in more detail.

The Mormon Y.r,
Since the 1930s, scholars in different disciplines have sought to iden-

tify homogenous culture areas within a heterogenous America.l0 Diffi-
cult as such an endeavor may seem) they have had little trouble in
delineating a Mormon region because it is one of the few "regions
whose religious distinctiveness is immediately apparent to the casual

observer and is generally apprehended by their inhabitants."rr We pro-
pose to compare this series of identified regions at the same scale for
the first time. Then we will examine the present distribution of church
membership to determine whether still another region alization would
be in order.

Recent f)e{initions
The very first versions of a Mormon region appeared in 1940, br-rt

they differed considerably in both name and shape. A. R. Mangus
delineated a "Central Intermountain Region" as one of many rural re-

gions of the United States. He employed such criteria as farm-village
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CENTER OF GRAVITY OF L.D"S. WARDS IN THE UNITED STATES, 1860-1970

1 : 1860

Z : teZO

3 : 1880

CENTER OF GRAVITY

4:1890 7:1920

5:1900 8:1930

6:19f0 9 : 1940

FIGURE 13

10 : 1950

11 : 1960

12 : 1970
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pattern, limited tenancy, and high fertility to derive his uniform re-
gion. Chauncy Harris, or the other hand, labeled his area the "Salt
Lake Regiono' and derived it mainly from functional characteristics
such as circulation networks focused on the Mormon capital. (See Fig-
ures 15 and 16.)t'

A second and more similar pair of maps of a Mormon region was
published in 1961-62 by Wilbur Zelinsky and Edwin Gaustad, who
based their uniform version on the 1952 National Councit of Churches'
census, Churches and Church Membership in the Unite'd States (Figures 17
and l8;.tr Their use of the same data might have led one to expect an
identical result, but along the edges their regions diverge noticeably.
The differences may stern from the fact that Zelinsky depicted the Lat-
ter-day Saints as absolute numbers, ,whereas Gaustad portrayed them
as a percentage of the total church-affiliated population in each coun-
ty.

It remained for Donald Meinig to compare these two sets of defini-
tions and then (it 1965) produce one of his own-what has become the
standard version of o'the Morrnon Culture Region."la He combined, in
effect, the functional approach emphasized by Harris with the uniform
type of region constructed by the other three. Moreover, he added two
new dimensions by exarninitg the Mormon region in a historical con-
text and by delimiting differences within it.

Meinig's regionalization posits a core, domain, and sphere (Figure
19). The cCIre represents that nodal zone of high densities of distribution
and intensities of interaction now known as the Wasatch Front" The
domain designates areas of Utah and southeast ldaho that are domi-
nated by lvlornnonism but where settlement is less dense and less in-
tegrated than in the core. The sphere signifies an outer zotte of more
dispersed distribution and more diffuse influence that reaches from the
Boise Basin, around the domain, and across eastern Arizona into Chi-
huahua, Mexico. T'o include the tens of thousands of Mormons living
in the majon cities of the Far West, fuIeinig added a Pacific Coast met-
ropolitan fringe to his map. He concluded that these Saints were not
part of the sphere h,ecause they were recent, scattered migrants or con-
verts whose location reflected national trends rather than LDS strate-
gies"

Sinee n965, R. V. Francaviglia has criticized Meinig for his failure
to vesrttlre intei the field and map distinctive features of the nural Mor-
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MORMON AREA
( C.n. Harris, 1939 )
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CENTRAL INTERMOUNTAIN REGION

(A.R " Mangus, l9d0)
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MORMON RELIGIOUS REGIOI.I

(W. Zelinsky, 1961)
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LATTER-DAY SAII{T RELIGION IN AMERICA,l95(}
( E.S" Gaustad, 1962 )
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THE MORMON CULTURAL REGION

(0.W. Meinig, 1965)
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mon landscape that differentiate it from gentile areas.rs Francaviglia
himself tried to do this, singling out the followirg as k"y character-

istics: wide streets, roadside irrigation ditches, barns and granaries in
town, unpainted farm buildings, open fields around town, the huy der-

rick, the "Mormon fence," a domestic style of architecture, the Pre-
dominant use of brick, and the ubiquitous ward chapels. He used the

number of these elements observed in the landscape to devise and de-

limit another threefold version of a Mormon culture area consistitg of
a visual ttnucleus,tt an "orb,tt and a ttfringe" (Figure 20).

Overall, the superimposition of Francaviglia's map on Meinig's re-

veals little areal discordance. Significantly, however, much of the core

on Figure 19 falls within the fringe on Figure 20, due to the intensive

urbani zation that has obliterated much of the traditional Mormon
landscape. The arid reaches along the Utah-Nevada line which Meinig
places in his sphere Francaviglia relegates to the non-Mormon West. If
these latest delineations of a Mormon culture region are accepted as

mutually reinforcing, it may prove instructive to compare them and

the earlier versions with maps showing the current distribution of
Latter-duy Saints.

Present Distribution of Western Mormons
With the development since 1920 of a lftor*on diaspora, the LDS

Church has received requests from the media and politicians in west-

ern states for a county breakdown of membership data. In 197 3 the

Church Historical Department started responding to such inquiries by

compiling Church statistics accorditg to county for Arizona, Idaho,

and California. Since then, with their assistance, the same thing has

been done for the remaini.g western states, includitg Alaska and

Hawaii, so that it has been possible to map and analyze the Church
membership as absolute numbers (Figure 2l) and as a percentage of
the total population (Figure 22).'u

Mrppi^g western Mormons in these two ways proved relatively easy;

cornparing these maps with those already shown presented problems.

None of the reproduced figures (Figures 15-19) directly compared with
this pair.rT Nevertheless, they provide an essential historical frame of
reference for the analysis of the current configuration of Mormonism

within the American West.

In absolute terms, several multicounty masses of Mormons immedi-
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THE MORMOil LANDSCAPE
(R.V. Francayiglia, 1970)
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LATTER-DAY SAINT POPULATION, 1973
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LATTER_DAY SAIilT POPULATICIilI AS A PERCE]tITAGE

OF TOTAL POPULATIOI,I, 1973
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ately attract attention (Figure 2L). Most dominant of all is the agglo-
meration along the Wasatch axis, with the four counties centered on
Salt Lake City containing more than a half million members. The oth-
er major nodes tend to reflect the general distribution of population in
the western United States, particularly along the Pacific Coast-from
the Puget Sound (the logical location for the next temple in the U.S.)
to Southern California. To Meinig's metropolitan centers would be
added not only San Diego (with its new LDS Visitors Center) but also'
Phoenix, where many Mormons reside even though they comprise only
about five percent of the total population. Outside of the four core
area counties, only Maricopa (Phoenix) and Los Angeles number more
than 40,000 members.

Along the eastern edge of the Rockies are found much smaller con-
centrations of Mormons, even in the most populous metropolitan areas.
Denver is comparable in size to Phoenix but has only one-third as

many Saints, fewer even than Las Vegas, which lies almost as far away
from Salt lake City, but obviously benefits from its strategic location
along the Salt Lake City-Los Angeles corridor. Similarly, the largest
cities of Montana and New Mexico, particularly Santa Fe (with only
one ward), have yet to develop many LDS congregations. Through
and beyond the Rockies, the number of counties with few or no mem-
bers increases quite markedly. The relative paucity of members at the
eastern end of the western United States may indicate that the Mor-
mon message still lacks widespread appeal among Americans of Mexi-
can and Indian origin.

When the Church membership is mapped in relative terms, a some-

what different pattern emerges (Figure 22). The Wasatch ajiis remains
dominant, but the absolute contrast between the Pacific Coast and the
Rocky Mountain regions disappears. At first glance it may appear as if
the percentage map reaffirms Meinig's model, but closer comparison
suggests some subtle changes.

While the core and domain of Meinig's model retain their basic
boundaries, the concentr4tion of Mormons within them slowly but
surely increases. The LDS percentage in Salt Lake City now approx-
imates 70, and that in Utah as a whole 75, roughly 10 percent higher
in both instances than a generation ago. This means that Saints are
moving into the core-domain (and probably multiplying) faster than
the gentiles as both converts and transplanted Utahns continue to pine
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for Zion. Conversely, perhaps Mormons also leave the state at a slower
rate. Only in three southeastern counties do Mormons remain a rninor-
ity, and just barely so in the case of Carbon County. In southeast
Idaho, Church members now constitute a majority in twelve counties,
compared to six in L930.t8

The "intensification" tendency observed in the core and domain
spills over into the sphere and beyond in all directions. Most of the
counties in Meinig's sphere now have & larger Mormon minority than
they did in 1930" Eastward, the most striking change has occurred in
western Wyoming, bridging, in effect, the gap between Star Valley and
the BiS Horn Basin. The westernmost counties of bothr Colorado and
New Mexico have experienced lesser but still significant increases in
nnembership percentages, while the detached Mormon colony in the
San Luis Valley of southern Colorado has nnore than held its own.

Westward the lvlormon minority has also strengthened. In Nevada,
all of the eastern counties except Clark have experienced a substantial
percentage increase since 1930, and that pattern extends across central
Nevada to the Washoe Front. More significant changes have taken
place in southwest ldaho, where the Latter-duy Saints have enhanced
their position in and around both Boise and Twin Falls. Moreover, the
appearance of sizeable lv{ormon rninorities in southeast Washington al-
most suggests an extension 'of the Mormon ,pfi"r" into the Columbia
Basin. Whether these changes represent an influx of LDS migrants, or
simply a reluctance of lvlormons to leave an area, cannot be deter-
mined without rrrore study at the local level. Whatever the reasons, the
new patterns require a redrawi*g of the Mormon sphere, even if the
only visible addition to the landscape has been the rise of a few more
church spires.

Conclusions

What can be concluded from this general analysis of these two sets

of maps? Clearly the LDS Church has acquired since 1918 an increas-

ingly western and national configuration within the United States.

This evolving pattern reflects the effects of policies instituted by Presi-

dent Heber J" Grant and the results of a greatly intensified mission ary
effort since World War II.

However, despite the force of these twentieth-century processes, the
decisions rnade by Church leaCers before 1918 continue to dominate
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the observed patterns of rnembership distribution. IVlormonism remains
very much rooted in Meinig's core and dornain and, to a lesser degree,
in an expanded version of his sphere. Indeed, in both absolute and rel-
ative terms, the LDS Church appears to be stronger than ever in its
Great Basin Kingdom. Recent decisions to make all of this heartland-
includitg Utah-an integral part of standard mission fields simply sug-
gest a relentless quest for converts everywhere, even at home. The rest
of the American West contains rrrany members, but their distribution
and influence are much more diffuse than in Zion.

To speak of a world Church is to express a hope and a goal that,
from our spatial perspective, the Church cannot yet claim as a fait ac-
cornpli. Even to speak of a truly national Church, one in which the
Mormon Percentage of the total population in the eastern states
matches the national LDS average (about one percent in 1970), the
Church will have to await more eastward migration from its western
members and more successes from its missionaries, if not the Millen-
nium itself.
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Notes

1. The NCC's colored fold-out map accompanies D. W" Johnson et 81., Churchcs and
Churclt Membership in the United States: An Enumeration fui Region, State and Count2 (Washing-
ton, D.C.: Glenmary Research Center, 1974). Compare it with the maps of a Mormon
culture region compiled by A. R. Mangus, Rural Regions of the United States (Washington:
Work Projects Administration, 19a0); C. D" Harris, Salt Lake City, a Regionat Capital (Chi-
cago, 19a0); E. S. Gaustad, Historical Atlas of Religion in America (New York: Harper and
Row, 1962); W. Zelinsky, "An Approach to the R.eligious Geography of the United
States: Patterns of Church Membership in 1952," Annals of the Association of American Ge-

ographcrs 37(1961):139-70; D.W. Meinig, "The Mormon Culture Region: Strategies and
Patterns in the Geography of the American West, 1847-,I.,964," Annals of the Association af
American Geographers 55(1965):t9l-221; and R. V. Francaviglia, "The Mormon Land-
scape: Definition of an Image in the American West," Proceedings of th.e Association of
American Geographers 2(1 970) :59-6 I .

2. R. O. Cowan identified these periods, which we have adopted but modified slightly
by means of a content analysis of the popular literture. See his "Morrnonism in National
Periodicals" (Ph.D. diss., Stanford University, 1961).

3. Meinig, Mormon Culture, p. 204.

4. For clarity of presentation only one dot is placed in each county, signifying the pres-
ence af at least one LDS ward or independent branch.

5. Meinig, Morman Culture, pp. 201*2.

6. The circle, refened to in the literature of spatial statistics as the standard distance, is

the bidimensional equivalent to the standard deviation in unidimensional statistics. As-
suming a normal distribu.tion, one standard distance encompasses 63 percent of the phe-
nomenon studied compared to 68 percent for the standard deviation. For further details.
see D. S. Neft, Statistical Analysis of Areal fristributrons (Philadelphia: Regional Science Re-
search Institute, 1966). To state that 65 percent of tr-atter-day Saints residing in the
United States live within one standard distance of Salt l-ake City assurnes a relativelv
constant nunnber of menrubers per ward"

7. Quoted in Eugene E. Campbell, "A
duy Saints in California, 1846-1946"
re52).

Flistory of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-
(Ph.D. diss., University of Southern California.

B. The history of the Church in the South goes back much further than the 1940s, hon'-
ever. trt would be useful to know what retarded the formation of wards and stakes in
this region for so long"

9. Dean R. Lor.rder, "A Distributional and Diffusionary Analysis of the Mormon
Church, 1850-1970" (Ph"8. diss., I-Iniversity of Washington, 1972).
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10. Se sgurces cited in reference 1.

11. Zelinsky, "Approach to Religious Geography," p. 165.

12. Mangus, Rural Regions of the United States, Figure 2; and Harris, Satt Lake Cit1t, a Re-

gional Capital, Figure 18.

13. Zelinsky, "Approach to Religious Geography," Figure 26; and Gaustad, Historical

Atlas of Religion in America, endpaper color map. An adapted version of Gaustad's maP

can be found in the National Atlas of tke Unitcd States of America (Washington, D.C.:

United States Department of the Intenior, Geological Survey, 1970), p. 264.

14. Meinig, Mormon Culture, Figure 7.

15. Francaviglia, "Morrnon Landscaper" Map 1.

16. We owe special thanks to Gladys Noyce of the Church Historical Departrnent and

to William Allsop of the Membership Records Department for their assistance in con-

verting Church membership statistics frorn ward and stake to county units. Since Mrs.

Noyce had used 1973 figures for Arizona and Idaho, we used that year as our base date

for all western states. We then divided the Church population by 1970 total population

to obtain our Mormon percentages, which may therefore be skewed slightly by the

three-year difference in dates.

17. Gaustad's map for 1952 may appear to be similar, b3t his use of church-afliliated
population as a denominator yields a much higher percentage than total population

would. Two maps that did not lend themselves to easy reproduction proved to be mdre

directly comparable than the ones we have redrawn. Harris , Salt Lakc, Cit!, A Regional

Capilal, computed the 1930 LDS percentage of the total population for the Great Basin

Kingdom. Zelinsky, "Approach to Religious Geography," Figure 12, mapped the 1952 ,

absolute distribution of all LDS, including members of the Reorganized Church.

18. See Harris, Saft Lake Citl, a Regional Capital, Figure 18, for this and subsequent com-

parisons with 1930 county percentages.


